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ABSTRACT

This thesis examinesproblems in the teaching of English for Specific Purposes
(ESP) in four technological and vocational higher education institutions in Taiwan,
with particular referenceto the Departmentof Applied Foreign Languages- English
(DAFL-E)/ Department of Applied English (DAE), a newly establisheddepartment
intended to meet the high demand in the job market for English specialists with
adequate business knowledge. The Department provides courses in English for
specific purposes,in this study, for businesspurposes.However, students'low English
proficiency results in inadequatemeeting of the needsof industry.
To understand ESP and the problems that arise in the DAFL-E/DAE,

the writer

conducted interviews with the Heads and teachers, and surveyed students, in four
selected institutions, to seek their views and attitudes towards the work of the
Departments and the difficulties they confronted. The policies regarding new teacher
qualification

requirements

and discontinuation

of

the 5-year junior

college

programmes were reviewed.
It was found that the DAFL-E/DAE

face many challenges. First, specific goals

and distinctive features have not been established. ESP is neither recognised nor its
specific purposes served. Teacher training to teach ESP is also not developed.
Secondly, the departments do not adequately prepare students for future employment,
in terms of course design, English proficiency qualification and industrial
placement.
Students express dissatisfaction towards the Departments. Recommendations are
made to the departments, teachers and students with respect to teacher training, team
teaching, course design, needs analysis, English proficiency

qualification

and

industrial placement. It is concluded that ESP should be incorporated in business-

ii

related English courses, in order to promote satisfactory attainment in English
competenceand business-relatedknowledge, and so contribute effectively to meeting
the growing demandsof industry.
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INTRODUCTION

Background of Problems
The Technological & Vocational Education (TVE) in Taiwan has been changed
and developed rapidly in the last few years. Since Taiwan became a member of the
World Trade Organisation (WTO) (formerly known as General Agreement of Tariff
and Trade, GATT), becoming the Asia-Pacific Operation Hub is now the goal of
Taiwan's economic development. To achieve this goal, there is increasing necessity
for a rise in the number of technical & vocational institutions and a change in the
education system. This will produce more specialists in a variety of fields to aid in the
realisation of this goal. More 2-year and 4-year institutes/ universities of technology
have been set up to meet this need, as
in
technological
to
the
continuity
well
support
and vocational high schools (Lin, 1996). According to the statistics for 1993, the
number of students was about 515,000 at vocational senior high schools, 367,000 at
junior colleges and more than 10,000 at institutes/universities of technology. In total,
there were about 890,000 students at technical & vocational programmes. The
number of students in general senior high schools and universities is only 520,000 out
of a total of 1,410,000. This implies that the majority of students, i. e. 63 percent are
placed in the track of Technological & Vocational Education. In 1999, the number of
students in the TVE 1.36 times that of those in General Education (MOE, 1999).

In past decades in Taiwan, academic achievement has always been highly
valued. Most students are encouragedto continue their education, instead of opting
for employment opportunities after graduation. In 1987,68.94 percent of public/
private senior vocational high school graduatesjoined the workforce after graduation.
However, in 1993, the number dropped to 56.61 percent. It is worth noting that
among public senior high school students,who were consideredto be academically
1

superior, less than 50 percent of graduates chose to work after graduation. The
number decreased dramatically from 64.92 percent to 42.37 percent in 1987-1993 (Yu,
1995). In the case of students at junior colleges, more than 90 percent intended to go
to university

to

continue

their

study right

after graduation

(Hung,

1994).

Consequently, the need to change the objectives of TVE to accommodate the current
situation has been pointed out (CER, 1996).

has
The goal set was to produce employeeswith competence-based
This
skills.
had its challenges, e.g. in the curriculum design. There are several existing problems
in curriculum design in the track of TVE.

Courses designed to meet academic

purposes cannot meet the needs of industry. Furthermore, there is a lack of
consistency and unity in different course levels of the school systems (Yiao, 1995).
Among senior vocational high schools, the 2-year junior colleges and 2-year/ 4-year
institutes/universities

of technology

programmes, some similar

curricula

have

repeated the old and familiar design patterns. In particular the 2-year junior college
and 2-year/ 4-year institutes/universities of technology undergraduate programmes
have experienced difficulties in curriculum design because the students are not from
the same background, so some courses might have been repeated, others not (Kang,
1995).

In Taiwan, studentslearn English as a secondlanguagefrom junior high school.
From the year 2000, English has been taught in the third grade in primary schools.
After three, or seven years compulsory English education, due to the diverse
educational systems, studentsmay choose to go to senior/ vocational high schools,
junior colleges and then all the way to general universities, institutes of technology,
universities of technology or graduateschools with different purposes.The question
of consistencyof course design of English for Specific Purposes(ESP), particularly

2

in business-relatedEnglish courses,in different course levels of TVE, in terms of
junior college (5-year/2-year)and institutes /university of technology (2-year/4-year)
has emerged.In addition, it might be askedif the learning objectives of Department
of Applied Foreign Languages-English(DAFL-E) /Department of Applied English
(DAE) are attainable or realistic? Have junior colleges, institutes/ universities of
technology developedtheir distinctive featuresto suit the main characteristicsof local
industries? Do English courses,business-relatedEnglish coursesin particular, meet
the needsof the studentsand industry9 How do institutions and departmentsprepare
teachersfor college upgrade?How doesthe DAFL-E/DAE preparestudentsto obtain
the English Proficiency Qualification? Does students' English proficiency meet the
requirementsof the labour market? Theseissuesand problems identified are the basis
of the researchquestionsoutlined in Chapter4 (Section4.3).

Purposes of Study

The writer will investigate the issues and problems arising from the DAFLE/DAE in one junior college, two institutes of technology and one university of
technology at four regions of Taiwan. These include Institution A, where the writer is
employed. Analysis and comparison will be made with the data examining the current
problems of the DAFL-E/DAE.

Thus, the study will be of consequence to both

educational authorities and the institutions in Taiwan in the task of course design and

training teachersfor ESP,with the role of business-relatedEnglish in particular focus.

3

CHAPTER ONE
BACKGROUND OF TAIWANESE EDUCATION

1.1. The History of Taiwan
Off the eastern coast of Asia, in the Western Pacific, lies a mountainous island,
Taiwan, separated from the Chinese mainland by the Taiwan Strait (Mapl. 1). The
most important feature of Taiwan's topography is the central range of high mountains
running from the north-east corner to the southern tip of the island. On the east coast,
the mountains rise steeply from the Pacific. To the west, the level lies just below the
surface of the sea. The territory includes Taiwan, Penghu, Kinmen and Matus, with a
total land area of 36,179 square kilo metres and the population is over 22,276,000 as
of year 2000. The population density of the Republic of China (ROC) on Taiwan is
616 persons per sq Ian, making it the second highest in the world. The ancestors of
the indigenous people of Taiwan came mostly from the south-eastern coastal
provinces of the Chinese mainland, particularly Fukien and Kwangtung. The history
of Taiwan after 1949 is one of rapid and far-reaching change over a short period. Its
rapid industrialisation, urbanisation and modernisation over the last five decades have
dramatically transformed the lives of the people of the island. In the late 1940s, the
Chinese communists instigated a civil war on the mainland and founded the "People's
Republic of China" (PRC) in 1949. Consequently, the government of the ROC, Asia's
first democracy, founded by Dr. Sun Yat-Sen in 1912 by overthrowing Ching Imperial
Dynasty, relocated to Taiwan. Since then, the Taiwan area and the mainland area have
been two separate political entities (ROC, 2003).

Following nearly fifty years of Japanesecolonisation, Taiwan was turned into a
frontline of the cold war by an influx of around one and half a million soldiers and
4

civilians from the Chinesemainland. While the economyof Taiwan was still trying to
recover from the heavy allied bombing during World War II, the aid from the U. S.
and the successful land reforms programme laid the foundations for a future
economic takeoff. Led by two policies, import substitution and export promotion, the
resource-poor,labour-abundantisland soon securedan international reputation as an
exporter to the world. Between 1962 and 1985,Taiwan's economywitnessedthe most
rapid growth in its history. In the 1980s, a highly equitable distribution of income,
which was a major objective in the government's economic planning, was reached.
After the martial law was lifted in 1987, non-governmentcivilian contacts between
Taiwan and the Chinese mainland were allowed. Since then, a significant economic
trend beginning with the substantial increase investment by the ROC business
community on the Chinesemainland, though politically divided, has shapedthe new
stateof affairs betweentwo sidesof Taiwan Straits (ROC, 2003).
Following

the lifting

of martial

law, the legalisation

of labour strikes,

demonstrations,the formation of new political parties and the freedom of newspapers
and publishing gave greater power to the people. Politically, in spite of restrictions
under martial law, the ROC government has long upheld local self-government.
Beginning in 1950, all the chief executive and representative bodies under the
provincial level were directly elected by the people. In 1996, the democratisation
has
Culturally,
Taiwan
direct
ROC
the
the
processpeakedwith
president.
election of
spared no efforts to preserve historical and cultural tradition, which has been
profoundly influenced by Confucianism and gradually become the mainstreamof the
oriental civilisation. This tradition includes a strong focus on education.Much of the
credit for Taiwan's steady economic growth must go to the spread of universal
educationthroughout the island. Since 1949,the governmenthas expandededucation
and raised the literacy rate. Even the ROC constitution requires an allocation of the
5

national budget for educational purposes.By 1969, the rate of illiteracy dropped to
15.3 percent, and as of the end of 2000, the national illiteracy rate stood at 4.45
percent. The rate continues to decreaseas the enrolment rate for school-agechildren
remains high, at 90.77 percent for those aged between 6 and 21, in 2001, while the
number of the illiterate, older generationshrinks year by year (ROC, 2003).
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Map 1.1: Geographic Location of Taiwan
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1.2. Introduction
A formal

to the Educational System in Taiwan
by
written
education system governed

regulations

has been

implemented since 1902. In general, it requires a minimum of 16 years to complete
the first degree from the elementary school. The education process includes two years
6-11),
(age
three
kindergarten
(age
years
4-5),
school
at a
six years at an elementary
high
(vocational)
junior
high
school
(age
12-14),
three years at senior
at a
school
(agel5-17), and higher education of varying duration (MOE, 2001a) (Figure 1.1).
Nine years of education has been compulsory since 1968. In SY20001, approximately
95.31 percent of all junior high graduates continued their studies in either senior high
have
to
high
14,
nine
grade
At
complete
the age of
or vocational
students who
school.
held
Examination
Entrance
for
School
High
Senior
Joint
Public
sit
a two-day
Provincial
Education
the
Ministry
or
and
the
of
regionally, under the patronage of
City Bureau of Education. Moreover, those who want to get into colleges or
for
have
the national-wide
high
to
from
sit
schools
universities after graduation
senior
Joint University Entrance Examination (JUEE).

The examination system can be traced back to the time of Confucius, when it
highly
is
Imperial
The
Examination.
the
traditional
system
examination
was called
had
that
fair,
"the
ensured
system
centralised, yet,
and competitive examination
open,
had
dedicated,
hard-working,
intellectual
survived virtually
civil service system
a
and
legacy
The
21).
this
1991,
for
(Smith,
fifteen
hundred
of
p.
unaltered
nearly
years"
The
in
Taiwan.
today
in
be
examination system can
seen modem education practices

1A

31
July
the
(SY)
1
to
from
August
of
the
year
to
current
of
school year
refers a one-year period
is
A
31,2001.
July
SY2000
1,2000
from
August
to
year
school
next year, e.g.
covered the period
divided into two semesters.The first semester covers the period from August 1 of the current year
to January 31 of the next year, and the second semester, from February 1 to July 31 of the next
year (Ministry of Education, 2001a).
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exam was designed to ensure the academicproficiency of students admitted to the
high schools and universities and to reduce the influence of family background or
wealth. "The exam was an egalitarian move toward making merit, rather than
money," said Smith (1999, ppl2-13). Though few people are happy with the way the
examination is conducted, since it is held only once per year and one's future is
determined by a two-day exam, nobody doubts the necessity of examinations, and
nobody has yet found a better alternative (Boyd & Lee, 1993).
Nevertheless,dissatisfaction with this highly competitive system,which places
tremendousstresson young people, has been increasing.Usually, college-bound 17year-old youngstershave to devote at least a year to test preparation,often attending
both regular senior high schoolsand "Bu-Si-Ban" (cram schools).Those who fail will
spendanother full year preparing in cram schoolsto retake the exams.Moreover, the
exams over-emphasiserote memorisation of texts, which prevents students from
developing creativity and independentthinking. The severecriticism of both the Joint
Public Senior High School EntranceExaminations and the Joint University Entrance
Examinations is due to the fact that they dominate academic activities, turning
students into test-taking machines. Consequently,as a part of educational reforms,
starting in years 2001 and 2002 correspondingly,both the Joint Public Senior High
School Entrance Examinations and the almost 50-year, long-history of Joint
University Entrance Examination were abolished and replaced with Multi-route
Promotion Programmesfor Entering Senior High Schools and Universities through
,
which studentshave more choices and less stressfrom taking exams.The Multi-route
Promotion Programmesfor Entering Senior High Schoolsand College-bound Seniors
require a Basic Achievement Test (BAT) for junior high school students and
Scholastic Attainment Test (SAT) for senior high school students (ROC, 2003). On
top of these,studentscan file applications, and be selectedby recommendation.Since
9

thesenew programmeshave only been recently implemented,further evaluationsare
expected.
The students who graduate from junior high have the options of senior high
schools, senior vocational high schools, 5-year junior colleges, military schools, or
supplementary schools. Professional training and various industrial training
programmes are also available to those studentswho do not wish to pursue formal
study. However, sometimes,the studentsare channelledby the examsinto a particular
path long before they have any clear idea about their future in the workplace and
society (Smith, 1999).
A further reform was the introduction on a trial basis in SY 1996 of bilateral
high schools and comprehensive junior-senior high schools, which offer both
academic and vocational curricula (ROC, 2003). They admit junior high graduates
who may delay their choice between general and vocational education. Prior to this
decision, studentsreceive tests and advice to help them to make a choice. Students
who have made a decision may sign up for a combination of senior high and senior
vocational courses "to increase their common knowledge and reach a goal of
personally-tailoreddevelopment" (MOE, 2001a, p.34).
From 1971 to 1982, the number of students admitted into senior high schools
gradually declined, while with the number of studentsentering senior vocational high
schools increased to meet the growing demand for skilled workers in the rapidly
growing economy. However, later, when demand for high-quality professions
increased, educational policies

were reversed. By SY2000, the ratio of senior high

school studentsto those in senior vocational high school (including those in the first
three years of the 5-year college programme) was 45.5 to 54.5 and 68.74 percent of
senior high school graduates chose to pursue higher education (ROC, 2003).
Following the completion of the JUEE after
graduation from senior high school or
10

senior vocational high school, the graduates may be admitted to general universities,
or 2-year junior colleges and 4-year institutes of technology (Figure 1.1 and 1.2). 30
percent of the students enter the general university track while 70 percent are directed
into a vocational track (Boyd & Lee, 1994).

Apart from general university, higher education covers junior college, which
will

be introduced in more detail in the next section, institutes of technology,

universities of technology, and graduate schools. Junior colleges primarily

offer

courses in applied sciences, with the aim of training students to be skilled workers
after graduation. The general college, university, and graduate programmes offer a
wide variety of Master's and Doctoral programmes. The education principally focuses
on advanced study in order to train the students to become professional personnel. In
1950, there were only one university, three colleges, and three junior colleges with
6,665 students. Due to economic development and the resultant high demand for
professional personnel, the government has established additional colleges and
universities and has also allowed the private sectors to set up such institutions. As of
SY2000, there were 150 higher education institutions, admitting 1,092,102 students,
or 49.41 per 1,000 population, one of the highest rates of enrolment in the world
(ROC, 2003) (Table 1.1). Universities can be classified, based on their admission
requirements.
"

General Universities. It usually admits senior secondary graduates to receive four
years of education.

"

Institute of Technology and University of Technology. These are the vocational
tracks. The 2-year institute of technology programme admits 5/ 2-year junior
college graduatesto receive two more years of education to obtain a bachelor
degree. Since SY1988, a 4-year institute of technology programme was
introduced to admit senior/ vocational high school graduatesfor four-year study to
11

obtain a bachelor degree(Table 1.2) (MOE, 1999,p. XXXI).
Since 1994, the new political freedom has brought into question the education
system. The Ministry of Education has planned for educational reforms, which will be
discussed later; in particular, attention will

be paid to the Technological

and

Vocational Education.

1.3. Technological and Vocational Education in Taiwan
1.3.1. Historical Background
Technological and Vocational Education (TVE) has played an essential role in
Taiwan's economic transformation. From the 1950s to 1960s, the domestic production
was moved from labour-intensive to skill-intensive and the transition was completed
in the 1970s. One of the features
of Taiwan's manufacturing industry was the
domination by small and medium business,
which generally required workers with
only basic education and skills. In 1979, Taiwan created its own "silicon valley" to
develop higher technology as a
future
its
to
economy. After 1980, the
process
uplift
industry

entered a capital-intensive,

even more

technology-intensive

phase.

Consequently, there was an increased demand for individuals with well developed
managerial and leadership skills. Therefore, TVE was developed to meet the needs of
upgraded industry, and thereby enhance competitiveness in the international economy
and boost national economic development (Wu, 1995).

In order to understand how higher education was diverted to expansion of
vocational high schools and junior college levels as separatestreams from general
(academic) high schools and colleges, it is
necessary to explain further the
background of the expansion of junior high
schooling, which was made free and
compulsory in 1968. Before 1968, primary school graduateswho wanted to go to
junior high school had to pay tuition fees
and pass entrance examinations, which
12

prevented many young people from continuing their education and caused them to
enter the labour market directly. As mentioned above, the labour-intensive industrial
expansion in 1960s and 1970s required a large labour force with basic skills, but not
with the advanced knowledge and technical skills associated with higher education.
Thyeducation policy was based largely on the work force needs of the economy. This
also explains why there was no effort by government to expand mass schooling at the
senior high level because the economy did not require large numbers of technically
trained and highly skilled workers. However, the expansion of junior high education,
simultaneously

produced "overqualified

for
the available market and
workers

jeopardized the quality of these institutions and their role in preparing future elites"
(Liu & Armer, 1993, p. 319), causing public pressure for expansion of senior high
schooling and higher education to accommodate the increasing numbers of junior
high graduates. The solution to this dilemma was to expand and develop the streams
of vocational schooling at the senior high and junior college level as part of a
stratified education system.

The first institute of technology was established in order to provide further
education opportunities for graduates of vocational high schools and junior colleges.
More universities

of technology

were added, offering

Master's

and Doctoral

programmes. Currently, to meet Taiwan's new needs as an aspiring a regional
operations hub, the TVE is also entering a new era to make a gradual transition from
the current planning-directed mode to a more market-oriented approach. Promotion of
a more flexible TVE system, more open to the general public and with a diversified
curriculum to provide lifelong learning opportunities is expected. For the long run,
the TVE system has kept pace with national economic growth, industry changes,
social needs and technological advancement, by continuously adjusting to meet the
real work force needs (MOE, 2001b).
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1.3.2. Programmes and Organisations
TVE in Taiwan is provided at three levels: vocational high schools, junior
technical
In
the
art
institutes/universities
technology.
addition,
colleges and
of
help
high
to
junior
in
studentsgain
school,
programmesare provided at an early stage
into
divided
been
had
academic
junior
high
careerawareness.The
school programme
high
junior
in
1970,
However,
the
vocational programme was
tracks.
and vocational
in
1968.
As
Education
Compulsory
a
implementation
Nine-year
abolishedafter the
of
the
Law,
in
Education
vocational
National
of
some
the
result,
accordance with
both
to
high
academic and
junior
into
meet
the
courses were merged
curriculum
Education
National
Prolonged
implemented
the
MOE
In
vocational needs. 1992, the
Based Upon Vocational Education Programme, which became an extension of the
Nine-year Compulsory Education system in 1993. In addition, as mentioned
junior/
bilateral
senior
and comprehensive
previously, an experimentalprogrammeof
high schools, which include academic and vocational programmes, has been
conductedsince 1996 (ROC, 2003).
The modem junior college system of post-secondary education devoted to
in
junior
3-year
programmes
in
college
vocational education Taiwan started with
1960 and was followed by the 5-year junior college programmesin 1963 (Boyd &
Lee, 1993). Apart from the 5-year junior college programmes,which usually enrol
3junior
2-year
directly
from
high
colleges,
junior
students
schools, there are also
to
Students
junior
institutes/
technology.
can
apply
year
colleges, and
universities of
In
high
high
institutions
from
schools.
or senior vocational
any of these
either senior
the
take
junior
may
students
addition, on completion of any
college programme,
to
transfer
institutes/
technology
general
to
or
of
relevant exams enter
universities
distinct
into
down
broken
three
is
junior
(Figure
1.2).
The
universities
college system
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programmes(Table 1.2):
"

5-year junior college programmesencompassthe first three years of senior high
school, and the last two years of post-secondarywork. This programme was
formerly most popular in Taiwan before. Studentswho are admitted into the 5year junior college programmes can avoid additional entrance examinations,
which are set for more traditional institutions of higher learning (Boyd & Lee,
1994). However, in SY2000,35,848 students,fewer thanl3 percent of all junior
high graduatesstudied in this type of institutions. Starting in SY2001, the 5-year
junior college programmeshave been discontinuedin someinstitutes/ universities
of technology (ROC, 2003).

"

2-yearjunior college programmesadmit senior/ vocational high school graduates.
Students shall receive two years of education. In SY2000, a total number of
93,645 studentsgraduatedfrom this programme(ROC, 2003).

"

3-yearjunior college programmesadmit senior/ vocational high school graduates
to study for three years.They have decreasedin number and importance, stopped
enrolling freshmen in 1996. Most 3-year junior colleges have been gradually
transformed into institutes of technology. As of SY2000, there are only four
studentsremainedin 3-yearjunior college programme(MOE, 2001a).
As mentioned above, the 3-year junior

college programme has been

discontinuedyear by year since 1996 and replacedwith the predominant2-yearjunior
college programme.Admission is no longer restrictedto senior vocational high school
students as it used to be. To improve the quality of education and to meet the
requirements of industry, as a result of the evaluation by academic committees
appointed by the MOE, some junior

colleges will

be elevated to 4-year

institute/university of technology status (Boyd & Lee, 1993). In SY2000,16 junior
colleges were upgradedto institutes of technology or universities of technology, and
15

only 23 junior collegesremain, of which 19 are private (ROC, 2003). In the year 2000
and 2001, the entrance examinations for the 5-year and 2-year junior colleges
respectively were abolished. Instead, studentscan apply to the institutions in which
they are interested and the students' performance in general will be considered,
including art, physical education, leadership, and extra-curricula activities, with
certain grades required for admission, instead of relying on academic achievement
only.
Junior college has proved to be a stabilising influence on Taiwanesesociety and
it allows Taiwanesestudentswho are not qualified for generaluniversity admissionto
obtain a higher level of education, which usually results in better jobs and greater
power, which, in turn, "feeds economic prosperity" (Smith 1999, p. 11). This junior
college phenomenonin the Republic of China on Taiwan is "a direct responseto the
need to createa skilled and trained labour force" (Boyd & Lee, 1993,p.57). However,
with the rapid changein society and the needsof advancedtechnology in Taiwan, its
importance hasbeen waning.
Institutes /universities of technology, the highest levels of TVE in Taiwan,
provide undergraduate and graduate programmes, to develop professional personnel
with advanced skills. Some of them also include junior colleges, which are the 5-year
4-year
2-year
2-year
The
and
are
and
programmes.
undergraduate programmes
institute/ university of technology and the graduate programmes include Master's and
Doctoral

programmes. Bachelor, Master's

and Doctoral

degrees are conferred

in-service
institutions
These
the
offer
also
respectively on completion of
courses.
training courses (MOE, 2001b) (Table 1.2). Specialisations offered by technological

and vocational schools, junior colleges, and institutes /universities of technology
include the following categories:industry, agriculture, commerce,home economics,
marine production, pharmacology,nursing, medical technology, physical education,
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arts, music, opera,languages,food service and others (Table 1.3).

1.4. The Educational Reforms in Taiwan in regard of TVE
1.4.1. The Background

Popularisations of education and good citizenship have achieved the
development of economic and
political

democracy of the Republic of China on

Taiwan. In 1951, there was one student in every 7.16 persons of the population and
1.73 percent of GNP (Gross National Products) was invested in education. In 1995,
the situation had improved to the extent that one in every four persons was a student
and 6.75 percent of GNP was utilised in education (CER, 1996). Nevertheless, many
problems of educational development have been revealed in these years, without
solution; for example, the rigidity and inflexibility

of the system, the gap between the

academic education and the demands of a rapidly changing society, curriculum and
assessment,teacher education and inordinate emphasis on academic examination, etc.
Thus, the call for sweeping reforms has been intensive. In September 1994, Executive
Yuan, ROC organised the Commission

on Educational Reforms (CER). The

committee was responsible for analysing the problems of the education system and
suggesting reforms. The final report was made public at the end of 1996 and included
suggestions for the implementation of multiple channels of access to advanced study
without relying solely on examinations, the allocation of educational resources, adult
education, teacher training and curriculum changes. The key concept underlying these
reforms is flexibility (ROC, 2003).

1.4.2. Ideals & Aims

One of the main ideals of the educational reforms is decentralisation. Central
Government, primarily to guarantee the quality of education, has dominated the
17

side effects.Therefore, decentralisationis a necessarytask of re-constructionto adapt
to social democracy.The plan is to "initially regulatethe Education FundamentalLaw
and then examine and revise the educational regulation system", suggestedby the
Commission (CER, 1996,p. 14). Decentralisationof higher educationis to include not
only the increase in the capacity of institute/ university of technology but multiple
types and functions. Reasonable distribution of the education resources, active
involvement of the local people, and less control of fees should also be taken into
account. The Final Report of Educational Reforms also recommendeddeveloping
higher education institutions with distinguishing features, including general
universities, research-oriented universities, institutes /universities of technology,
multi-tech colleges,Open Universities and community colleges.
Modernisation, fulfilment of the needs of individuals and society, life-long
learning, re-construction of the educational system and social mobilisation are the
aims of the educationalreforms. The administration of the educational system needs
to be improved due to its ineffectiveness. It has been suggestedthat revising the
educational regulations is the key. The design of the educational system should be
flexible and avoid mainstreamingat an early stage.
In the Educational Reform Act, it is emphasised that Technological &
Vocational Education, one of the important policies of Ministry of Education, should
"

establisha consistentand flexible systemfrom vocational high school to institute/
university of technology, including upgrading well-performing junior colleges to
institutes/ universities of technology;

"

continue the trial of comprehensivehigh schools, including curriculum planning
and teachertraining;

"

elevate the quality of TVE, emphasising curriculum consistency and students'
basic competency;
18

"

implement a certificate system, encouraging both students and teachers to be
certified and recognising the equivalencyof diploma and certification.
(MOE, 2002)

1.4.3. The Problems of Technological & Vocational Education Development
In 1968, the government of the ROC had extended compulsory education to 9
years. Mainstreaming in the educational system started after junior high school.
According to the statistics, nearly 20,000 senior vocational high school students try to
enter the universities every year. In 1995, there were 98,000 5/ 2-year junior college
graduates and 9,700 signed up for the exams for transferring to general universities.
Evidently, the TVE needs to be re-examined. Furthermore, the current joint entrance
examinations place too much emphasis on academic courses. The recruitment of
senior high, senior vocational high school, 2-year, 5-year junior college, even the
integrated.
is
institute/
2-year,
4-year
technology
general university,
not
university of
Obviously, the system of mainstreaming is too rigid and the pathways offered are not
clear.
Decline of Technological &Vocational Education in its functions

In the current educationalsystem,the number and types of schools,and number
of students are all influenced by labour planning. However, they do not meet the
needs of the society any more. Moreover, the students tend to move on to further
study, instead of entering into the work force immediately after graduation, and what
they learn at school is no longer enoughfor employment.
Insufficiency of basic competenceof the students
Over-emphasis on a single skill has neglected the importance of basic
competenceof the students,which has endangeredtheir future careers,in case they
needto be changed.
19

Monotony and inflexibility

of the educational system

It is difficult for the studentsto transfer between different types of institutions
and they need to re-take exams to move on in their studies but it is also hard to
harmonisethe school systems.
(CER, 1996)
1.4.4. The Upgrade from Junior Colleges to Institutes/ Universities of Technology
In 1967, the student ratio between senior high schools and senior vocational

high schools was 6:4. For the development of the economy, more basic technical
manpower was needed.Therefore, a policy of establishingof more senior vocational
high schools and 5-year junior colleges, more departments and classes was
implemented. Thus, the student ratio had adjusted to 3:7 in 1982 (CER, 1996).
However, with the change of social, economical structure, the policy of cultivating
more senior vocational high school and 5-year junior college students needs to be
adjusted again. In an EducationalWhite Paperit statesthat the studentratio of senior
high to vocational senior high schools will be adjusted from 3:7 to 5:5 (Chuang,
1995). In the meantime, as the Commission on Educational Reforms (1996)
suggested, the 5-year/ 2-year junior colleges, in which teaching is focused on
vocational skills, can be elevatedinto 2-year institutes of technology, while institutes
of technology, which emphasiseadvancedprofessional technology, can be upgraded
to universities of technology.The reasonsare as below.
"A

high percentageof senior vocational high schools graduatesused to provide
high quality manpower for the industry. However, due to the increase GNP,
of
people, especially parents, are more willing to invest in education. In the other
words, parentswould rather preparetheir children in "Bu-Si-Ban" (cram schools)
to re-take the entranceexams for higher education than have them work in low20

status occupations after graduation from senior/ vocational high school (CER,
1996).
"

Technological and Vocational Education is not given the respect it deserves. Apart
from the reason of aspiration for promotion, mainly it is because of the limited
progression pathways for the graduates of senior vocational high schools and
junior colleges. In 1984, there were fifty-two general universities for senior high
school graduates, but only six 2-year/ 4-year institutes/universities of technology
for 5-year/2-year junior college and senior vocational high school graduates.
Hence, most of the junior college graduates would like to take the transferring
examination to the general universities (Wu, 1995). According to an Education
White Paper, 90 percent of candidates in this transferring examination are the 5year and 2-year junior college graduates (Chuang, 1995). Thus, students often do
not pay attention to the core courses. Instead, they focus on courses related to the
transferring exams on their final year of study. Teaching quality has been
seriously affected.

"

According to the statistics, in SY1994, junior high graduates are numbered
370,000. Nevertheless, the capacity of senior/ vocational/ military high schools, 5year junior colleges, which are the pathways for junior high school graduates, has
risen to 450,000. Evidently, most high schools and 5-year junior colleges will not
have sufficient students. Noticeably, most junior colleges are privately funded.
Insufficiency

of enrolment will therefore threaten school survival. Reforming

senior high schools to senior vocational high schools or comprehensive high
school, and elevating junior colleges to institute/universities of technology is one
of the solutions (Chuang, 1995).
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1.4.5. Suggestions by the Commission on Educational Reforms

Decreaseof the school and student numbers of vocational senior high schools and
junior colleges
Becausethe industrial structurehas been changed,the need for manpower with
basic skills is less than before. The demand of the market should be taken into
accountwhen designing different courselevels of institutions and their departments.
Flexibility and multiform of Technological & VocationalEducation system
Institutes/ universities of technology could include junior college programme to
form a flexible system.
Reinforcement of professional qualifications
The diploma or degree is not the only verification of professional value.
Introduction of professionalqualifications is necessary.

1.5. Summary
In this chapter, the history of Taiwan, the Taiwanese education system in
general, and Technological

&

Vocational Education

in particular,

have been

introduced. The background, ideals & aims and challenges of educational reforms
have been described. The issue of the upgrade from junior colleges to institute of
technology and university of technology has been discussed. In the following chapter,
the Department of Applied Foreign Languages- English at four institutions, including
one junior college, two institutes of technology and one university of technology and
their location sites will be introduced.
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Figurel. 1: The Current School System in Taiwan
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Figure 1.2: The Connections among Junior High School, Senior/Vocational
High School, 5/ 2-year Junior College and 2/ 4-year Institute
/University of Technology
Diploma/
Age (Degree
21
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19
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17
16
15
14
13
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Course Levels

Bachelor

4-year Institute
of Technology

University
Di loma

2-year Institute of
Technol
2-year Jr. College
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Table 1.1: Enrolment Rates and Students as 1/10 Percent of Population in
Higher Education
School
Yr.

Higher

Net
Enrolment
Rate %

Education

Students as 1/10
percent
of Population

Gross
Enrolment
Rate %

Students as 1/10
Percent of Population
(incl. Open Uni. &

Supp. Jr. College.)

76'

9.97

15.70

14.27

14.27

81'

11.47

18.71

15.17

16.53

86'

14.24

25.18

17.73

19.89

91'

20.98

37.92

24.18

26.80

96'

29.07

47.71

31.52

34.33

00'

38.70

68.42

40.55

49.41

Source: Cited in the Ministry of Education, 2001a, p. 37.
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Table 1.2: The Course Levels and Programmes Offered in Higher Education
Institutions
Course
Levels
Junior
College

of the TVE

Main Programmes
Offered

Remarks

5-year junior
college

Accept the students from junior high schools
(age 15) and offer a 5-year programme with
a diploma.

Institute of
Technology

University
of

2-yearjunior
college

Accept the studentsfrom senior/ vocational
high schools(age 18) and offers a 2-year
programmewith a diploma.

3-yearjunior
college (eliminated
in 1996)

Accept the studentsfrom senior/ vocational
high schools(age 18) and offer a 3-year
diploma.
a
with
programme

2-year institute of
technology

Accept the studentsfrom 5-year/2-yearjunior
colleges(age 20) and offer a 2-year
bachelor
with
a
programme
undergraduate
degree.

4-year institute of
technology

Accept the studentsfrom 5-year/2-yearjunior
colleges(age20) and offer a 2-year
undergraduateprogrammewith a bachelor
degree.

2-year institute of
technology

Accept the studentsfrom 5-year/2-yearjunior
colleges(age 20) and offer a 2-year

Technology

undergraduate programme with a bachelor
degree.

4-year institute of
technology

Accept the studentsfrom senior/ vocational
High schools(age 18) and offer a 4-year
Undergraduateprogrammewith a bachelor
degree.

"

Graduate

Accept the students who hold a bachelor
degree and offer a graduate programme.

programmes

Ubrary
NO
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Table 1.3: Vocational Fields and Courses in the Technological and Vocational
Education in Taiwan
Catalogues
Industry

Courses
Mechanical

Machinery, Matrix, Charting, Casting, Metal Plate,

Pipe Repair, Motor Vehicle, Machinery and Wooden
Model, Heavy Machine, Machine Electricity
Electronics

Information System, Electric Machinery, Electron,

Control Restrict, Refrigerateand Air Conditioner,
Avionics, Repair and Defend of Plane
Civil Engineering and Constructionand Building, Construct,Furniture and
Architecture
woodworking, Interior Design
Chemical Industry

Chemical Industry, Spinning and Weaving, Dyeing
and Renovation

Craft Techniques

Art and Design, Printing, Metal Technology, Pottery,
Environmental Studies

Commerce BusinessManagement,Catering, InternationalTrade, Accounting, Data
Processing,Official Dispatch Affairs, Layout Design, Tourism, Real Estate,
Applied Foreign Languages (English, Japanese)

Agriculture FarmsManagement,Agricultural Construction,Food Processing,Livestock
ProductsCare, Forest,Gardens,Agriculture Constructionand Building,
LandscapeGardening,Agriculture Product Marketing
Home
Economics

Home Economic, Beauty Salon, Clothing, Early Childhood Care and Education,
Interior Design, Food Products

Marine and Navigation, Turbine, Managementof Marine, Fishery, Fishery Business,
Aquatic Aquatic Products,Aquatic Management,Electron Correspond
Products
Medical

Nursing

Science
Arts

Art, Dancing, Movie and Drama, Music, Traditional Music, Movie and Video,
Drama

Source:Cited in the Ministry of Education, 1999
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CHAPTER TWO

BACKGROUND OF THE DEPARTMENT OF APPLIED FOREIGN
LANGUAGES-ENGLISH

2.1. Introduction

to the Department of Applied Foreign Languages-English

(DAFL-E/DAE)

in Taiwan

English is now used as a first or second language by more than 745 million
people around the world, as reported in U. S News and the World Report 1985. It has
become the world-wide lingua franca in tourism, aviation, diplomacy or pop culture,
and most importantly, in science, technology and commerce. Both internationally and
intra-nationally,

English has served as a communication

tool in business and

technology, which are the driving forces behind today's increasingly global economy
(Huckin, 1988). The importance of English in Taiwan can be attributed to the rapid
economic

development

and enormous needs of

international

business. For

communications between individuals who do not share the same mother tongue, they

need to use a common language. The English language could meet that need.
Therefore, those who have no knowledge of English are disadvantagedbecauseof the
needsof the growth of businessand need for accessto much scientific and technical
literature (Albazzaz, 1994). Thus, English has been introduced as the first foreign
language by the Taiwanese government and will be elevated to an official second
foreign languagein six years.Brumfit statedthe importanceof English as:
English is the most widespread medium of international communication,
both becauseof the number and geographical spread of its speakers,and
becauseof the large number of non-native speakerswho use it for part at
least of their international contact.
(quoted in Albazzaz, 1994,p. 103)
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Kennedy and Bolitho (1984) explained the role of English as most importantly
a medium of communication in business,governmentand education and as a subject
on the institutional curricula. In the labour market, when contact with foreign
agenciesis required, the demandfor English is greater.Accordingly, more appropriate
English courses, English for Specific Purposes (ESP) in particular, need to be
provided, especially in the field of vocational education (Albazzaz, 1994). These
demands and requirements have resulted in the expansion of English Language
Teaching and ESP. Moreover, the needs are usually from the learners who have no
needs for "general" English provided as a typical secondaryschool English course,
but wish to learn English for particular purposesin relation to their studies or jobs
(Kennedy & Bolitho, 1984).
In the Final Report of the Commission on Educational Reforms, it was stated
clearly that due to industrial developmentand to adaptto the changein the manpower
structure,it is imperative to "equip studentswith competencein adaptability to social
change, communication, language, mathematics, science, problem-solving and
professional ethics"(CER, 1996, p. 16). There has been a shift of student interest to
sectors,which directly support rapid industrialisation. Managerial work has shown a
2.8 percent rise, clerical work has shown a 17.2 percent rise and transportation and
communications have gained 8.5 percent (Boyd & Lee, 1993). The situation was
illustrated in the previous chapter in Table 1.3, which showed how vocational fields
and coursesare distributed in the Technologicaland Vocational Institutions.
In this context, the importance of English in education, especially in vocational
education, led to the establishmentof Department of Applied Foreign LanguagesEnglish (DAFL-E), also known as the Departmentof Applied English (DAE), which
caters for the need for English in Taiwan's workplaces. Its establishment was
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approved by the Ministry of Education (MOE) in 1993, to adapt to the trend in
national economic development. "Applied

English" means applying the English

language as a communication tool in the fields of business and the science of
information technology, to cultivate would-be technicians with competence-based
skills. It focuses on the Basic English Language proficiency in listening, speaking,
reading and writing
information

and the professional skills in international business and

technology, to meet the demands of industry. Thus, the general

educational goal has been set as training students to have professional knowledge in
foreign languages, international business, catering and tourism. The basic goal is to
equip students with basic communication skills in foreign languages (English). The
objective of courses designed is for the students to learn the usage of English
language, in addition, to apply English for specific purposes-ESP, in particular with
business-related English in the case of the DAFL-E/DAE.
the DAFL-E/DAE

The objective of English in

has been distinguished from that in the Department of English

Literature, in curriculum and instruction (Lin, 1997).

In total, there are 56 junior colleges and institutes/ universities of technology,
which have a Department of Applied Foreign Languages across the country. This
department emphasises mainly English and Japanese languages, although in some
language institutes, French, German and Spanish language courses are
also offered.
Of the 56,19 schools are located in the north, 3 in the east, 21 in the south and 13 are
in the mid-west. According to the statistics, SY1998-99, the total number of students
in the Department of Applied Foreign Languages (DAFL) /Department
of Applied
English (DAE) was 12,683 in the 5-year junior
colleges and 9,563 in the 2-year junior
colleges. There were 1,741 and 4,204 students in the 2-year and 4-year institutes
/universities of technology respectively (MOE, 2001 (Table 2.1).
c)
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Table 2.1: Distribution
[University

of the DAFL-E/DAE

of Junior College and Institute

of Technology

Number of Institutions

Number of Students

Locations

Course Levels

North

MidWest

South

19

13

21

East

3

Total

5-year
Jr.
College

2-year
Jr.
College

2-year
Institute of
Technology

4-year
Institute of
Technology

Graduate
School

56

12,683

9,563

1,741

4,204
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Source: Ministry of Education (2001 c)

2.2. Survey Sites
In order to evaluate whether the features of each institution meet the needs of
industry in each locality, four regions of Taiwan, east, south, mid-west and north,
have been selected.Meeting the industrial need has been declaredas one of the goals
of the DAFL-E/DAE (CER, 1996)

2.2.1. Hualien
Considered as the most beautiful county in Taiwan, Hualien county is situated at
the east of Taiwan, lying between the Central Mountains and the Pacific Ocean,
which lies to the east (Map 2.1). It is the largest county in Taiwan (4,628 square km. ),
about one eighth of the island's area and its population is approximately 350,000. The
east coast of Taiwan features a variety of different landscapes, from Taroko National
Park, East Coast National Scenic Area to Eastern Hualien Cliff. Thus, the local
economy is based on tourism and partly on mining marble and limestone (Hualien,
2003).
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Total

28,224

2.2.2. Tainan
Tainan City is positioned in the south-west of Taiwan (Map 2.1) with a

population of 74,000 and covers an areaof about 175 squarekm. The city is regarded
as the most historical city of Taiwan. Most of its businessis in commerceand industry.
Textiles, food, metal, plastics and mechanicsare the main industries. SeveralIndustry
Zones are being planned (Tainan,2003).

2.2.3. Taichung

Taichung City is located in the heart of the central part of Taiwan (Map 2.1). It
has become a major transport hub with excellent links to the metropolitan areas of
Taipei in the north and Kaohsiung in the south. Its population is nearly 950,000
covering an area of 163 square km. There are 65,000 approximately business
premises in the city featuring sky-high shopping malls and various restaurants.
Taichung Industry Zone is the location of many factories, as well as the World Trade
Centre and Mechanical Technology Industry Park. Its prosperity has attracted
businessfrom neighbouring counties.(Taichung,2003).

2.2.4. Taipei
Located in northern Taiwan with the population of approximately 2.63 million,
Taipei is the political, economic, financial, and cultural centre of Taiwan (Map 2.1).
Geographically,Taipei is nestled in a basin with mountains and covers an areaof 271
squarekm. Its business sector is accountedto 20 percent of all Taiwanesebusiness.
The economic activities focus on finance, services, light and high-tech industry
(Taipei, 2003).
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2.3. Description of Application

of the DAFL-E/DAE

in Four Technological and

Vocational Higher Education Institutions

Since the establishmentof the DAFL-E/DAE is based upon the needs of the
regions, the course design is supposedto have distinctive features to reflect these
needs.Therefore, the writer has consideredthe regions, distinctive nature of courses,
stagesof upgrade, funding, size, the length of functioning and the writer's place of
work as the significant factors when making the selectionof four institutions as cases
for this study (Table 2.2).

2.3.1. Institution

A

Institution A is a private college, where the writer is employed. It is located at
Hualien County in the eastof Taiwan (Map 2.1). The college was establishedin 1989
under the 2-year junior college system. It started with only 600 students in five
departments: International Trade, Industrial Management, Accounting & Statistics,
Finance and Tourism. Subsequently, Estate Management, Information System
Managementand Applied Foreign Languageswere added.Later still, the Department
of Accounting & Statistics was abolished. Education resources in Taiwan are
unequally distributed betweenwest and east.As one of the few collegesestablishedin
the eastern Taiwan, the importance of Institution A is prominent. Geographically,
eastern and western Taiwan is separated by numerous mountains. The natural
landscape has become a major attraction for tourists and tourism has therefore
become the major local industry. Thus, in 2002, the college was renamed the
Hospitality & Tourism College to focus on this specialisation,with a current student
number of 3,123. The related departmentswere transformed to Leisure & Recreation
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Management,

Hotel

Management,

Food

&

Beverage

Management,

Travel

Management and Hospitality Management accordingly. At present, there are eight
departmentsin total (THTC, 2003).
Goal of the Institution

"

To promote prosperity by providing well-trained human resourcesfor the needsof
local industry.

In 1995, the only department with a 5-year programme at this college, the Department
of Applied Foreign Languages-English (DAFL-E) was launched. In 1996, a 2-year
junior college level of DAFL-E programme was added to and making Institution A
the first day-school across the nation in this programme. The 5-year junior college
programme was discontinued in 2001 (THTC, 2003) (Table 2.2).

Goals of the Department
"

To enable the students to have better understanding of foreign culture, social,
politics, economicsand education.

"

To equip studentswith the skills of international trading, businessand translation,
in addition, Chinese/Englishtyping and basic computer skills.

At present, several societies and activities exist, related to English learning, such as
the yearly English drama performance,English speechcontest and celebration of all
kinds of western festivals.
Career Prospects

Plans include cooperationwith industry to assist studentswith work placement
and preparation for future employment, and also to help the businesssectorsto train
employeesas interpretersand secretaries(THTC, 2003).
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2.3.2. Institution

B

Situated at Tainan City, south of Taiwan (Map 2.1) and started as a 2-year junior
college, Institution B was founded in 1969 with private funding. In 1972, a 5-year
junior programme was included. In 1996, the school was transformed into an institute
of technology and started a 2-year undergraduate programme in 1997.

In 1999,

Institution B was upgraded into a university of technology, and some departments
have stopped enrolling students for the 2-year and 5-year junior college programmes
since then (Table 2.2). A School Teacher Certification Programme at the Centre of
Teacher Education was offered. In the year 2001, a graduate school was incorporated.
Currently, there are twenty-four departments, included thirteen Master's programmes
and two research centres, consisting of Engineering, Business, Management and
Humanities & Social Science colleges (STUT, 2003).

In general, each department is upgraded according to its own progress. The
Department of Applied Foreign Languages (DAFL) was established in 1994 with a 5year junior

college programme/day-school

both
English
and
and
offered
only

Japanese majors. The 2-year junior college programme/night-school was added in
1995. The DAFL

2-year
launched
in
1997
undergraduate
a
and
was upgraded

programme. In the following

into
divided
Department
DAFL
the
the
of
was
year,

Applied English (DAE) and Department of Applied Japanese (DAJ). In 1999, a fouryear undergraduate programme

was introduced.

In 2001, a Master's

degree

programme was included. It is worth noting that the 5-year junior college programme
at DAFL-E was abolished in 1999. Since 1999, both 5-year and 2-year junior college
programmes have stopped admitting students (STUT, 2003) (Table 2.2).
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Goals of the Department

Primarily to train students to reach a high level of English proficiency and
secondarilyto meet the future needsin work- related fields. The departmentaims to
equip students to reach basic language ability requirements, such as TOEFL 550,
TOEFL-BCT 213, TOEIC 730, IELTS 6.5 or GEPT in high intermediate.In different
courselevels, the different focusesof curriculum designare as follows:
Graduate School

The Master's programme is divided into two tracks, Teaching English as a
Foreign Language(TEFL) and BusinessAffairs.
The 2-year undergraduate programme,

junior
which accepts

college graduates,

focuses on three areas:
"

generaleducationcourses

9

advanced English skills in listening, speaking, reading, writing, translation and
interpreting

"

business and computing applications.

The 4-year undergraduate programme, which accepts senior /vocational high
school graduates, emphasises :

"

basic English ability training and generaleducationcourses

9

advanced English skills in listening, speaking, reading, writing, translation and
interpreting

"

commercial and computer applications.
Since the students admitted from senior/vocational high school have diverse

background in the first year, basic English ability training is emphasised.There are
plans in the future to employ highly qualified and more competentteachersto enrich
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teaching facilities, to expand cooperative relationships with foreign and domestic
universities, and to build partnership with industry. A Doctoral programme will be
included within the next few years (STUT, 2003).

2.3.3. Institution C
Institution C is located at Taichung City, in the mid-west of Taiwan and was
established in 1919, with funding public (Map 2.1). Institution C was started as a
public commerce school and promoted into a provincial-level

commerce junior

college with a 5-year junior college programme in 1963. A 2-year junior college
night-school programme was added in 1968. In 1982, the school was upgraded into a
national

commerce college and included

a 2-year junior

college

day-school

programme. In 1999, Institution C was upgraded to a national institute of technology.

In total, there are 662 teachersand staffs and 8,591 studentsin the programmes
of 5-year and 2-year junior college and 2-year/ 4-year institute of technology. The 5year junior college programme takes junior high graduates and includes seven
departments: International Trade, Accounting & Statistics, Banking & Insurance,
Business Management, Commercial Design, Applied Foreign Languages and
Information System Management with 3,975 students in total. The 2-year junior
college programme acceptssenior/ vocational high school graduatesand includes four
departments:Accounting & Statistics, Commercial Design, Information System and
International Trade with 2,608 studentsin total. The 2-year/ four-year undergraduate
programmes have 1,290 and 718 students respectively. In addition to the abovementioned programmes,the Institution is under several different systems, affiliated
with continuing education in 2-year open junior college in commerce, and several
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different programmestaking senior/ vocational high school graduates(NTIT, 2003)
(Table 2.2).

Goals of the Institution
"

Partnershipwith the community, cooperatingwith industry, cultivating talents in
the humanities and technology, and providing practically oriented subjectsgeared
towards the needs of local industry, with information technology as the foundation.
Integration of departments, incorporating four-year undergraduate programme.

"

Re-defining the 5-yearjunior college programme.
The Department of Applied Foreign Languages with English and Japanese

Divisions was started in 1980 with a Japanese major only. Until 1986, only male
students were admitted. In 1995, an English major was incorporated. The department
was upgraded in 2000 and started a 2-year undergraduate programme leading to a
bachelor degree (Table 2.2). In the English Division (DAFL-E), the curriculum design
is the proportions of 40%, 30%, and 30% in English, Japanese and Commerce
respectively. Periodically, English speech and other kinds of contests are held.
Students have been sent to visit and study in foreign countries, and visiting professors
invited to give keynote speech have been a feature of the department.
Goals of the Department

"

To give students practical proficiency in English language and teach business
knowledge in both theory and practice.

"

Professional ethics will be reinforced to equip studentsnot only with knowledge
in languageand business,but with professionaland practical experience.
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Career Prospects

Several plans have been mapped out, such as encouraging students to enter
national public services exams, seeking cooperation with industry and guiding
students who are interested in further study at university with two /four- year
undergraduateprogrammes(NTIT, 2003).

2.3.4. Institution

D

Institution D is a junior college located at Taipei, in the north of Taiwan (Map
2.1), funded privately. It was established in 1965 with the 5-year junior college
programmesin International Trade, BusinessAdministration, Banking & Insurance,
Accounting & Statistics. A Secretarial Department and 2-year junior college
programmeswere included two yearslater. In 2000, Institution D was upgradedto an
institute of technology affiliated with junior colleges (Table 2.2).

In 1999,the Departmentof Applied English (DAE) was createdfrom the former
Secretarial Department, starting with the 5-year junior college programme which was
completely

replaced with

DAE

in 2003. A 2-year junior

college programme,

representing continuing education in the Secretarial Department was launched in
1988, and adjusted to DAE in 1999. Moreover, in 2002, a 2-year undergraduate
programme was added (CTI, 2003) (Table 2.2).

Goals of the Department
"

To createa wholly English environment.

"

To employ teacherswith doctorate degreesand native English speaking teachers
at least with a Master's degree.

9 To improve teaching facilities, languagelabs in particular.
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"

To arrange English Camps by linking with local primary schools and sending
studentsto help with English teaching.

"

To enhance extra activities such as English speech contests and drama
performance.A Special Coursefor Promotion of English Proficiency held during
lunch hour on a daily basis is a featureof the department.

Goals of Teaching
"

For undergraduate programmes, the goal is to enforce competitive capacity. Apart

from elevating student'scompetencein English basic skills, the goal is to cultivate
studentswith businessand basic computing knowledge.
"

For 5-year junior college, the goal is to equip intermediate specialistswith basic
English skills, business and computing competence,second foreign languages,
training in interpersonalcommunication,coordination skills, and leadership.

CareerProspects
The institution aims to prepare studentsin several professional fields, such as
civil and diplomatic service, journalism, tourism, import-export trading, English
teaching, translation/interpretation, mass media, banking, etc (CTI, 2003).
Table 2.2. The Description of Selected Institutions
Institution
Location in

and the DAFL-E/DAE

ABCD
East

South

Mid-west

North

Funding

Private

Private

Public

Private

Type of
Institution

College

University of
Technology

Institute of
Technology

Institute of
Technology

Year of

1989

1969

1919

1965

1999

1999

2000

Taiwan

Institution
Establishment

Year of
College
Upgrade

_
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Table 2.2. (continued)

Institution

AB

CD

Total Number

3,123

15,053

8,591

7,146

1995

1994

1995

1999

of Students

Year of the

(transformed
from Secretarial

DAFL-EIDAE
Establishment

Department)
Type of
Programmes
Offered in the
DAFL-E/DAE

5-year junior
college*
" 2-year junior

college

5-year junior
college**
" 2-year juni **
college (N)
" 2-year institute

5-year junior
college
" 2-year institute
of technology

of technology
(D/N)***

Number of
Students of the
DAFL-E/DAE
Source: Ministry

658

4-year institute
of technology
(D/N)
Graduate
School
1,098

5-year junior
college
" 2-year junior

college (N)
" 2-year institute
of technology

696

678

of Education (2001b)

Note:

*

In the InstitutionA, the 5-yearjunior collegeprogrammewas discontinuedin 2001.

** In the Institution B, the 5-year and 2-year junior college programmes stopped enrolling
students in 1999.
***D= Day

N= Night

2.4. The Curriculum

Pattern of the DAFL-E/DAE

in the Selected Institutions

In general,the core curriculum of the DAFL-E/DAE consistsof three categories:
languagelearning and application, business,and information management(Lin, 1997)
(Figure 2.2). In other words, the objective of the departmentis not only to develop
students'English communication skills but also to apply English languageto business
and information technology.
According to the National Curriculum, the courses of 5-year/2-year junior
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college have been streamed into several tracks, General Courses, Basic Courses and
Core Courses, which are regulated and mandatory by MOE, and Compulsory and
Elective Courses required by the DAFL-E/DAE.

However, in 2-year institute of

technology undergraduate programmes, there are no mandatory courses regulated by
MOE, but only General Courses required by each institution, and Compulsory and
Elective Courses required by the DAFL-E/

DAE. General Courses consist of

Languages (Mandarin and English), Geography, History, Social Sciences, Natural
Sciences and Humanities & Arts subjects. Basic Courses include Accounting,
Economics, I. T. and Civil Law. Core Courses emphasise basic English language skills
and business-related subjects. The Compulsory and Elective Courses designed by the
DAFL-E/DAE

in
language
Department,
the
the
and
mainly
reflect
specialisation of

business, and therefore will be investigated in the following section (Figure 2.1).

The most recent course menus were collected from one 5-year/ 2-year junior
college and two institutes of technology and one university of technology, which are
coded with Institution A, Institution B, Institution C and Institution D. Content
analysis was used to scrutinise and compare the curricula. Excluding 2-year junior
college programme,which is only existed in one institution and therefore makes the
comparison impossible, the curricula of 5-year junior college and 2-year institute of
technology undergraduateprogrammes were investigated. The aim was to evaluate
the emphasisof the curriculum planning of each institution and to evaluate whether
the coursesfeatured the speciality of the DAFL-E/DAE. The analysis and conclusion
will be presentedin later chapters.
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Figure 2.1: Courses Distribution

of the 5-year junior college and 2-year

institute of technology programmes

Languages (Mandarin and English)
Geography
General
Courses

Courses Required
by MOE

Basic Course

History
Social Science
Nature Science
Humanity & Art

Accounting
Economics
IT.
Civil Law

5-year
Junior
College

Courses

Basic English Language Skills
Western Literature (I)
SecondForeign Languages
(Japanese)(I)
Business-related Subjects
Western Literature (II)
SecondForeign Languages

Compulsory
Courses
Courses Required by
DAFL-EIDAE

LElective
Courses

(Japanese) (II)
Basic Computer Skills
Journalism English
Translation

ESP
Business-related subjects
TOEFL
Drama/ Literature/Films

2-year
Institute
of
Technology

Courses Required byInstitution

General
Courses
Compulsory
Courses

Courses Required by
DAFL-E/DAE

Elective
Courses
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2.4.1. The 5-year Junior College Programmes
Graduation in the 5-year junior college programmes require 220 credits in total

and includes at least 25 elective credits. The curricula of the 5-year junior college
programmes at Institution A, Institution B, Institution C and Institution D were
investigated. The course subjects were categorised into nine: Second Foreign
Languages, Information
English

& Technology, Commerce, Translation & Interpretation,

Teaching, ESP (Tourism

English

and Journalism

English),

English

Proficiency Testing Preparation, and Humanity & Culture Awareness (Table 2.4).

The following areaswere investigated.
"

The Basic English language courses in the 5-year junior college programmes
were examined.
Compulsory and Elective Coursesrequired by the Department are scrutinised,
since they are designed by the DAFL-E/DAE of each institution and therefore
can representthe specialisationof the Department.

2.4.1.1. The Courses of Basic English Language Skills

Most of the courses of basic English language skills courses, in terms of
listening, speaking, reading and writing, are presented as Core Courses regulated by
MOE. A few are Compulsory and Elective Courses designed by the individual
institution (Figure 2.1). The course subjects for the four skills are categorised as
follows.

"

Listening & Speaking: Labs for Listening & Speaking,Listening Comprehension
PronunciationPractice, Speech& Communication,
Conversation

"

Reading:

Vocabulary & Reading,ReadingDigest

"

Writing:

Vocabulary & Reading, Reading Digest
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Table 2.3: The Courses of Basic English Language Skills (Listening,

Speaking, Reading, Writing) Offered in the 5-year Junior College
Programmes
Institution

Listening &
Speaking

Reading

A

18

22

B

22

C

Total Credits

% of
graduation
credits (220)

16

56

25.45

22

12

56

25.45

20

28+4*

4+4*

60

27.27

D

14

26

12

52

23.63

Average

18.5

25.5

12

56

25.45

Writing

* Elective Courses

Table 2.3 shows that basic English languagecoursesoffered by eachInstitution
in aggregateaccounton averagefor one fourth of graduationcredits (25.45 percent).
Thus, the four skills of basic English receiveintensive focus.

2.4.1.2. The Courses Offered in Compulsory and Elective Courses required
by the DAFL-E/DAE
It is noted that,
"

Elective Courses listed on the menu are not necessarily the same as actually
offered due to teachers' availability and number of students on each elective
course.

"

Japaneseis the only second foreign language offered.

"

Besides the businesscoursesoffered in Compulsory and Elective courses,there
are some businessrelated coursesoffered in Basic and Core Coursesmandated
by MOE, such as Accounting, Economics, International Trade in Practice and
BusinessEnglish, which are not included in the discussion.
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Table 2.4: The Compulsory and Elective Courses Required by the DAFLE/DAE (5-year junior college programmes)

Institution
Categories

Second
Foreign
Language

Information

Average

ABCD

Credits
% of
Credits
% of
% of Credits % Of Credits
Grad.
Grad.
Grad.
Grad.
Credits
Credits
Credits
Credits
(220)
(220)
(220)
(220)
29.75
5.90
13*
46+18* 29.09
12+4* 7.27
26
11.81

Credits

13

5.90

20

9.09

1.81

4.5

2.04

0

0

0

0

3.63

4

1.81

7.25

3.29

4*

1.81

4+6*

4.54

3.75

1.70

12*

5.45

4+8*

5.45

18.5

8.40

6.36

4+12* 7.27

4*

1.81

12+2*

3.63

4+15* 8.36

6+12*

8.18

16+19* 15.90

2.72

6

2.72

2*

0.90

4

0

0

0

0

0

4.09

8*

3.63

8*

12+6* 8.18

% of
Grad.
Credits
(220)
13.52

&Technology

Commerce 8*
Translation/ 6
Interpretation
English
Teaching

ESP
English
Proficiency
Testing
Preparation

0

6+3*
0010.04

Humanity & 8+6*
Cultural
Awareness

6.36

4+32*

16.36

* Elective Courses

Table 2.4 shows that Institution C highly emphasisesthe Second Foreign
Languages(Japanese)the most, with 46 compulsory and 18 elective credits (29.09
DAFL,
This
is
background
which was originally
to
the
of
percent).
attributed
A
).
Institution
2.3.3.
(Section
Japanese
Department
emphasises
established as the
Information & Technology courses,including basic English and Chinese computer
input skills (8.18 percent) and SecondForeign Languageslearning (7.27 percent) It
is worth noting that, ESP, including Tourism English and Journalism English is
it
However,
(4.09
four
institutions
Institution
A
the
percent).
most at
offered
among
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only accounts for 3.29 percent in average. Institution B focuses more on Humanity &
Cultural Awareness (16.36 percent) and Second Foreign Languages (11.81 percent).
Institution C emphasises the Second Foreign Languages and Commerce with 29.09
and 8.18 percent respectively.

Commerce is emphasised the most at Institution D

(15.09 percent). As to English teaching, none of the institutions provides such a
course in the 5-year junior college programmes. By and large, the priorities of each
institution are Second Foreign Language, 13.52 percent, Commerce 9.09 percent,
Humanity & Cultural Awareness 8.40 percent, and ESP, 3.29 percent.

2.4.2. The 2-year Institute of Technology Programmes
The 2-year undergraduate programmes require 77 credits for graduation,
including at least 42 elective credits. The curricula incorporated in Institution B,
Institution C and Institution D are investigated,regarding the percentageof courses
offered at each Institution. The courses have been grouped into nine categories:
Advanced English Skills, Commerce, Information & Technology, Second Foreign
Languages, Translation/Interpretation, English Teaching, English Proficiency Testing
Preparation, Humanity & Culture Awareness and ESP (Table 2.5). It is notable that
there are more English for specific purposes (ESP) courses integrated into 2-year
institute of technology programmes. They are Media English, Finance English,
English for Business Contract, English for Current Affairs of Finance, Technology
English, and Movie English, which are all categorised under ESP.

The 2-year institute of technology programmehas severalcharacteristics:
"

There are no mandatory coursesregulatedby MOE. Each Department has more
flexibility to offer diverse coursesreflecting its specialisation.

"

More elective coursesdesignedby the DAFL-E/DAE are offered. However, they
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are determinedby teachers'availability and the number of students.It is possible
that the coursesactually offered may differ from those listed on the coursemenu.
However, the emphasisof eachDepartmentis well represented.
"

With regard to the English languageskills courses,including listening, speaking,
reading and writing, it offers more advanced courses, and in particular combined
with business and technology. For instance, Advanced English (Business)
Writing, Advanced Vocabulary & Reading, Media English, Advertising English,
Speech &

Business Presentation, English

for

(Business) Conference

&

Communication.

Table 2.5: The Compulsory and Elective Courses Required by the DAFLE/DAE(2-year

Institution

institute of technology programmes)

Average

BCD

Categories

Credits

Advanced

Credits

% of
Grad.
Credits
(77)

19.48

23

29.87

2*

2.77

14

18.18

7.79

6+2*

11.11

8.66

11.25

8*

10.38

2*

2.77

15.33

19.91

7.79

4*

5.19

2*

2.77

4

5.19

4+10*

18.18

6

7.79

10+6*

20.77

12

15.58

2+14*

20.79

4+4*

10.38

3+2*

6.94

9.66

12.55

Credits

% of
Grad.
Credits
(77)

Credits

% of
Grad.
Credits
(77)

12+18*

38.96

16+8*

31.36

15

Commerce

16*

20.77

2+22*

31.36

Information &
Technology

12*

15.58

2+4*

Second
Foreign
Languages

36*

46.75

English

6*

% of
Grad.
Credits
(77)

English Skills

Teaching
ESP
Translation/
Interpretation
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Table 2.5. (continued)
Institution
English
Proficiency
Testing
Preparation

BCD
1+2*

3.89

Humanity&
8+28*
Culture
Awareness
* Elective Courses

46.75

Average
000011.29

8*

10.38

4+11*

20.83

25.54

19.66

Table 2.5 shows that Institution B focuses on the tracks of Second Foreign
Languages, in which Japanese and German languages are offered, Humanity &
Culture Awareness, and Advanced English Skills with 46.75,46.75

and 38.96

percent respectively. Institution C offers predominantly Advanced English Skills and
Commerce courses with both 31.36 percent. Institution D emphasises Humanity &
Culture Awareness (20.83 percent), ESP (20.77 percent), and Advanced English
Skills (19.48 percent). Consequently, overall, Advanced English Skills accounts for
most courses (29.87 percent), followed by Humanity & Culture Awareness (25.54
percent), Second Foreign Languages (19.91 percent), Commerce (18.18 percent),
ESP (15.58 percent), Translation & Interpretation (12.55 percent), Information &
Technology

(11.25 percent),

English

Teaching

(5.19 percent),

and English

Proficiency Testing Preparation (1.29 percent). It is worth mentioning that compared
with the 5-year junior

college, the range of ESP courses offered in the 2-year

institute of technology is more various, which includes Technology English, English
for Finance and Investment, English for International Trade, Movie English, Media
English,

Speech and Business Presentation, Business Contract,

English

for

Advertising, etc. However, ESP courses only amount to 15.58 percent in average of
total credits, evidence that distinguishing
prominent.

features of the DAFL-E/DAE

are not

2.5. Summary

In this chapter, the background and the establishmentof the Department of
Applied Foreign Languages-English (DAFL-E/DAE)

have been introduced. The

surveyed institutions, which are one junior college, two institutes of technology and
one university of technology were described. Last but not the least, the curriculum
pattern of the 5-year junior college and 2-year institute of technology programmes in
the four institutions were scrutinised. A literature review regarding ESP, Business
English and related researches in Taiwan will be presented in the next chapter.

Figure 2.2: Three Categories of Core Curriculum in the DAFL-E/DAE (Lin,
1997, p.2)

Language
Basic English
JournalismEnglish
Tourism English
Vocabulary &
Reading

English Conversation
Training in Spoken
English
Language & Culture

Business

Information &
Technology

Business
Management
Theory in Intl. Trade
Intl. Trade in
Practice

Software Package
BusinessAutomation
Office Automation

Accounting
Economics
Marketing
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Map 2.1: Location of Four Technological & Vocational Higher Education
Institutions

Institution D

Institution C

Arks.

Institution B
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CHAPTER THREE
REVIEW OF LITERATURE

3.1. Introduction
English for Specific Purposes (ESP) is rather a new concept in English
language teaching. The Department of Applied Foreign Languages-English (DAFLE/DAE)

in junior

colleges and institutes/ universities

of technology

is also

the
in
brand
department
needs of
with
accordance
considered a
established
new
for
is
English
taught
development
departments,
a
In
these
economic
of the nation.
businessAccordingly,
in
business
it
this
to
purposes.
specific purpose;
study, refers
been
has
to
English
has
English
been
Business
Though
claimed
related
emphasised.
be largely the concern of private language schools and training organisations (St
John, 1996), the DAFL-E/DAE
business-related

English

in Taiwan is regarded as a special case. By and large,

offered

in

the Applied

Foreign

Languages/English

Department, is officially incorporated in junior colleges and institutes /universities of
technology. Some courses are provided as the onjob

training

as continuing

Department
Literature
&
Foreign
Languages
where
the
education, affiliated with
General English, foreign languages and literature are mainstreamed (Shih; Su & Lin,
1998). In addition, need analysis is usually crucial to ESP, and therefore its
background and application to curriculum development will be discussed. As noted
above, the DAFL-E/DAE

is a newly established department in Taiwan, and

consequently, faces difficulties

in
theory-to-practice,
being
terms
of
of
effective

objectives,

course design, teaching materials,

Proficiency

Certification

ESP teacher training,

English

and cooperation with commercial organisations. These

issues will be scrutinised through the published sources in Taiwan. However, most of
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the paperswere concernedwith the investigation of ESP in scienceand technology,
as one of the common coursesoffered at college/university levels. English taught as
a major course in the DAFL-E/DAE,

for
business
is
rarely
purposes
mainly

mentioned. Literature pertaining to government documents, the course content of the
DAFL-E/DAE

and the methodology applied while conducting this study are not

included in this chapter, but in Chapter 1,2 and 4 respectively. A summary will
follow at the end of this chapter.

3.2. The Concept of ESP
3.2.1. Origins and Development of ESP
ESP was not planned, but rather a phenomenon.The world has been unified
and dominated by two forces- technology and commerce.Moreover, the economic
power fell to the United Statesin the post-war world, leading to an emphasison the
English language.As Hutchinson and Waters(1987, p.6) commented,
The effect was to create a whole new mass of people wanting to learn
English, not for the pleasure of prestige of knowing the language, but
because English was the key to the international currencies of technology
and commerce.

Learning a foreign language had previously been regarded as a sign of a welleducated person, though few had really questioned why it was necessary.Now,
however, came a new generation of learners who knew specifically why they were
learning a language. English became big business. Time and money constraints
created a need for cost-effective courses with clearly defined goals. In addition,
influential new ideasbegan to emergein the study of language.Traditionally, the aim
of linguistics is to describethe rules of English usage,the grammar.The new studies

shifted

attention to the ways in which

language is actually

used in real

communication. These ideas married up naturally with the development of English
courses for specific groups of learners. The idea was simple: "if language varies
from one situation of use to another, it should be possible to determine the features
of specific situations and then make these features the basis of the learners' course."
"Tell me what you need English for and I will tell you the English that you need"
became the guiding principle of ESP (Hutchinson & Waters, 1987, p. 7-8).

ESP has developedsince the 1960s.Earlier approachesto ESP were similar to
traditional English Language and Teaching (ELT), with content of a "general
interest" nature, reflecting a literary rather than a specific subject audience, and
therefore there was no attempt to match the topic to the learners'subject area. Then,
as mentioned above, came a shift towards a focus on the learner as a main
consideration in course design and towards a view of languageas not only a set of
language
is,
to
but
functions,
that
grammatical structures
using
also a set of
had
in
ESP
learners
Since
a
already
communicate with people.
situations
many
background of grammatical knowledge of the language, this "communicative"
approach provided

them with

an opportunity

to use this knowledge

more

productively than had been possible before. The teaching approach has also changed
from teacher-centred to learner-centred, and learners' needs were taken into account
when courses were designed (Kennedy & Bolitho, 1984).

3.2.2. Definition of ESP
Many writers have commentedthat ESP cannotbe easily defined, becauseit is
a developing subject. The term "English for specific purposes" implies that what is
specific and appropriatein one part of the globe may well not be elsewhere.Thus, it

is impossible to produce a universally applicable definition of ESP.Strevens(quoted
in Robinson, 1991, p. 1) suggestedthat "a definition of ESP that is both simple and
watertight is not easyto produce." However, looking at a range from narrow to wide
of definitions of ESP, will help to understand its specific purposes. English for
Specific Purposes,as Robinson (1980) mentioned, focuses on the purpose of the
learners and refers to the whole range of languageresources.Robinson (1991) then
defined the ESP enterprise today as involving education, training and practice and
three

major

realms

of

knowledge:

language,

pedagogy

and

the

students` (participant's) specialist areas of interest. Widdowson (1998, p.3) noted
that the term English for Specific Purposesimplies that
English is somehowpeculiar to the range of principles and procedures
which define that particular profession; and so we have English which is
specific, associated with a kind of institutional activity which is also
conceivedof as specific.
Munby (1978, p.2) defined ESPcoursesas,
Thosewhere the syllabus and materials are determinedin all essentialsby
theprior analysis of the communicationneedsof the learner.
Blackie's definition of ESP, quoted in Afifi (1991, p. 17), is that
ESP normally

refers to programmes

designed for

groups who are

homogeneous with respect to aims, and whose learning objectives have
been quantified and stated in
communicative terms.

ESP courseshave been regardedas communicative in nature at a time when General
English coursesfocusedmuch less on this characteristic.More recently, Widdowson

(1998, p.3) also pointed out "My English at the moment it designed to serve a
specific purpose and it is that which makes it communicative." Brumfit (quoted in
Afifi, 1991, p. 19) might have produced the best given definition to cover almost all
aspectsof ESPasbelow:
First, it is clear that an ESP course is directly concernedwith thepurposes
for which learners need English, purposes which are usually expressedin
functional terms. ESP thusfits firmly within the general movementtowards
communicativeteaching of the last decadeor so.

3.2.3. The Branches of ESP
ESP is an umbrella term which consists a number of sub-divisions. Two
versions of the "ESP family tree" are often drawn as EOP (English for Occupational
Purposes), involving work-related need and training in the use of English, and EAP
(English for Academic Purposes),
for
to
English
purposes,
academic
regarding using
pursue one's studies. (Munby, 1978 and Robinson, 1991) EOP is taught in a situation
where English is used as part of learners' work or profession. Furthermore, the
courses will be different depending on whether the learners have learned English
before. For instance, on a secretarial course, the content of an English programme for
someone who with needs to acquire both practical skills and theoretical knowledge is
different from a programme for someone who is already a qualified secretary but
now needs to operate in English. EAP is taught within educational institutions. The
language taught is based on particular disciplines at higher levels of education when
the student is specialising (in-study)

or intends to specialise (pre-study) in a

particular study. There is also a growing interest in school-subject ESP, which can be

divided into those situations where English is a separate subject on the curriculum
but with a content related to other subjects (independent ESP) and those where
English is the medium for learning other subjects (integrated ESP) (Kennedy &
Bolitho, 1984)( Figure 3.1). In the case of this study, English taught in the DAFLE/DAE, which is the Department incorporated in the college/university level, is more
like school-subject ESP, where English is an independent subject with content related
to other subjects, such as Business English, Tourism English, Finance English, etc.

ESP

Occupational (EOP)

FPreexperience

Academic (EAP)

17
Simultaneous
(in-service)

Post-

Discipline-based

School-subject

experience

Pre-study

In-study

Independent

Integrated

Figure 3.1: Types of ESP (Strevens, 1977, p. 92; also see Kennedy &

Bolitho, 1984, p.5; Munby, 1978, p.56 and Robinson, 1991, p.3)

Robinson (1991) also made an important distinction between learners of ESP.
Some are newcomers to their field of work or study who need instruction in the
concepts and practices of that field and others are already expert and experienced,
but require operational ESP materials, where the instruction and training are taken
for granted,and where it is the ability to function in English which is being imparted.
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In this study, the focus is on the former. Hutchinson and Waters (1987) distinguished
ESP by the nature of learners' specialism, into EST (English for Science and
Technology), EBE (English for Business and Economics) and ESS (English for
Social Sciences). Business English, which will be discussed at greater length later in
this chapter, has itself become an umbrella term, including EGBP (English for
General Business Purposes) and ESBP (English for Specific Business Purposes).
Broadly speaking, EGBP courses are pre-experience, extensive courses, while ESBP
courses are more likely to be post-experience, intensive and company-based courses
(St John, 1996). The branches of ESP mentioned here can be illustrated as follow:

ESP

EOP

EAP
/
EST

ESS

EBE

EGBP

ESBP

Figure 3.2: Branches of ESP

3.3. NeedsAnalysis
Traditionally,

learners' needs in General English could not be specified;

therefore, no one attempted to find out learners' true needs. Nevertheless, in ESP, the
need to communicate in English is definable. As a result, needs analysis is
considered essential (Hutchinson & Waters, 1987). However, how to define the
"needs" becomes problematic. Lawson, quoted in Robinson (1991, p. 7), indicated

that, "a `need' is a matter for agreement and judgement, not discovery. "

Several

writers have discussed the different types of "needs". Widdowson (1981) interpreted
"learners' needs" in two definitions. One is goal-oriented and is related to the
learner's terminal behaviour, in other words, what the learner needs to do with the
language once he/she has learned it. The other is process-oriented, and is refers to the
learner's transitional behaviour, that is, what the learner needs to do to actually
acquire the language. Then, Hutchinson (1987) distinguished the former as target
declared,
7)
(1991,
latter
Robinson
learning
Furthermore,
the
p.
needs, and
as
needs.

The needsthat are establishedfor a particular group of studentswill be an
outcomeof a needanalysisproject and will be influencedby the ideological
preconceptionsof the analysis.

A need analysis which focuses on students' needs at the end of a language course can
be called a Target Situation Analysis (TSA). The Munby model has been widely
Needs
(Communication
discussed,
CNP
is
(Learner)
Participant
and
studied
which
Processor) - Profile of Needs. Hutchinson (1987, p. 59) explained that the analysis of
TSA "is a matter of asking questions about the target situation and the attitudes
towards that situation of the various participants in the learning process." Then
Robinson (1991, p. 9) proposed the idea of Present Situation Analysis (PSA) which
language
"to
like
their
the
the
course,
establish
of
aims
start
what
at
students are
investigating

their strengths and weaknesses." He suggested that, in practice,

information regarding both TSA and PSA is likely to be found simultaneously. Thus,
needs analysis may be seen as a combination of TSA and PSA.

Awarenessof learners' needs should be encouragedand the identification of
learners' needs should be undertakenby three separatebodies: the learner himself/
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herself, the teaching establishment,and the learner's employer (Afifi, 1991). Needs
assessmentis recognised as the necessarystarting point in designing curriculum
materials for ESP. (Schmidt, 1981) Several instruments for gathering information
about target needs have been suggested, such as questionnaires, interviews,
participant observation,casestudies,pressads,testing and the collection of authentic
materials. Their advantagesand disadvantageswere also discussed (Hutchinson,
1987, Mackay, 1978, Robinson, 1991 and Schmidt, 1981). Bearing this in mind,
needsanalysisis not a once-for-all activity; instead,it should be a continuing process.
In addition, the importance of learner motivation in the learning process, learners'
perceived wants and self-perceived needs cannot be ignored (Hutchinson, 1987,
McGinley, 1984).

3.4. Business English

BusinessEnglish (BE) is broadly regarded as business-relatedEnglish in this
research. There has been increased interest and awarenessof it in the last two
decades, though it has often been neglected by linguistics researchers,or poor
has
been done, comparedwith the languageof EST (Robinson, 1991; Ellis
research
& Johnson, 1994). BusinessEnglish is a branch of ESP and not easy to define. It is
usually associatedwith secretarial and managementactivities, and so by far the
largest part of ESP consistsof coursesin businessand commerce.In the early 1960s
and 70s, the terms "commerce" or "commercial" dominatedand primarily referred to
"written communication relating to trade, and importing and exporting" (St John,
1996, p.4).

In many ways, Business English distinguishes itself from General

English. Tsai (1998) pointed out several differences between BE and GE. With
regard to the needs analysis, Business English will go beyond the language of the
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learners. Furthermore, Business English has more precise course objectives. The
learners in BusinessEnglish are more goal-oriented and have specific expectations
towards the course. Therefore, Business English materials tend to be more tailormade, which means teachers sometimes have to develop their own materials to
satisfy the specific needs of the learners.

However, in general, teaching

methodology has no major differences. BusinessEnglish may be also consideredas
either EAP or EOP,dependingon the situation where learning is taking place and the
learners' purposes (Afifi, 1991). However, Business English can also differ from
other varieties of ESP becauseit is a mix of specific content, which is related to a
particular job area, and general content related to general ability to communicate
more effectively, especially in business situations. Ellis & Johnson (1994, p.3)
declaredthat BusinessEnglish,
must be seen in the overall context of English for Specific Purpose (ESP),
as it shares the important elements of needs analysis, syllabus design,
course design, and materials selection and development which are common
to all fields of work in ESP

There has been a development in the way ESP practitioners see Business
English, as follows.

In the 1960s to 70s, the specialist vocabulary of Business

English was different from General English, and there were business-relatedwords
and terminology. Learners' language level was assumedto be at least intermediate,
and no subject knowledge was taken into account. Furthermore, there was no
consideration of how learners apply the language in real life and how to develop
meeting and writing skills. In 1972, somevideos and coursebooks placed emphasis
in
training
the skills of English communication within a businesscontext. In the
on
mid-1970s and 1980s, following the trends in General English, Business English
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teaching focused more on functional areas, such as giving opinions, showing
agreementand languagefor recommending.In the late 1980s,the emphasiswas on
the need to develop the skills for using the language learned, for example,
presentationtechniques,negotiating, and effective meetings skills (Ellis & Johnson,
1994).
Any reference in this thesis to ESP, unless otherwise noted, applies equally
well to BE and "Business English" is used as a blanket term. It refers to businessrelated English courses, such as International Trading, Business Management,
Journalism English, Tourism English, Finance English, English for BusinessBasic,
English for BusinessContract, BusinessEnglish Writing and, in particular as abovementioned, the course subject named "Business English" offered in the DAFLE/DAE.

3.4.1. The Learners of BE
Kennedy and Bolitho (1984) declared many ESP learners are adults, who are

more able to define the idea why he/sheis learning English. Thus, the agreementon
needsbetween learnersat adult level and teachersis well matched since the purpose
is more clearly defined. Robinson (1991) suggestedthat business-relatedEnglish
courses and materials can serve both for occupational users of English, such as the
manager of a company, an accountant or a secretary, and students of business,
banking, economics or management.This view was echoed by Ellis & Johnson
(1994), who pointed out in detail that the characteristicsof the two kinds of Business
English learners. The pre-experienced,usually in the educational system, such as
in
students colleges or universities and the job-experienced. The former, on whom
in
focus
this study, will have obtained businessknowledge mainly from books,
we
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which might be insufficient and theoretical rather than practical. As a result, students
will be less aware of languageneeds, such as communicating in real-life business
situations. In many cases,pre-experiencedlearnersare preparing for examinations.
Thus, the examinationcurriculum will be the basis for the syllabus and there are very
specific objectives for the course.As to pre-experiencedlearners' concern, there are
two kinds of needs.First, for examination purposes,they need to read textbooks in
English to gain the qualifications they are seeking. Therefore, the development of
reading and listening skills is a major component of their English training, with a
strong emphasison the vocabulary of the subject. Secondly,studentswill need to be
prepared for their future working life in business. Accordingly, their language
courses will include skills such as commercial correspondence,or presenting
information (Ellis & Johnson,1994).
Although EFL and ESP have dissimilar objectives, they have similarities in
learning situations, that is, the learners are non-native English speakers learning
English out its natural environment and practising the language inside the classroom
only. The learners, in this study, BE learners, were suggested to be exposed to the
target language as much as possible. "The amount of exposure to the target language
is crucial in language learning" (Brumfit quoted in Albazza, 1994, p. 108). Though it
is difficult for non-native language learners to comprehend the foreign language as
well as native speakers, adequate exposure to the target language leads to greater
success in learning the language. Second language learners are recommended to be
exposed to "whole instances of language use" (p. 109). In particular, for those who
have insufficient

competence in language, exposure to the target language will

enhance their knowledge of the language and enrich their linguistic competence.
Undoubtedly, the learners will have opportunity to practise what they have learned
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(Albazza, 1994). Nevertheless, in practice, students do not receive adequate English
learning environment (Hung, 1998a).

3.4.2. The Teaching Materials of BE

As defined previously, the target audiences with both practising business
people and students of business are supplied with the same materials. Business
English textbooks are also meant to cater for both native and non-native English
speakers, because native speakers might be new to the work of business.
Furthermore, as an international language, English is used as the means of
communication in business transactionsbetween people, none of whom might be
native speakers.Thus, Robinson (1991) suggestedthat authentic Business English
language must include data employed by practising businesspeople and non-native
speakersof English.
With regard to teaching materials for BusinessEnglish, Kennedy & Bolitho
(1984) pointed out that most of materials suitable for younger learnersare written as
"general" English courses. Similarly, Robinson (1991) noted that there are a large
number of general books, which seem little different from course books for GPE.
She suggestedthat :
"

Business English is regarded as a "mediating language", which implies a
similarity with everyday language.

"

Most people who study Business English are students,suggesting a market for
general coursebooks.

"

Students, particularly in language schools are not "homogeneous" in terms of
work experience. Therefore, a general textbook applicable to a range of business
situations may be the most appropriate.
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Thus, Business English course books often have very general aims to provide a
flexible learner-centredcourse in English communication skills used in day-to-day
work and to provide studentswith the practical skills to communicateeffectively in a
wide range of businesssituation (Robinson, 1991).
St John (1996) classified Business English teaching materials into four
categories:
Business Communication

Business Contexts

Skills

Business Studies
Methodology

(English) Language

in Business Settings
Figure 3.3: Four Categories of Business English Teaching Materials (St John,
1996, p. 9)

The three corners of the triangle are related to the three main features of the work
environment that determine the linguistic skills required. The fourth category relates
to how businessis studied. Businesscommunication skills refer to the core skills of
business activity such as meeting, discussing and presentation. These activities
require not only verbal languagebut also organisationalskills, non-verbal language
and awarenessof audience. With regard to business contexts, they consist of the
materials on specific disciplines such as finance and marketing. The category,
language in business settings, is the material related most closely to EFL material.
ESP practitioners should recognise the needs of the students and their work
experienceand modify the teaching approaches(St John, 1996). In Arthur's opinion,
good Business English teaching materials should include up-to-date information
pertaining to a variety of relevant topics presentedin the form of authentic articles,
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accompaniedwith audio/video taped interviews, meetings,etc., and the materials for
languageskills development,such as realistic simulation, role play and project work
(quoted in Afifi, 1991).
One characteristic of Business English that has been emphasised is the need to
be pragmatic.
The practical use of the language will be more important than theoretical
knowledge about the language.

(Ellis & Johnson,1994,p.6)
However, language taught in textbooks is different from that used in real life.
Therefore, Williams suggestedthat,

more real data is needed about what language is used in different situations
before we as teachers and
begin
to select what to
coursebook writers can
teach for different situations.

(quoted in Robinson, 1991,p.98)

Many writers have pointed out that collecting authentic data is essentialto produce
ESP materials for courses and communicative syllabus, which is the approach
developedalongsideESP.Morrow defined an authentictext as:

a stretch of real language,produced by a real speaker or writer for a real
audience and designed to convey a real messageof some sort. In other
words it is not a made-uptext.
(quoted in Afifi, 1991,p.43)
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Ellis & Johnson(1994, p. 157) also defined authenticmaterial as,
any kind of material takenfrom the real world and not specifically created
for the purpose of language teaching. It can be text, visuals, or audio
material; it can be realia such as tickets, menus,maps,and timetables; or it
can be objectssuch asproducts, equipment,components,or models.

For Business English, authentic material is very important. First, the authentic texts
contain the content-specific terminology

in
is
texts and
neglected
often
which

dialogues created for learning English. The language used in authentic texts will
reflect the genuine purpose to which the learners need to be exposed. Second, the
material provides information about real-life situations. The information conveyed is
more accurate and up-to-date and, therefore, has higher credibility.

This is the

content of the material rather than the language (Ellis & Johnson, 1994). Kennedy &
Bolitho (1984, p. 3) suggested "A gap in materials had to be filled for these specificpurpose learners."

In an international survey of business English, it was reported

that only 38 percent were using business-oriented instructional materials, and only
47 percent incorporating business-oriented activities and tasks similar to those that
occurred at work. It was concluded that the needs for high-quality business English
programmes in all areas were unmet (de Beaugrande, 2000).

However, whether the issue of "authentic" or "simplified" texts should be used
has highlighted the debate between ELT and ESP. As Kennedy & Bolitho (1984,
pp.47-48) explained,
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A `simplified' text is one in which grammatical,

lexical and rhetorical

elements have been made less complex to render the learning of the
language more effective.

An `authentic' text is one written for a specific audience (not language
learners) and its purpose is the communication of subject content rather
than languageform.

The use of either one of them has problems. Simplified texts presented to the
learners often lack genuinenessand lose some meaning due to the simplification, so
they are different from the real texts the learners will face in the subject area
(Kennedy & Bolitho, 1984). However, some objections to authentic reading texts
have beenmade. Widdowson was strongly opposedto the use of authentic texts from
the real world and suggestedthat authenticity should be considered"not as a quality
residing in instancesof languagebut a quality which is bestowedupon them, created
by the responseof the receiver" (quoted in Kuo, 1993). Widdowson argued that if
students cannot fully understand the language they are exposed to or cannot
communicate due to the poor knowledge of the language,then the language cannot
be consideredauthentic at all (Afifi, 1991).
Authentic texts are always used in particular and individual situations and
different speakersin different situations might use different languages.There may
also be some confusion between authenticity and relevance.Kuo (1993) arguedthat
authentic materials often lack relevance for learners in the real environment in
Taiwan. The textbooks available in Taiwan are written for a general ESL/EFL
situation and lack localised content.Though shereferred to the casein EST, the same
point seemsto apply to BusinessEnglish. Robinson (1991, p.98) suggestedthat more
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consideration needsto be given to cultural aspectsof businesscommunication. She
pointed out that "currently too much attention is focusedon the businesspractices of
Western Europe and the USA, and a cross-cultural adjustmentis being made in the
direction of the West." Similarly, St John (1996) claimed that the underlying business
culture is a Western European/North American one and published materials
presuppose that the learners have familiarity and understanding of that culture.
Moreover, Kennedy & Bolitho (1984) emphasisedthat there was little concern for
appropriateness, and many overseas students were offered a "frozen and old
fashioned" correspondencestyle for imitation. Similarly, St John (1996) echoedthat
materials with formalised letters provide examples and models for learners to
"copy" but do little to develop language awareness.More cultural and social
appropriatenessshould be taken more into account.
Another major factor in ESP materials production, as Mountford (1988)
asserted is teacher's competence and confidence in using English. He gave the
example of English teachers in Thailand, who are very conscious of deficiencies in
their own ability which they ascribe to poor training, the lack of English language
use in society, and the relatively low status assigned to English institutionally. This is
partly the reason why many teachers are terrified of "authentic" materials. "They
don't understand them. " he said (Mountford,

1988, p. 81).

Furthermore, whether ESP teachers should use ready-made materials or
produce their own learner-made materials has been debated over years. As Kuo
(1993) pointed out, general opposition to ready-madematerials has been expressed
for the following reasons.
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"

They are written for particular situations and learners. Therefore they are
impossible to apply to all learners even though they claim to be ready-to-usein
all ESP courses.

"

The level of English proficiency and specialist knowledge of any particular
group of learners is not taken into account since those published materials aim
for a large, unknown readership.

"

For the purpose of pleasing a large market, they do not consider the
appropriatenessfor classroomuse in a local learning situation.

However, published materials have several strengths as well. For instance, they
provide predictability for the learners about the course plan and content, great
internal coherence, cost-effectiveness and more credibility vis-ä-vis tailor-made
limitation
time,
Due
largely
of
of
to
the
materials.
pressure of work, constraints
resources and facilities, and lack of expert knowledge, published materials are
recommended.Kuo (1993) therefore suggestedESP teacherscan choose whatever
textbooks are appropriate or adaptable and always supplement or replace certain
Essentially,
tailor-made
students.
the
of
to
needs
parts with
specific
materials suit
social and cultural learning context should be taken into account.

3.5. ESP/ BE Teachers

It is worth noting that generally,ESPteachersare primarily teachersof General
English, i. e. language teachers (Strevens, 1988; Ellis & Johnson, 1994). When
transferring from General English to ESP teaching, they might have encountered
several difficulties. One is a difference of attitude difficulty, between literature and
science in particular. Traditionally, English teachers are arts or humanities trained
and they usually psychologically reject science (Strevens, 1988; Robinson, 1991).
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Strevens (1988) mentioned that another difficulty lies in the gap between the
learners' knowledge of the special subject and the teachers'

unfamiliarity with it.

For English teacherswho are native speakers,their training is more likely to be in
literature than in language.With regard to non-native speaking teachersof English,
they may not have confidence in their language competence.In addition, language
teachers fear that they may not be able to cope with students' area of specialism
(Robinson, 1991). Hutchinson & Waters (1987) distinguished the difference in role
between ESP teachersand General English teachers.Firstly, ESP teachershave to
manage the needs analysis, syllabus design, materials writing, adaptation and
evaluation, in addition to the normal jobs of a classroomteacher.Secondly,most ESP
teachers originate from General English teaching and lack of training for a
"specific/special purpose". Therefore, ESP teachersneed to orient themselves to a
new environment for which they are not well-prepared. Nevertheless, later,
Hutchinson & Waters(1987) arguedthat ESP teachersdo not needto learn specialist
subject knowledge,but rather be interestedin the subjectmatter.
Strevens(1988) therefore suggestedthree techniquesfor ESPteachers.
"

Become familiar with ESPcoursematerials.

"

Become familiar with the languageof the subject.

"

Allow studentsto put you right.

Robinson (1991) also recommendedthe possible solutions.
"

Developing professional competence,which involves specialising in a particular
discipline, or undergoing further training.

"

Carrying out "action research" in the classrooms, which can give the teacher a
certain degree of control over his/her professional life.

"

Researchleading to publication.
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Robinson (1991, p. 96) suggested "one of the prime requisites would seem to be
flexibility. " meaning flexibility

to change from being GPE teachers to ESP teachers

and flexibility to cope with different groups and different language levels of students.
Strevens (1988, p.3) emphasised,
Becoming an effective teacher of ESP requires more experience, additional
training, extra effort, afresh commitment, compared with being a teacher
of General English.

With regard to Business English teachers, not exceptionally, some are general
TEFUTESL

language teachers, while others are from a business background in

terms of working

in companies and have useful business knowledge such as

international trading and how companies are organised and run. Some institutions
basic
in
is
them
it
train
to
to
because
think
they
prefer
easier
employ such people
teaching skills than training English teachers about business. However, Ellis &
Johnson (1994) clearly defined the role of Business English teachers and stressed
that no matter what the background of Business English teacher is, the Business
English teacher is primarily a language teacher. They argued that BE teachers do not
need to be an expert in any particular business, because the learners already have
it
knowledge.
Furthermore,
the
though
specific content
students are pre-experienced,
is not the language teachers' responsibility to teach subject matter. Ellis & Johnson
(1994, p. 26) argued,
Although it is of great value to be able to talk intelligently to learners about
their work, it is of greater importance that the trainer should be seen as an
expert in presenting and explaining the language and in diagnosing the
learners'language problems.
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Afifi

(1991) stressedthat Business English teacher teaches English for Business

rather than Businessin English.
Moreover, de Beaugrande(2000) stressedthat under the circumstancesthat the
English

Department and business faculties usually operate separately, English

teachers may feel more comfortable staying on the "language side of the fence",
explaining the grammatical functions of the language rather than analysing some
business concept. On the "business
be
fence",
indifferent
the
teachers
the
may
side of
about the language study, register and usage. He suggested that English departments
and business faculties should therefore work together to discuss their priorities and
negotiate their disparities and realise that their traditional separation is unnecessary
when "the linguistic and discursive demands of rapidly changing global economy are
becoming explosively
more complex and diverse" (de Beaugrande, 2000, Section 2,
¶ 9).

Pertaining to the course named "Business English"; it has brought the
ambiguity and led to the problem in course design. Tsai (1998) argued whether
"Business English" should be defined as a subject (business) class or a language
class? If it is regarded as a subject course, it should not be the language teachers'
responsibility becausemost of the teachersdo not seem to be qualified in terms of
educational or professional background. If it is seen as a language course, is it a
course of General English or ESP? The results of her survey on the learners' needs
analysis indicated the learners' major concern is their language proficiency and
business knowledge has been placed

second.Hung's (1998a and 1998b) surveys of

the English teachersof junior colleges and institutes of technology showed that they
deemed knowledge and competence
of English language skills to be the most
important qualities English teachersshould
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posses.

3.5.1. Team Teaching
As aforementioned,ESP teachers are struggling between language teaching

and the knowledgeof specialsubjects.A solutioninitially proposedby Johnsand
Dudley-Evans (1985) was team teaching, which involves the students, and the
collaboration betweenlanguage-teachers,subject-teacherand students(Figure 3.4).
Subject-teacher

Language-teacher

Students

Figure 3.4: Schematic Triangle of Team Teaching (John & Dudley-Evans, 1985,
p. 138)
They argued that overseasstudents' failure to keep up with their course or research
knowledge
the
the
knowledge
the
of
or
was rarely attributable to the
subject
of
language alone.

In the triangle of which the three angles are the student, the subject
teacher and the language teacher,each needsa certain type of assistance
andfeedbackfrom the other two.
(Johns& Dudley-Evans, 1985,p. 141)
There are several different types of team teaching, which have been reviewed by
many writers and generally discussed in the context of tertiary-level ESP, particularly
in EAP. By and large, team teaching is an integration of language and content in
second and foreign language instruction. The language teachers work with content
(subject) teachers to determine agreed language and content objective (Kuo, 1993).
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This cooperation can take place at different levels of formality and involvement
through establishing formal or informal contact with the specialist (subject)
departments.Robinson (1991) consideredthere are two main types of team teaching.
Two teacherstogether.The ESPteacherand the subject teacherare presentin the

"

is
language
teacher
in
the
is
The
chargeand
classroom together.
subject teacher
there to make sure any grammaticalproblemswill be given immediate attention.
"

Subject-languageintegration. Only one teachermay be involved in teaching at a
has
being
taught
language
the
time, with
material
and content. Nevertheless,
derived from some earlier collaboration between language teacher and subject
teachers.Becauseof the teachers'heavy teachingload and some subject teachers'
language
by
feelings
being
specialist, sometimes
a
uncomfortable
observed
about
it is not possibleto have two teachersin the sameclassroom.

In the case of Johns and Dudley-Evans' experiment, Dudley-Evans recorded live
lectures in the subject departmentsand then prepared worksheets on these, which
in
lectures
the
the
by
The
on
the subject teachers.
were checked
studentsworked
language laboratory. For writing, Dudley-Evans and the subject teachers jointly
The
the
students.
Dudley-Evans
then
with
on
worked
planned assignments,which
finished assignmentswere marked by both the language teacher and the subject
teacher(Robinson, 1991).
Some teachersmay be able to develop adequateknowledge of a subject and
teach confidently from subject-specific texts. However, Kennedy & Bolitho (1984)
knowledge
his/her
ESP
dedicated
teacherwill realise
emphasisedthat even the most
Then
team
has
teacher.
limits
the
to
subject
with
of a subject
and may need cooperate
teaching will be an ideal mode of teaching, and it has generally proven to be most
effective in the ESP classroom.The specialist (technical or business)colleaguescan
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provide specific information and monitor the students to solve the problems. The
English teacher can make sure each student has performed a certain level of
communication skills (Huckin, 1988).As Kennedy & Bolitho (1984, p. 138) put it,
The language teacher may be able to integrate his materials with the
methodology of the subject class, and the subject teacher may adopt some
of the techniques used naturally by good language teachers e.g. the
simplification of vocabulary and structure, and checkingprocedures.

In addition, Robinson (1991) pointed out there are at least three benefits that
the student,ESPteacherand subject specialistcan mostly gain from team teaching.
"

The student can seehow well he/shehas met the requirementsof the department
and to keep up the work.

"

The language teacher can have first hand insight of the difficulties students
encounterwith their subject course.

"

The subject teacher receives feedback on how well he/she has been
communicatingwith his students.

Various modes of integration are possible, which could involve the languageteacher
taking some responsibility for teaching content or the subject teacher becoming
involved with language work. After intensive collaboration, both language and
subject teachersmay feel that either of them could teach the course independently
and "the traditional distinction between specialist teaching and language teaching
was blurred" (Skehan,quoted in Robinson, 1991,p.90).
However, some comments have been made on the practical limitations of the
cooperation between the subject teacher and the language teacher. Kennedy (1980,
quoted in Afifi, 1991) arguedthat team teaching is costly in terms of time. Robinson
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(1991) stressed that subject-language integration is
very untidy in practice and the
pay schedules do not allow two teachers in one classroom. Furthermore, Kuo (1993)
argued that the availability of teaching materials for many content course offerings
and the proper design and production

of materials under time pressure are

problematic. Most importantly, vital to the success of the programme is adequate
financial and administrative support. It is
worth noting that no literature reference to
any report of the occurrence of team teaching activity and projects in Taiwan can be
found.

3.5.2. Teacher Training

Though ESP has been popular in the field of English learning and teaching, as
in many areas of the
world, ESP teacher education and training programmes are
lacking. At least two
lack
have
been
the
of teacher training
problems
encountered:
programmes in many areas of the world and dissatisfaction with conventional
theory-to-practice

training models (Chen, 2000). Considering the first problem,

Hutchinson & Waters (1987, p. 162) stated that,

Considering the scale of the ESP revolution it must be admitted that little
effort has beenmade to retrain teachersor at least allay their fears.

Kennedy & Bolitho (1984, p.vii) commentedthat with little or no preparation time,
teachershave been "thrown in at the deepend". A similar situation exists worldwide.
Afifi (1991) reported that the majority of BE teachers in the Third World were
inadequately trained and the English departmentteachersin South East Asia
were
generally trained in the literary tradition. Mountford (1988) added that most preservice teacher training in Thailand is sadly deficient in developing professional
skills. As Chen (2000) pointed out, Taiwan is one of the areas where ESP is
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particularly

needed to sustain the expanding international trade and technology

exchanges with western English speaking world. She stated,
although English for

been
has
(ESP)
a popular
specific purposes

light
in
learning
field
language
teaching,
in
of the
the
catchphrase
and
of
thin

to non-existent provision

of ESP teacher education,

training

for
demand
the
the
world,
programs and supervision in many areas of
ESP courses has gone largely unanswered.
(Chen, 2000, Introduction section, ¶ 1)

As mentioned at the beginning, even if such training is available, it may suffer
inevitable limitations. According to Robinson (1991), the first issue to consider is
the
to
be
refers
the
which
training
specific,
or
whether
general
course should
"narrow-angle" and "wide-angle" courses. The former is suitable for in-service
for
is
latter
the
tied
preto
appropriate
courses
a particular type of specialists,and
The
teaching
second
from
backgrounds
trainees
situations.
and
service
a variety of
issue is whether a wide-angle course is different from a general EFL/ESL teachers'
training course. If possible, it is preferable that the ESP teacher should at least have
the same training of knowledge and awarenessof educationaland pedagogicalinput
as GPE teachers. Additionally, the use of needs analysis and specification of
for
important
in
designing
non-native
the
training
objectives
course are particularly
Ewer
In
language
in
trainees
addition,
needs.
to
speaking
relation
study skills and
(quoted in Afifi, 1991) identified the difficulties that literary-oriented teachers of
English (General English teachers)would face when transferring to ESP.These are:
attitudinal, conceptual, linguistic, methodological and organisational. Mountford
(1988) discussedthe significance of teachers' attitudes to languages and learning.
Many English teachersstill view English as a subject on the curriculum with its own
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body of knowledge, i. e. grammar, which what has to be taught. Attitudes to
subject
specific languageuse are ambivalent. For example,Mountford (1988) explained, as
far as the subject language can be popularly understood,teachersare not reluctant.
However, when actual technical, scientific or educationaldiscoursesare presentedto
be taught, teacherstend to reject them as "not their business".
Kennedy (1979, quoted in Afifi, 1991) suggesteda need to varied ESP teacher
training

courses depending on the characteristics of the trainees. These

characteristicsare:
"

Experience and training of teaching EFL. If the teacher already has such
experience, he/she is assumed to have a basic knowledge and practices of
teaching.With additional training in EFL, he/shewill have a basic theory to build
on.

"

Experience of teaching ESP. With what EFL training has taught him/her, the
teacher who has ESP teaching experienceneeds a more theoretical course with
an elementof instruction in syllabusplanning and materialspreparation.

"

Native/non-native speakerof English. Non-native speakersare generally working
at a disadvantagewhen dealing with scientific or technical English. However,
there is the advantageof being a speakerof the learners' mother tongue. The
teachercan exploit the use of the mother tongue in the teaching situation, such as
using translation in explaining some lexical terms, and having questions asked
and answeredin the mother tongue. The latter has been considered to improve
reading comprehension.In addition, the teacher may be more familiar with the
learners' cultural background and their learning habits and

"

problems.

Knowledge of science/ technology. If the teachers
already have a science
background, they are generally sufficiently familiar
with the content area and
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have more motivation and confidence to teach it. As far
as the teachers with a
literary background are concerned, the experience and knowledge
of science can
be obtained; the essential pre-requisite is that the teacher should have an initial
interest in it.
Chen (2000) recommended changing from conventional ESP training to a self-

training technique, since "it will not suffice for language teachers simply to sit
around hoping for ESP training and supervisors to appear..." "Professional
participation" has been emphasised,in which practice is incorporated into teacher
training programmes. Chen (2000) went on arguing that the conventional theoryinto-practice ESP training model seems inadequate without the context-specific
principles of ESP curriculum development. Thus, she suggested,general English
teachers can train themselves in a practice-into-theory direction by a process of
professional reflection, problem-solving and decision-making. This rationale of the
ESP professional self-training model corresponds to the philosophy of action
research in which "theories are not validated independently and then applied to
practice. They are validated through practice" (Elliott, 1991, quoted in Chen, 2000,
Section 2, ¶1). This is also suggestedby Robinson (1991) as mentioned previously
(Section 3.5.1).

3.6. Curriculum

Development

3.6.1. What is the curriculum?
It can be defined as "the courseof study to be followed in becoming educated",
though, frequently, "course of study" is interpreted into "the subjectsto be studied"
(Taylor & Richards, 1985,p.3). They defined the curriculum as shown in Figure 3.5:
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Curriculum

Content of Education
Course of Study
Education Experiences
Subjects to be Studied
Subject Matter
Educational Activities

Figure 3.5: Definition

of Curriculum

(Taylor & Richards, 1985, p. 3)

Nevertheless, no single definition is necessarily preferable to one or another. It
depends on the context in which the reference is being made and the principles of
consistency and accuracy in reflecting the intended content of education (Taylor &
Richards, 1985).

In addition, a curriculum

is a framework of decision and

assumptions, within which the teaching, especially in formal institutions, takes place
(quoted in Albazzaz, 1994). Curriculum

also involves the issues of policy and

planning in the educational environment (Robinson, 1991). Dubin and Olshtain
offered a more complete definition:

A curriculum contains a broad description of general goals by indicating
an overall educational-cultural philosophy which applies across subjects
together with a theoretical orientation to language and language learning
with respect to the subject matter at hand. A curriculum is often reflective
of national and political trends as well.
(quoted in Alb azzaz,1994,p.93)

Taylor and Richards (1985) also commentedthat there are changesin society, in its
attitudes and values, and in its economic condition. These changesare mirrored in
political changes.Furthermore, they mentioned that how people view the content of
education is influenced by changesin economy and technology; whether it should be
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more vocational and less academic,more basic core courses and fewer selective
courses and so on. What is taught and what ought to be taught in educational
institutions are subject to change.Hence, what purpose the curriculum should serve
in a broad sense,in particular, in a department of an institution should be clear.
Taylor and Richards (1985, p.5) stated that "curriculum objectives can be valuable
aids in curriculum planning but only after the overall purposesof the curriculum are
made explicit. " "The planning and creation of alternative curricula is what
curriculum developmentis about."

3.6.2. Objectives of Curriculum
if an educational program is to be planned and if efforts for continued
improvement are to be made, it is very necessary to have some conception

of the goals that are being aimed at.
(Tyler, 1949,p.3)
From Tyler's (1949) point of view, decisions on the purposes of education
should be basedon studiesof learners,studiesof contemporarylife and studies about
objectives from subject specialists.These objectives become the criteria of content
outline, selection of materials, teaching procedures and tests undertaken. He
emphasised"that all educational programmes are to accomplish basic educational
purposes. Widdowson (1983) suggestedthat defining objectives in order to direct
students to the achievementof aims is the central problem in education. Taylor and
Richards (1985) noted that aims are what the curriculum serves and through
objectives, aims maybe achieved.Furthermore,Taylor and Richards (1985) defined
curriculum objectives as the intended ends of studying subjects.Widdowson (1983)
stressedthat, in ESP,English for Specific Purposes,the purposesreferred to are the
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eventual practical use, applied to the languageto achieveoccupationaland academic
aims. In ESP, students are learning English as auxiliary to other professional or
academic purposes. Accordingly, course design will have established its own
appropriate objectives. Widdowson (1983) emphasised that learning ESP is a
dependent activity, which only exists to serve those purposes that have been
specified. It is how English as Specific Purposes(ESP) distinguishesfrom General
Purpose English (GPE). He distinguished between the objectives of ESP and GPE as

follows:
ESP

Specification

of objectives:

= training:

development of restricted competence

equivalent to aims
GPE

Specification

of objectives:

= education:

leads to aims

development of general capacity

Figure 3.6: Objectives of ESP and GPE (Widdowson, 1983, p.7)
Therefore, bearing the objectives of ESP in mind, the concept of training is
based on what learnersneed for language.Accordingly, a coursewill be designedto
meet that need and provide the learners with the restricted competencethey need to
meet their requirements.Kennedy and Bolitho (1984) suggestedthat a curriculum
has
to meet the needs of learners. Widdowson (1983, p.6) concluded that,
plan
generally conceived,
ESP is essentiallya training operation which seeksto provide learners with
a restricted competenceto enable them to cope with certain clearly defined
tasks. Thesetasks constitute the specific purposes which the ESP course is
designedto meet.
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3.7. Scrutiny

of Published Sources Referring

to the Problems of the DAFL-

E/DAE in Junior Colleges and Institutes/ Universities of Technology in
Taiwan
Having examined related papers concerning the problems encounteredin the
DAFL-E/DAE, the writer concludesas follows.

3.7.1. Objectives and Distinguishing

Features of the DAFL-EIDAE

The objectives of Technological & Vocational Education are not in accordance
to
Most
1995).
(Yiao,
the
wish
students
with
rapid changesand needs of society
high
higher
Take
school
vocational
senior
pursue
education after graduation.
five
have
years,
69.7
after
graduated
graduatesas an example;
percent of those who
Furthermore,
1995).
(Yu,
have
further
for
study
still
a strong aspiration
distinguishing featuresneedto be emphasised.The goal of TVE is to cultivate basic,
intermediate to advanced technical manpower. Applied science and technical
development should be focused on, as distinct from the objectives of General
Education (Hsiao, 1995; Shih, Su, & Lin, 1998). From1995, in accordancewith the
40
by
MOE,
University
from
Law,
the compulsory credits regulated
new
apart
be
featured
to
flexibly
be
with courses
percent of graduation credits can
offered
designed.Thus coursesare allowed to design according to the needsof studentsand
local industry by each junior college and institute/university of technology to
develop a distinct status(Lin, 1996).
As mentioned earlier (Section 2.1), the Department of Applied Foreign
Language-English (DAFL-E)/

Department of Applied English (DAE)

was

establishedto meet the increasingly high demand for English language due to the
rapid economic developmentand intensive businessactivities in Taiwan. As a result,
the curriculum has to be improved in accordancewith the educational reforms with

"
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respect to vocational education. Wu & Liu (2000, p. 19) mentioned that the goal of
the DAFL-E/DAE is that the graduatewill be "a well-educatedperson with special
knowledge and skills in foreign languagesand in related areas" Liaw (2002, p.393)
statedthe mission of the DAFL-E/DAE as
to equip students with a high level of competence in English language skills
and adequate specialised knowledge and skills which are needed in the
market.

He emphasisedthat the applied English programmeis market-oriented.Furthermore,
with regardto the survey with studentsand graduatesof the DAFL-E/DAE, two aims
of

the Department are expected: reinforcing the competence in

English

communication skills and based on which, equipping students with trading,
diplomatic, educational and mass communication specialities (Shih, Su, & Lin,
1998). Hung (1998a; 1998b) also conducted a study regarding the perspectivesof
English teaching of TVE with English teachersof junior colleges and institutes of
technology. The majority of teachers have shared similar views, namely, the
enhancementof students' English communicationskills with adequatecompetence
in other related areasare the major concernand the practical application of language
use skills needs to pay more attention. Additionally, teachers emphasisedthat the
goal of the Department should be attainable. Liaw (2002) suggested that the
Department is rather new, and that modifications of the educational goals are
necessary. This goal of the DAFL-E/DAE is neither clearly defined nor wellimplemented. The problems have been attributed to course design and teacher
training, which will be elucidatedlater.
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3.7.2. Course Design of the DAFL-E/DAE
"

Courses developed in different course levels (5-year/ 2-year junior college, 2year/ 4-year institute/university

of technology) cannot be consistently and

coherently connected. Instead, the content of many courses is overlapping or
repeated (S. H. Huang, 2000; Lin & Chu, 1999b; Shih, Su & Lin, 1998; Yang,
2000; Yiao, 1995).

Kang (1995) mentioned in particular that the 2-year institute of technology was
establishedto provide continuity of education for the 5-year/ 2-year junior college
graduates (Figure 1.2). Meanwhile, it is difficult in the course design for 2-year
institute of technology to meet students'needsin view of the diverse background of
the graduates from 5-year/ 2-year junior college. In Taiwan, there is the DAFLE/DAE in senior vocational high schools, 5-year/ 2-yearjunior college, and 2-year/
4-year institutes/universitiesof technology.However, the coursedesign is incoherent,
or rather, overlapping. Different course levels may exist side-by-sidein one junior
college or institute/university of technology and some students may stay in same
institution moving from one courselevel to another,say,from 5-year or 2-yearjunior
college to 2-year institute of technology. Nevertheless,sometimesthe same courses
are offered in different course levels, with the sameteaching materials. The results
from a survey of 2-year institute of technology studentsof the DAFL-E/DAE in one
university, by Yang (2000), showed that studentswere not satisfied with curriculum
planning becauseof its incoherenceand discontinuation.
"

Course design does not meet the needs of local industry and the manpower
market (M. C. Huang, 2000; Lin & Chu, 1999a;Shih, Su, & Lin, 1998).

Shih et al. (1998) conducted a survey of commercial organisations,regarding their
needsfor graduateswith English languageproficiency. The results showedthat basic
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English languageskills and professional English in specific areasare both highly in
demand.The former are offered as the compulsory core coursesin the DAFL-E/DAE,
which includes English proficiency skills in listening, speaking, reading, writing.
Nevertheless,M. C. Huang (2000) pointed out that the emphasisof course design in
TVE is more on specific subjects than basic English. The students' performance in
English language skills is not satisfactory. In the view of Shih et al. (1998) the
reasonscould be that basic training of studentshas beeninsufficient sincejunior high
school, where the studentsstartedlearning English as a foreign language.In addition,
after students are admitted to the DAFL-E/DAE, the training to the related course
design is neither practical nor efficient. The coursesare too similar to those offered
by general Foreign Languages & Literature Departments in General Universities.
This will be discussedmore in a later section. The researcherssuggestedthat the
improvement of teachingmaterials,teachingmethodsand teachertraining is the key.
"

Course design is too much like coursesin the Departmentof Foreign Languages
&

Literature

linguistics.

(DFLL)

in General Universities,

emphasising literature

This is inappropriate to technological

and vocational

and

colleges/

universities, which are supposed to have different aims from those of General
Universities (Hung, 1998; Liaw, 2002; Shih, Su, & Lin, 1998; Tsai, 2000).

The Department of Applied Foreign Languages-English (DAFL-E/DAE) is for
business purposes. Business education is "to educate individuals for and about
business" (quoted in Hsieh, 2000, p.289). Clearly, the aim for TVE is to train
students for work and to be employable. Accordingly, its teaching content and
methods have to be pragmatic and meet social needsto differentiate it from General
Education, which is broader in scope and aims to "enhance and develop the whole
charactersof pupils" (quoted in Yang, 2000, p.273).
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"

Course design is unable to presentthe specific featuresof the DAFL-E/DAE in
each junior college and institute/ university of technology (Chen, 2001; Lin &
Chu, 1999a,1999b;Shih, Su, & Lin, 1998;Tsai, 2000).

As mentioned above, the courses offered in the DAFL-E/DAE

are not very different

from the DFLL. Therefore, it has not been possible to build up specific features of
the DAFL-E/DAE

in each college/university. According to a survey by Lin et al.

(1999b), there were no distinctive differences in courses offered and specialisation
focus in the DAFL-E/DAE

(1999a)
Lin
twelve
suggested that
al.
et
among
colleges.

specialisation should be developed in each individual institution. This could then be
a criterion for students in deciding which school to enrol in, choosing the one that
suits their personal preferences, instead of relying on the ranking or reputation of
each college/university.
institution

Thus, the development of the DAFL-E/DAE

in each

can cater for the different needs of the job market. Take the college

located in the east of Taiwan where the
is
This
example.
area
as
an
writer worked,
famous for its tourism industry, and accordingly, the percentage of elective courses
in tourism offered in the DAFL-E is higher than at other colleges/universities (Lin &
Chu, 1999b). Furthermore, starting from October 2002, it has changed its name from
Business College to Hospitality & Tourism College to emphasise its specialisation
(THTC, 2000). Chen (2001) suggested that the DAFL-E/DAE

in junior colleges and

institutes/universities of technology should specialise in different areas as their titles
show, such as University of Pharmacy & Science, Institute of Health Science of
Technology, College of Nursing, College of Marine Technology and Commerce and
Hospitality

College. The courses can be designed with

these specialisations.

Consequently, departments can support each other so that resources are wellexploited.
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3.7.3. ESP Teacher Training in Taiwan

"

There is a lack of qualified ESP instructors. Teachersusually have a lack of
in
but
have
knowledge
mostly specialised
specialised
and practical experience,
literature, linguistics and English teaching, and they know little about business
Tsai,
&
1998;
Su,
Lin,
Shih,
industry
2002;
(Huang,
Liaw,
2000b;
Li,
2000;
and
1998; Tsai, 2000).
Kuo

(1996) commented that the teachers at junior

colleges and

institutes/universities of technology are trained in GeneralEducation. Owing to lack
business
in
background
and
of technical educational
and practical experiences
industry, teachersare not aware of the featuresand the needsin TVE. Tseng (1996)
the
(2000)
(1996)
Chen
Lin
main
out
pointed
the
and
were of
same opinions.
lack
is
the
in
Taiwanese
of
ESP
universities
problem with the provision of
courses
teacherswith ESPbackgroundamong GeneralEnglish teachers.
As mentioned above, most teachers in the DAFL-E/DAE have majored in
Linguistics, Western Literature, English Teaching, Translation & Interpretation and
Education. They struggle because of their insufficient subject (business) knowledge.
At the same time, the curriculum planning of the DAFL-E/DAE
"multi-functional",

that is, interdisciplinary, crossing over the traditional fields, say,

from Literature, Linguistics

Information
Teaching
to
English
and

Business Management, and Mass Communication.
disciplinary"

is designed to be

teachers be found?

Technology,

However, where can "inter-

Li (2000) suggested that part-time teachers with

"multi-functional"

background, and resource sharing between disciplines within one

college/university

be
For
be
teachers
could
example,
may
one of the solutions.

brought in from management or engineering departments to teach information,
business management or technology-related courses and, if possible, using English
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as target language to have learners exposed to the language as much as possible,
which is crucial in language learning (Section 3.4.1).
In addition, teachers can be encouraged to undertake in-service training or
learning by teaching and cooperating with business specialists. Obtaining a teaching
certificate in various specialist subject areas is also strongly recommended (Huang,
2000b; Hung & Su, 2000; Lin, 1996; Tsai, 2000). Shih et al. (1998) suggested "interdisciplinary integration", that is, each department offers basic subject introductiry
courses and the DAFL-E/DAE
communication,

can provide basic and specific English courses in

business negotiation skills, translation/ interpretation,

technical

report writing skill, etc. Chen (2001) declared that literary-oriented teachers may
have a fear of ESP or have difficulties in comprehension related to special subjectmatters. Hung's (1998a and 1998b) surveys on English teachers of junior colleges
and institutes of technology indicated that overloaded teaching and administrative
work has deterred teachers from attending training courses. Chen (2001) suggested
that teachers who have practical experience but not a higher degree can be employed
as "technical teachers". In the report of Shih et al. (1998), it suggested that ESP
teacher training should comprise,

"

Reading materials in the relevant specialist area, visiting organisations, and
viewing and discussingthe related films.

"

The featuresof ESP,including vocabulary,syntax and terminology.

"

ESP teaching methods, including media application, teaching evaluations, and
teachingmaterials.

"

Seminarsand in-service training.
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3.7.4. Teaching Materials of the DAFL-E/DAE
Learnershave different needs.Therefore,teachingmaterials cannot easily meet
the needsof all learners(Shih, Su & Lin, 1998).As Kuo (1993, p. 171) admitted that
"EST teachers in Taiwan are confronted with decisions as they select or produce
materials to fit a particular situation, a course,and specific learners."

3.7.5. Evaluation of Students' English Proficiency

"

Most evaluation is focused on English grammar and there is insufficient
emphasison knowledge and English in practical use (Shih, Su & Lin, 1998).

"

The English Proficiency Certificate is not a requirement for graduation (Hsieh,
2000; M. C. Huang, 2000; Hung & Su, 2000).
The learners' language proficiency and specialised knowledge are equally

important (Tsai, 2000). Lack of competence in English is the main problem for TVE
students and it starts from senior vocational high school. The major issues are
insufficient English teaching hours, and that students are ambitious for further study
do
not pay attention to learning basic English skills, but focus on the
and
examinations. Hence, students have low motivation and low achievement in English
(Hung, 1998a, 1 998b; Shih, Su & Lin, 1998). Many researchers (Hsieh, 2000; M. C.
Huang, 2000; Hung & Su, 2000; Lin, 1996; Shih, Su & Lin, 1998) have pointed out
the importance of introducing an English Proficiency Certificate, which, at present,
is not a requirement for the students to graduate in the DAFL-E/DAE.
suggested encouraging students to take English Proficiency

They

tests before they

complete the study, or incorporating the English Proficiency Certificate as part of the
requirements for earning the diploma or degree. A survey of graduates of the DAFLE/DAE revealed that the graduates similarly think that obtaining English Proficiency
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Certificate would ensure that students attain a certain level of English proficiency
(Hung & Su, 2000).
Several English Proficiency tests set by various agencies are popularly
employed in Taiwan, and a certificate is issuedafterwards.
"

The General English Proficiency Test (GEPT) sponsoredby the Ministry of
Education, Taiwan and since 2000 by the LanguageTraining and Testing Centre
(LTTC). It includes beginner, intermediate,intermediate-advancedand advanced
levels and has been extensively adopted by schools/ institutions, public and
private sectorsto evaluateEnglish proficiency levels of students,employeesand
as the standard of teaching/ learning evaluation, university admission and
employment (GEPT, 2003).

"

The Language Training and Testing Centre (LTTC) was establishedin 1951 to
foreign
language
intensive
foreign
languages
training
provide
courses and
in
for
the
tests
general
public
proficiency
government-sponsored personnel and
Taiwan. In 1986, LTTC was registered with the Ministry of Education to meet
the high social need for foreign languages (LTTC, 2003). LTTC is also regarded
as one of the most trust-worthy

testing institutions

since it is under the

supervision of several prestigious organisations.

"

The Test of English for International Communication (TOEIC), which is an
English proficiency test for people whose native languageis not English. It tests
how well people can communicatein English in the global workplace. It is held
by a world wide certification-testing agency(TOEIC, 2003).

"

Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL) is administered by the
Educational Testing Service (ETS), USA all over the world, to test English
proficiency for people whose native languageis not English (TOEFL, 2003).
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3.7.6. Needs of the Industry
Many researchresults showed that basic English language skills are in high
demand at work places, followed by second foreign languages and professional
specialised knowledge (Shih, Su & Lin, 1998). The professionsneededthe most by
the industry are as follows in descendingorder of business,secretarialand marketing,
in which the basic English language skills are consideredessential(Wang & Shen,
1998). As Shih et al. (1998, p.67) put it,
Suggested by industry, the course design of the DAFL-E/DAE should equip
students

with

supplemented

basic
with

and

professional

foreign
second

English

competence,

languages and specific

and

subject

knowledge.
According to the survey of Shih et al. (1998) in industry, the profession which most
demands English proficiency is secretarial work. As to applicability

of language

skills to the job market, listening and speaking skills in business communication and
negotiation are rated the highest.

3.7.7. Cooperation with the Industry

"

There are difficulties in implementation of students' internship and educational
cooperationwith commercial organisations(Shih, Su & Lin, 1998).

One of the featuresof Technological & Vocational Education is integration of theory
and practice, which necessitatesstudents'internship. However, the implementation is
not successful,even though the importance of cooperation with industry has been
emphasisedby many researchers(Chen, 2001; Kuo, 1996; Lin, 1996; Liu, 1996;
Hsieh, 2000; Huang, 2000b; Shih, 2000; Wang & Shen, 1998).
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Chen (2001) suggestedconducting a needs analysis of business industry to
understand the needs of industry, in terms of job requirements in language
proficiency, special knowledge and skills. This would help with course design and
teachertraining of the DAFL-E/DAE. Co-teachingor team-teachingis recommended
as a means of cooperation with "technical instructors" from the commercial
organisations. Kuo (1996) stated that simulation and on-the-job training can
facilitate the implementation of TVE. Both systemsrequire cooperationwith industry.
The Sandwich Plan in the UK, CooperativeEducationin the US and Dual Systemin
Germany are examples of the cooperation with the industries in training would-be
technicians. This is a "win, win, win" strategyin terms of the benefit to teachers(inservice teacher training), students (job-hunting or practical training), and the
industry/ institution (employee training) (Lin, 1996; Wang & Shen, 1998). S.H.
Huang (2000) cited the practical examplesfrom the US, such as school-to-work or
learning,
education-business-partnership
which require studentsto make
and service
"site visits"

businesses
in
helping
the
"work
small
or complete
assignments",

neighbourhood with any English-related needs.The "Interdisciplinary Business and
Foreign Language Programme" was also introduced. Moreover, Shih (2000)
emphasisedthat cooperation with industry does not only entail sending students to
practise in the workplace; intensive contact,working togetherwith learning activities
and evaluation are equally important.

3.8. Summary
This chapter has presented a review of literature relevant to this study. The
background of ESP was introduced through its origins, definition and the
development of its branches.Needs analysis was discussed,with emphasis on its
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importance and necessity for ESP programmes before courses are designed, to
ensure they meet the needs of learners and commercial organisations in terms of the
job market. The concept of Business English was explained, and the distinctive
features of its learners and teaching materials were analysed, issues pertained to ESP
teachers, with particular references with Business English teachers, team teaching
and ESP teacher training were investigated. The curriculum was explained and
least,
but
Last,
the
the
development
not
purpose of curriculum
was emphasised.
literature referring to the problems of the DAFL-E/DAE

in Technological and

Vocational Colleges/ Institutes/ Universities of Technology in Taiwan was scrutinised.
The literature on ESP (Kennedy & Bilotho, 1984; Robinson, 1991; Widdowson,
1983), Business English (de Beaugrande, 2000; Ellis & Johnson, 1994; Kuo, 1993),
Shih;
Su
1999b;
1999a;
&
Chu,
Lin
Taiwanese
2002;
(Liaw,
and previous
research
& Lin, 1998), which have significance for the research undertaken in this study will
in
6.
Chapter
basis
for
findings
this
the
study
of
provide a
comparison with
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CHAPTER

FOUR

RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY

4.1. Introduction

In this chapter,the writer statesthe researchquestionsto be investigated and
discusses the methodology adopted in this study, which used a predominantly
qualitative approach. The purposes of this research are:

1. To evaluate development of the DAFL-E/DAE in one junior college, two
institutes of technology and one university of technology located in four regions,
east,south,mid-west and north of Taiwan.The salient points are:
9

Implementation of the goal - to cultivate the middle-level of business English
specialists

"

Coursedesign

"

Teachers'professionaldevelopment

"

Students'achievementin English proficiency

2. To investigatethe practice of ESP,in particular with BusinessEnglish within the
DAFL-E/DAE

in
institutions
terms of whether
four
selected
of above-mentioned

its purposeshave servedthe needsof the studentsand industry.
In order to investigate the problems encountered,the writer decidedto examine them
from the perspectives of different participants, which included the students of
DAFL-E/DAE, the Heads of Department, and the teachers who are teaching
Business English, and by meansof various methods. In discussingmethodology, the
rationale of qualitative and quantitative researchand the instruments of research,e.g.
interview and questionnaireare elucidated.How the participants were chosenand the
pilot study conducted are stated. The methods of conducting summarising content
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analysis and constant comparative analysis are highlighted. The techniques and
proceduresof data collection and analysis are described. Furthermore, the validity
and reliability of this study and its limitations are also taken into account, followed
by a summary of the chapter.

4.2. Research Design
The research design of this study covers content analysis of course curriculum

in the four selected institutions, with particular reference to the DAFL-E/DAE
(Chapter 2), a literature review, including related papersregarding the development
of ESP, and government documents on the issues of Technological & Vocational
Education in Taiwan (Chapter 3). Furthermore, the writer collected data through a
survey conducted with the tools of self-administered questionnaire and semistructured interviews.

4.3. Research Questions

Theseresearchquestionswill be investigatedbecauseof the concernarising
out of the writer's teaching experiencein Taiwan. Being the Head of DAFL-E, the
has
writer
witnessedthe problems occur and the developmentof the DAFL-E/DAE
becameher major concern.It was decidedto look at the aboveconcernsthrough the
following researchquestions:
1.

What are the objectives and distinguishing featuresof the DAFL-E/DAE?
Are they attainable?Are they realistic?

2.

How has employment policy been modified in the DAFL-E/DAE of four
selectedinstitutions?

3.

Is the 5-yearjunior college programmegoing to be discontinued?
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4.

What are the Heads of Department and teachers' views towards ESP?

5.

How has teachers'professional developmentbeen implemented in the DAFLE/DAE? Have teachersbeen adequatelytrained to teach ESP,BusinessEnglish
in particular?

6.

What are the roles of the ESPteacher?

7.

What are students' attitudes and views towards the DAFL-E/DAE and their
future employment?

8.

How is English used as the target language?

9.

How are teachingmaterials selected?
Are they ready-madeor learner-tailored?

10. Does course design of the DAFL-E/DAE have coherencebetween different
courselevels, in terms of the 5-year/2-yearjunior college and 2-year institute of
technology programmes?

11. Do business-related
Englishcoursesmeetthe learners'presentandfutureneeds?
12. Does coursedesign of the DAFL-E/DAE servethe needsof industry?
13. Do the English proficiency levels of students meet the requirements of the
labour market?

14. How does the DAFL-E/DAE of four selected institutions prepare students
obtaining an English Proficiency Qualification?
15. What challenges are encounteredwith regard to cooperative education with

local businessagenciesin termsof industrialplacement?

4.4. Rationale for Research Methods

For conducting this study, the writer adopted quantitative and qualitative
research methods. The former was a questionnaire with the students. The latter
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Department,
interviews
Heads
the
teachers
and an
the
of
consisted of
and
with
external expert, as well as summarising content analysis and constant comparative
analysis approaches.Webb et al. explained that multiple operations or employing
it
They
that
biases
limit
noted
the
of any one method.
several methodsat once could
is useful,
for more than one research instrument to be used in the measurement of the
main variables

in a study, a strategy which

was referred

to as

`triangulation of measurement

(quoted in Bryman, 1988,p. 131)
be
is
studied
Triangulation
could
that
reality
the
single
a
used on
assumption
Generally
1999).
(Seale,
by
objectively
using the multiple methodsof social research
"entailing
idea
triangulation
a
need
have
as
the
of
speaking,most researchers
viewed
to employ more than one method of investigation and hence more than one type of
data," or "the different ways of examining the same researchproblem" (Bryman,
1988, p. 131). Its use in qualitative researchwas initiated by Denzin (Seale, 1999).
He treated triangulation as an approach in which "multiple observers, theoretical
1970,
(Denzin,
data,
perspectives, sources of
and methodologies" are combined
quoted in Bryman, 1988, p. 131). The most widely applied, methodological
is
frequently
has
ideally
"between-method"
and
approach
triangulation,
provided a
Thus,
in
for
study.
a
methods
cited as a rationale
mixing quantitative and qualitative
it has implied the possibility of blending quantitative and quantitative research
methods in one study.
Furthermore, Bryman (1988) presented the other ways in which quantitative
forms
two
He
these
that
be
pointed
combined.
and qualitative research methods can
of methods can facilitate each other. Qualitative research can act as a precursor to the
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problems and the development of instruments for quantitative research,in a sense
that "qualitative researchmay act as a sourceof hunchesor hypothesesto be tested
by quantitative research" (Bryman, 1988,p. 134) or, to put it another way, the "soft"
findings have to be confirmed by the "hard" data (Bryman, 1988). Conversely, the
quantitative researchmay facilitate qualitative researchas well. The combination of
these two researchmethods can produce a generalpicture, most frequently, when the
ethnographercarries out a survey to fill the gaps, which cannot be readily filled by
participant observationor unstructuredinterview alone. Surprisingly, in many cases,
the qualitative study is dominated by the quantitative methods of data collection. In
order to generatea more completepicture, Bryman said,
In each case, the researcher has judged the establishment of various
patterns to be inaccessible through qualitative research and has made a
technical decision to augment the investigation with quantitative methods
in order to gain access to the areas and issues that cannot otherwise be
reachedso that a completeaccount could beprovided.
(Bryman, 1988,p. 140)

4.4.1. Quantitative

Research

Quantitative research is associatedwith a number of different approachesto
data collection, such as social survey, in which the data are collected "on a crosssection of people at a single point in time in order to discover the ways and degrees
to which variables relate to each other." (Bryman, 1988, p. 11) Quantitative data are
numerical, providing information about the world in the form of numbers. The
measurementturns data into numbers and therefore helps us to make comparisons
(Punch, 1998). By and large, the quantifiable data generated by surveys and
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experiments are employed to test theories or hypotheses. Quantitative research is
underpinned by a natural science paradigm, which

is taken to provide

an

epistemological account, as distinct from empirical research in social science, which
must be evaluated before it can be treated as valid knowledge. The question may be
raised how the quantitative research derived from the application of a natural science
approach can be used to study society. Nonetheless, many practitioners accept the
doctrine of positivism, on which the quantitative research is founded, that "the
natural sciences provide a standard against which knowledge should be gauged and
that there is no logical reason why its procedures should not be equally applicable to
the study of society" (Bryman, 1988, p. 13). Positivists believe that there is a reality
out there to be studied, captured, and understood, but postpositivists argue that
depends
Postpositivism
be
fully
reality can never
comprehended, only approximated.
on various methods to capture as much of reality as possible (Denzin & Lincoln,
1994). Some researchers conduct research projects to test against the observed
objectively

is
there
factual
the
the
a superficial
and
real world, when
nature of

appearance of reality (Berkowitz & Donnerstein, 1982). The questionnaire is used as
the technique in this study.

4.4.2. Qualitative Research

Many researchershave referred to the differences between quantitative and
qualitative research,in both their underlying philosophical allegiancesand approach
to the investigation of social reality. Qualitative researchis underpinned by several
intellectual undercurrents to view its distinct epistemology. It has a much wider
range of possible empirical materials than quantitative researchand typically uses
multiple data sources in a project. Qualitative data can be defined as empirical
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about the world, not in the form of numbers,but in words. Many different types of
materials could be covered,such as transcripts,recordingsand notes,documents,etc.
(Punch, 1998).
One of the characteristicsof qualitative researchis seeingthrough the eyes of
people. The most fundamental characteristic of qualitative research is viewing an
issue through the perspective of the people who are being studied. With this
approach, researchers need to become familiar with those being studied and
penetratethe meaningwith which they operate.A long period of involvement such as
participant observation employed with in-depth, unstructured interviewing and the
comprehensionof a specialisedvernacularmay be required. However, there is often
the problem of knowing through whose eyes one is supposedto be seeing and it is
not easy for researchersto "sustain the constantrecourseto seeing through the eyes
of their subjects" (Bryman, 1988, p.62). Moreover, they must be aware of the
inability to recognise everything that is important to the subject. It is inevitable that
the words we use to record data from the field will reflect, to some extent, our own
concepts(Punch, 1998). Guba and Lincoln (1994) commentedon qualitative inquiry
that "the researcher is the instrument". Accordingly, validity and reliability in
qualitative methodsdependto a great extent on the methodological skill, competence
and integrity of the researchersdoing fieldwork (Patton, 1990).Punch argued,
Behind the apparent simplicity of qualitative date, there is good deal of
complexity,requiring care and self-awarenessfrom the researcher.
(Punch, 1998,p.61)
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4.5. Research Tools

4.5.1. Questionnaire
A questionnaire is a list of questions to be asked by the researcher. Questions
may be of either closed form, in which the question permits only certain responses,
as in the case of multiple-choice questions, or open form, in which the subject makes
any response in his/her own words (Borg & Gall, 1983). In order to obtain the
perspectives of students who are the main participants in the educational context, a
closed-question questionnaire was considered a suitable tool for dealing with a large
number of subjects. McNeill

(1985, p. 26) defined that the response format in

questionnaire "may be a list of possible answers, of which at least one must be
ticked. " Therefore, the researcher, in some way, has limited the possible responses.
The advantage of this method is that the results can be presented in the form of
statistics and tables and analysis carried out efficiently. The checklists following each
question are employed that a number of possible answers are presented and the
respondents are asked to check those that apply. The problem is that the researcher
has imposed a limit on the possible answers that the respondent may give (McNeill,
1985).

Attitudes are often measuredin educationalresearchbecauseof their possible
predictive value. Attitude scalesare frequently employed to measurethe individual's
attitude towards a particular group. Oppenheim(1966) statedthat,
An attitude is a state of readiness, a tendency to act or react in a certain
manner when confronted with certain stimuli.

(Oppenheim, 1966,p. 105)
There are three components of attitude, according to Borg & Gall (1983),
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There are three components of attitude, according to Borg & Gall (1983),
which are an affective component that consists of individual's

feelings about the

attitude object; a cognitive component which is the individual's belief knowledge
about the attitude object, and a behaviour component, which is the individual's
predisposition to act toward the attitude object in a particular way. Comparing
effectiveness of various types of attitude scales, the Likert scale is considered
superior to all the other scale types (Borg & Gall, 1983). In a Likert-type scale, the
individual checks one of five possible responses to each statement: strongly agree,
agree, undecided (don't know), disagree, strongly disagree. Points can be assigned to
the various responses and measures of central tendency, variability, correlation and
the like can be calculated. Bernard (2000) explained that,

Likerts method was to take a long list of possible scaling items for a
conceptandfind the subsetsthat measuredthe various dimensions.
(Bernard, 2000, p. 297)
However, attitude scalesare direct self-report measures.Therefore, the primary
disadvantage is that we can never be sure of the degree to which the subjects'
responsesreflect his/ her true attitudes (Borg & Gall, 1983).
The writer employed a Likert-type scale as part of the questions in the
students' questionnaire (Appendix 1). The main purpose was to ascertain the
attitudes of students towards the DAFL-E/DAE, in terms of its course design,
facilities, help with industrial placement and to obtain English Proficiency
Certificate, and their confidence in English proficiency for future employment. Due
to the large sample size, the writer decided to conduct a general survey with
questionnaire among 304 participants selected from the final year of each course
level available.
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4.5.2. Interview

The interview is, in a sense, an oral questionnaire. Instead of writing the
responses,the participant or interviewee gives the neededinformation verbally in a
face-to-face relationship. This research tool is often considered superior to other
data-gathering devices. One reason is that people are usually more willing to talk
than to write (Best, 1983). "Qualitative interviewing explores the sharedmeanings
that people develop in work groups" (Rubin & Rubin, 1995, p.8). Interviewing
provides the opportunity for the interviewer to explore the reasons for a person's
features
(Keats,
interviewing
2000).
In-depth
responses
aims at eliciting special
which need to be understood through conversation-like interaction. It tries to get
inside another person's world and is rather like "walk a mile in my head" (Patton,
1990, p.357).

Depth means getting a thoughtful answer based on considered

evidence and getting full consideration of a topic from different points of view.
Qualitative interviewing tends to capturethe richness and complexity of the subject
matter and explain it in a comprehensibleway. Nevertheless,the richnessneedsto be
designed into the pattern of questions. "One of the goals of interview design is to
ensurethat the results are deep,detailed, vivid, and nuanced" (Rubin & Rubin, 1995,
p. 76).
There are many different types of interviews. Based on the degreeof structure
involved, interview can be classified as structured,semi-structuredand unstructured.

"

Structured Interview. The respondent is asked a series of pre-established
questions with pre-set response categories. All respondents receive the same
questionsin sameorder, delivered in a standardisedmanner.There is little room
for variation in response(Punch, 1998).
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" Semi-structured Interview. The interviewer first asks a series of structured
questions and then probes more deeply, using open-endedquestions in order to
obtain more complete information. It provides a desirable combination of
objectivity and depth and permits gathering valuable data that could not be
successfullyobtained by any other approach.As Borg and Gall (1983, p.442) put
it, the advantageof semi-structuredinterview is that it is
Reasonably objective while still permitting a more thorough understanding

of the respondentsopinions and the reasonsbehind them.
" Unstructured Interview. It is used as a way of understanding the complex
behaviour of people. It is sometimes called an "ethnographic interview". This
approachis able to produce rich and valuable data through prolonged and intimate
conversation. However, specific training to develop that skill is needed (Punch,
1998).

In order to obtain the insights of the interviewees, the writer employed in-depth
interviewing,

by means of semi-structured interviews with open-ended questions

(Appendix 2,3,4)
interview

and prompting, probing techniques, because a semi-structured

is considered generally the most appropriate for interview

studies in

education (Borg and Gall, 1983). The interview techniques that writer employed in
this study will be described in more detail in Section 4.10.2.2 of this chapter.
4.6. Approaches of Analysis
4.6.1. Summarising Content Analysis

One of the essential features of content analysis is the
use of categories.
Paisley once gave the following definition
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Content

analysis

is

a phase

of

information-processing

in

which

communication content is transformed, through objective and systematic
application of categorisation rules, into data that can be summarised and
compared.

(quotedin Holsti, 1969,p.3)
Content analysisrequires objectivity, system,and generality.Berelson said that;
Content analysis is a research technique for the objective, systematic, and

quantitative description of the manifestcontentof communication.
(quoted in Holsti, 1969,p.3)

Contrary to other approaches,the goal of content analysis is to reduce the material
by selecting more relevant issues for the research. Mayring has developed a
procedure for a qualitative content analysis:
"

Define the material.

"

Selectthe interviews which are relevant for answeringthe researchquestions.

"

Analyse the situation of data collection. (How, Who and Where)

9

Characterisethe material.

"

Define the direction of the analysisfor the selectedtexts.

(Flick, 1998)
One of the techniques of content analysis the writer employed is summarising

contentanalysis,which means,
the material is paraphrased...... less relevant passages and paraphrases
with the same meanings are skipped (first reduction)
paraphrases are bundled and summarised (second reduction).

(Flick, 1998,p. 193)
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and similar

4.6.2. Constant Comparative Analysis

Comparison underlies all systematicinquiry, in identifying abstract concepts,
and in coding. However, in qualitative analysis, comparison is not integrated
automatically, and therefore needs emphasising.At the first level of coding, by
comparing different indictors in the data, the more abstract concepts behind the
empirical data will be arrived at. The systematicand constantmaking of comparisons
is therefore essential to conceptual development at all levels in the analysis of
qualitative data. Strauss& Corbin (1998, p.79) declaredthat,
Comparing incident to incident to classify data is self-explanatory. Each
incident is comparedto other incidents at theproperty or dimensional level
for similarities and differencesand is grouped or placed into a category.
Glaser and Strauss,co-founders of groundedtheory, regardedcomparison important
and described grounded theory analysis as the "constant comparative method"
(Punch, 1998). Glaser & Strauss(1967) describedthe constant comparative method
in four stages:
"

Comparing incidents applicable to each category.

"

Integrating categories and their properties.

"

Delimiting the theory.

"

Writing the theory.

This method of generating theory is a continuous process throughout the analysis.
Each stage provides continuous development to its succeeding stage until the
analysis is terminated (Glaser & Strauss, 1967).

The writer has merged summarising content analysis and constant comparative
method to analyseinterview databy
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"

categorising the interview questions and coming up with different themes;

"

coding each incident in the interview data into as many categories as possible
and using them as additional themeswhen analysing;

"

summarisingthe responsesto the interview questionsby eliminating less relevant
passages;

"

looking
for
the
interview
the
to
comparing
questions,
single
responses
similarities and differences;

"

finding patternsinterwoven in categoriesand defining them;

"

yielding the theory.

4.7. Validity and Reliability of the Study
4.7.1. Validity

Validity refers to the accuracy and trustworthiness of instruments, data, and
findings in research(Bernard, 2000). As Best (1983, p153) put it,
Validity is the quality of a data-gathering instrument or procedure that
enable it to determinewhat it was designedto determine.

In research,validity may be addressedin different forms. For example,
in qualitative data validity can mean honesty,depth, richness and scope of
the data achieved, the participants approached,the extent of triangulation
and the disinterestednessof objectivity of the researcher.
In quantitative data, validity might be improved through careful sampling,
appropriate instrumentation and appropriate statistical treatments of the
data.

(Cohen,Manion and Morrison, 2000, p. 105)
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Borg and Gall (1983) stated that there are several types
of validity: content validity,
concurrent validity, predictive validity and construct validity. One of them, content
validity, was used in this study to assessthe validity of the questionnaire, interview
and curriculum.

Content validity is the degree to which the sample of test items represents
the content that the test is designed to measure. Unlike some types of
validity, the degree of content validity is not expressedin numerical terms
as a correlation coefficient. Instead, content validity is appraised by an
objective comparisonof the test itemswith curriculum content.
(Borg & Gall, 1983,p. 276)

4.7.1.1. Validity of the Interview
When doing research,validity is concernedwith how confident one can be that
the content of the interview is actually doing what was intended and how closely the
questioning is linked to the constructs which are studied (Keats, 2000). When the
interview is based on a carefully designed structure to ensure that the significant
information is elicited, validity then will be achievedto a greaterdegree(Best, 1983).
Flick (1998) mentioned that one approachto checking the validity of the interviews
is the possible guaranteeof its authenticity during the interview. "Authenticity rather
than reliability is often the issue in qualitative research",said Silverman (1993, p. 10).
In addition, bearing this in mind, in order to judge the validity of the interviews,
several considerationshave to be taken into account:
"

Whether the contentsof what is said is correct;

"

Whether what is said is socially appropriatein its relational
aspect;
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"

Whether what is said is sincerein terms of the self-presentationof the speaker

(Flick, 1998,p.226)
To gain validity, the interviewer has to ask him/herself whether the interviewees
were given any cause to construct a specific, biased account of ones experiences
in
their
them
to
a
views
consciously or unconsciously,which might cause
express
limited way.

4.7.2. Reliability

Reliability is the consistency that an instrument or procedure demonstrates
over a period of time. It is essentially a synonym for consistencyand replicability
over time, instrumentsand groups of respondents.It is concernedwith precision and
accuracy (Best, 1983; Cohen, Manion, and Morrison, 2000).

To be reliable,

quantitative researchmust prove that if it were to be carried out on a similar group of
respondentsin a similar context, similar results would be found. However, with some
degree of control and manipulation, it distorts the natural incidence of phenomena.
Naturalistic studies are supposed to be unique, such that the study cannot be
(2000,
119)
Morrison
On
hand,
Manion,
Cohen,
the
argued
p.
replicated.
and
other
that this is not to say that qualitative research need not strive for reliability. In
qualitative researchreliability can be regarded as "a fit between what researchers
being
is
data
in
that
the
as
natural setting
record
and what actually occurs
researched." It is "a degree of accuracy and comprehensivenessof coverage"
(Bogdan and Biklen, quoted in Cohen, Manion, and Morrison, 2000, p. 19). Two
researchersstudy a single setting may come up with very different findings but both
findings
of
sets
might be reliable. For instance,interview data might be given many
different interpretations by the qualitative researchers.Nevertheless,those versions
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of the same reality co-exist becausereality is multi-layered (Cohen, Manion, and
Morrison, 2000).

4.7.2.1. Reliability

of the Interview

Because the interview is based on "a sustained relationship between informant
it
95),
1993,
to
in
Silverman,
the
(Burgess
give
seems
p.
and
researcher"
quoted
greater depth than other research techniques. In order to gain reliability in interviews,
Silverman (1993) suggested that interviewers should ask each question precisely as it
is worded and in the same order as it appears on the schedule. It is important that
be
the
in
can
the
answers
same way and
each respondent understands the questions
in
high
declared
230)
that
(2001,
Silverman
reliability
coded without uncertainty.
p.
interviews could be achieved by:

"

Tape-recordingface-to-faceinterviews.

"

Carefully transcribing thesetapesaccordingto the needsof reliable analysis.

"

Presentinglong extractsof data in the researchreport- including the question that
provoked any answer.
In order to study the current situation in the DAFL-E/DAE, the writer was of

the opinion that gathering data from the main body of the Department, say, the
help
(HOD)
to obtain a more
Heads
teachers
Department
the
would
students,
and
of
complete picture. In addition, the perspectivesof an external expert would provide
the insights into the problems attributed to Technological & Vocational Education
(TVE) in respectof the DAFL-E/DAE. Furthermore,to investigate ESP for business
purposes,the viewpoints of teacherswho are teaching BusinessEnglish are essential,
as are those of the Headsof Department,the key personwho is in charge of policymaking and course design. Having been the Head of DAFL-E of for two years,

III

during 1997-99, at one college chosen as one of the research sites, the writer has
experienced the weaknesses and strengths, the problems and the development, the
vision and the limitations

of the DAFL-E/DAE.

In this study, the writer used

different research methods to collect data, largely on methodological triangulation,
attempting to draw a picture as a whole and eliminate biases. The questionnaire to
the students helped to understand the attitudes of students towards the DAFL-E/DAE.
The semi-structured interviews with open-ended questions to the HODs, the teachers
who are teaching Business English in the DAFL-E/DAE,

and the external expert

gave more in-depth understanding of the problems and their expectation of the
Department. Together with pilot studies, several research techniques have been
utilised, such as face-to-face interview, recording (audio-taping), and transcribing
data verbatim, in the effort to improve reliability (Keats, 2000; Silverman, 2001).

4.8. Pilot Study
Borg and Gall (1983) recommended that a preliminary trial of research
measuresand technique is essential to the development of a sound researchplan.
McNeill (1985, p. 34) explained that such a preliminary trial,

Tried out on a number of people who are similar to those who will be
investigatedin the actual researchis called `pilot study

A pilot study is carried out with fewer subjectsthan will be employed in the main
study. The purpose is to preliminarily test the hypotheses,which leads to testing
more precise hypothesesin the main study. It often provides the researcherswith
ideas, approaches,and clues not anticipated prior to the pilot study. The pilot study
was conductedby the writer herself. Borg and Gall (1983, p.443) reinforced that,
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The first try out should be done by the researcher since she/he will gain a

feel for the interview procedure that cannot be gained if someoneelse does
this work.

4.8.1. Procedures of Pilot Study
Before the questionnairewas distributed,the writer conductedtwo pilot studies.
One was in the UK with five students from Taiwan who were randomly chosen
before the writer returned home to do the fieldwork, and the other was in Taiwan
with five students of the DAFL-E/DAE chosen randomly from an institute of
technology. The interview questions were tried out on one HOD and two teachers
teaching Business English in the DAFL-E/DAE of institution mentioned above in
Taiwan. The pilot study was to ensure that the items were clearly understood, in
other word, to avoid ambiguity, and also to allow participants to suggest items,
which concernedthem, but had not beenincluded in the questions.

4.8.1.1. Pilot Study in UK
Students' Questionnaire

It was conductedin September,2001. Some correctionsmade to the students'
questionnairebasedon the suggestionsof respondentswere as follows.
"

Question 5: The reasonsfor choosingthe vocational college/university.
Suggested: the item "financial difficulty" could be one of the factors too,
accordingto the situation in Taiwan.

"

Question 6: The reasons for choosing the Department
of Applied Foreign
Languages-English.

Suggested:the item "Because I didn't achieve a high
enough score in the Joint
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Entrance Examination of 5-year/ 2-year junior
institute/university

college and 2-year/ 4-year

of technology to be able to choose other departments" was

eliminated because it did not reflect the reality of the current situation, as usually,
the DAFL-E/DAE

has the highest required score in the above-mentioned exams.

The writer

also re-worded some Chinese translations on students'

questionnaire,which might causedifficulties in comprehensionbecauseof ambiguity
or misunderstandingof the syntax.

4.8.1.2. Pilot Study in Taiwan
Students' Questionnaire

The pilot study of students' questionnaire was conducted on the 130' of
November, 2001. Some corrections were made to the questionnaireafter testing on
five students in Taiwan, as follows:

"

Question 5: The reasonsfor choosingthe vocational college/university.
Suggestion:Since the tuition fees of 5-year or 2-yearjunior colleges are higher
than those for generalhigh school, the responseof "financial difficulty" was
eliminated.

"

Question7: What do you want to do after graduation?
Suggestion: Since the examination systemshave been changed,the first choice
was changedto "Continuing further study domestically" and contrastedwith the
secondchoice, "Studying abroad".

"

Question 11: After talking with the students who were in their final year and
were going to join the work force, the writer realised they did not have much
confidence in their English proficiency. Therefore, one another item was added,
asking whether respondentsbelieved that their English proficiency was sufficient
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for the job market. It was also decided to raise this question in the interviews
with the HODs and the teachers.
Interview Questions

The interview questionswere tried out on the same day as the questionnaire
was conducted, which was the 13th of November, 2001, to check respondents'
Gall
Borg
interviews.
to
the
and
understanding of questions, and their reactions
(1983) emphasisedthat poorly phrased questions can antagoniserespondentsand
greatly reduce the validity of data obtained. Some interview questions were reworded, especially in Chinese translation, because they were vague or proved
difficult for those doing the pilot study. Consequently,a few questions of HODs'
interview (9) (11) (20), and teachers'interview (18) were reformed.

4.9. Selection of Participants

The subjectsof one college, two institutes of technology and one university of
technology were chosen according to the locations of four regions in Taiwan to
business
industries
local
the
the
of
emphasis
and
represent
various specialisations of
in
business
institutions.
included
They
the
college
which the writer
of
capacity
one
worked. The Heads of DAFL-E/DAE

the
their
to
of
obtain
views
selected
were

Department. At the request of the writer, two Business English teachers and final
year studentsat each available course level were also selectedby the HODs. There
were two reasonsfor choosing final year students.One is that they took a Business
English course, which is compulsory and offered in the last second year; secondly,
it
is
future
final
be
their
their
they
since
more concerned about
year,
will
employment. In addition to the above-mentionedparticipants, an interview with an
external expert with extensive experiencesin TVE of Taiwan was conductedto gain
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the insights from a different angle. His views would go beyond English Education in
TVE and educationalsystemas a whole.

4.10. Techniques and Procedures of Data Collection & Analysis
4.10.1. Questionnaire

4.10.1.1. Techniques and Procedures of Data Collection
A questionnaire may be administered in a face-to-face situation or to be
completedby the respondentwith any supervisionor guidance.
(McNeill, 1985,p. 23)

Survey Sites

Dates

Venues

Institution A

28-29 November,2001

Classroom

Institution B

12-13 December,2001

Office

Institution C

25-26 December,2001

LanguageLab

Institution D

3-4 January,2002

Office

External Expert

13 March, 2002

Office

Table 4.1: Survey Schedule (Interviews and Questionnaire)
The questionnaireswere distributed from November, 2001 to January,2002 to
the students in one college, two institutes of technology and one university of
technology (Table 4.1). The teacherswho were in chargeof the classeswere askedto
distribute questionnaires to the students.

However, a disadvantage of the

by
is
the
the
the
of
questions
questionnaire
possibility of misinterpretation
respondents(Ary & Jacobs & Razavieh, 1990). The questionnaire questions were
in
bother
English and Chinese(Mandarine) (Appendix1) to avoid ambiguity.
written
Since the questionnaireswere distributed simultaneously,it was not possible for the
writer to be present at each classroom to explain questions in detail in every class.
Therefore, before administering the questionnaires,the writer gave the class teachers
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an introduction explaining the proceduresand some key points to be aware of, such
as that confidentiality was guaranteed,and that suggestionsand comments were
more than welcome and would be written in the spaceprovided. McNeill (1985, p.40)
stressedthat,
Face to face researchcan hope to achieve 70 or even 80 percent response,
if those to whom the questionnaire is sent have already been carefully
selectedas representativeof thepopulation to be studied.

The class teachershelped to collect the questionnaireimmediately after the students
finished answering questions in the classroom. Therefore, the response rate was
highly satisfactory.

4.10.1.2. Techniques and Procedures of Data Analysis

The SPSS.9.0 for Windows was employed as follows, to calculate the
frequencies/ percentagesand mean scoresin relation to the aggregateresponsesfor
the total samples. The questions of the questionnaire were grouped into three
categories: Multiple Responses, Single Responses and Likert-type Scale.
A. Multiple

Responses (Q. 4,5,6):

Frequencies/ percentages were calculated to

seek the reasonsof students' choices of attending technological and vocational
higher institutions and the Departmentof Applied Foreign Foreign Languages.
B. Single Responses(Q. 7,8,9,10):

Frequencies/percentageswere computed to

understand students' attitudes towards future employment, awareness of
frequencyof the use of English and the difficulties in English learning.
C. Likert-type Scale (Q.11): Frequenciesand percentageswere computed for each
item to seekstudents'satisfactionlevels towards the DAFL-E/DAE.
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4.10.2. Interviews
4.10.2.1. Procedures of Data Collection

Interviews were carried out from November, 2001 to March, 2002 with the
HODs, selectedteachersof DAFL-E/DAE and an external expert (Table 4.1). The
procedureswere as follows:
"

Before the interview, the writer obtained the approval for interviews from the
HODs of each selectedinstitution through telephonecontacts.In the meanwhile,
the whole setsof Students'Questionnaire,Interview Questionsfor the HODs and
teacherswere sent with the covering letters. Researchmaterials were requested
by the HODs before they would grant an interview. The HODs arranged the
interviews with two teacherswho taught business-relatedEnglish in the DAFLE/DAE of the four selected institutions. Appointments were made for the
interviews at informants' offices, classroomsor languagelaboratories.Since each
different
in
located
is
institute/university
regions of
technology
college,
of
Taiwan, travelling all over the country was necessary.On average,it took one to
two days at eachinstitution to conductthe survey and interviews (Table 4.1).

"

During the interviews, strict confidentiality and anonymity were emphasised.The
for
Permission
tape-recording
investigation
clearly.
purpose of the
was explained
The
interviews.
tape
during
Notes
recorder
use
of
a
taken
was sought.
were also
does not eliminate the need for taking notes, which can at least serve two
purposes. Firstly, it can suggest new questions as the interview moves along.
Secondly,taking notes about what is said will facilitate later analysis, including
locating important quotations from the tape itself (Patton, 1990).
The interviews were conductedin a formal manner.In order to establishrapport
and trust with interviewees, the writer started with conversational chatting on
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topics of common interest. Best (1983) commented that the key to effective
interviewing is the extent to which the interviewer can establish rapport. After
the rapport or a friendly, secure relationship with interviewees is established,
certain types of confidential information may be obtained that an individual
might be reluctant to put in writing. In addition, Best (1983, p. 166) said "Those
of sameethic background seemto be successfulin establishingrapport". Though
the intervieweeshad a good knowledge of English, they felt more comfortable in
speaking in their native language, Chinese (Mandarin) and English was also
employedto explain someterminology.
Usually, one and a half hours was allocated for interviewing, as indicated on the
covering letter, but, in most cases,the interviews lasted for more than two hours.
While the writer aimed to cover all the questions,many new ideas also emerged
from interaction and elaboration during the interviews. The informants were
encouraged to reveal more opinions. In so doing, many leading questions
cropped up. Some explanations and exampleswere given if some terminology,
e.g. ESP, was unfamiliar to the respondents.The interviewees were aware that
this research was, to some extent, related to their work, and that detailed
information and suggestionswould be appreciated.
Interviews with participants from Institution A were in an atmosphere,which was
more familiar and relaxed than the others, since the writer taught there and was
the Head of the Department. This enabledfrank discussion of difficulties and it
brought more insights towards the questions.
"

After each interview, the writer transcribed the tape-recorded interview data
verbatim, that is, in the exact words that people used to express their ideas.
Dreyer (1995) addressedthat one big advantage of transcription is that most
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people regard a transcript as providing a "true" record of the original interview.
Heritage (quoted in Silverman, 1993, p. 116) suggested that transcriptions of
subjects are "treated as an appropriate substitute for the observation of actual
behaviour. " Silverman (1993) commented that transcripts of audio-recordings
provide

an excellent record of "naturally

occurring"

interaction.

When

presenting the findings of this study in next chapter, some verbatim quotations
are given after summarising the responses to the interview questions, because

Verbatimquotations are extremelyuseful in presenting a credible report of
the research.
(Fetterman,1989,p.22)
The same as questionnairequestions,the interview questions were written in
both English and Chinese (Mandarin) languages (Appendices 2,3,4)

to avoid

ambiguity. The Chinese language is different from English in form and structure.
Hence, some degreeof inaccuracy,which might result from the translation must be
conceded. The writer made more than one copy of transcripts and worked on the
copies. The originals were placed in transparentplastic pockets and kept in a safe
place. The transcripts were marked with different colours to organise,categoriseand
summarise the texts, aiming at finding answers to the research questions. When
presenting the findings, the researcherread the transcripts over and over again to
gain a generalfeeling of their content.
4.10.2.2. Techniques of Data Collection & Analysis
As a data-gatheringtechnique, the interview has unique advantagesand can be
most effective where human motivation revealedin reasonsfor actions, feelings, and
attitudes is concerned(Best, 1983). The interview questionsprepared for the Heads
of Department, the teacherswho were teaching Business English and the external
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expert were semi-structured, open-ended guided questions. Therefore, the
respondents were free to answer with limited guidance and in most cases,were
encouragedto answer by the use of additional questionsimprovised by the writer.
Accordingly, the techniques of prompting and probing were employed extensively
during the interviews, as follows.
"

As described at Section 4.5.2, semi-structured interviews were designed to have a
number of interview questions prepared in advance as an interview guide. Borg
and Gall (1983, p. 441) stated that the interview guide "is a list of questions that
are to be asked during interview. The questions are usually asked exactly as they
appear on the guide. " It is also sufficiently open so that interviewer could ask
subsequent questions, which could not be planned in advance, and therefore,
need to be largely improvised by interviewer (Wengraf, 2001).

"

Open-endedquestions were used to allow the respondentcomplete freedom to
reply and the basic purpose was to minimise the influence of the interviewer by
asking the samequestionsof eachrespondent(Keats, 2000; Patton, 1990). Under
these circumstances,questions could therefore be more wide-ranging and openended (McNeill, 1985). As Denzin (quoted in Silverman, 1993, p.95) noted that
open-endedinterviews allow respondentsto use their "unique ways of defining
the world" and to "raise important issuesnot containedin the schedule." In order
to gather an "authentic" understandingof people's experiences,it is believed that
open-endedquestions are the most effective way towards this end (Silverman,
1993).

"

Prompts. If the interviewee seemednot to understandthe question, or gave some
answersand seemedready to offer more, a specific prompt for that question was
offered by repeatingthe question in other words and possibly more fully without
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suggesting any answers (Dreyer, 1995). The writer employed this technique to
distinguish what was important (what people mentioned without prompting), and
what was less important (what people mentioned when prompted) to the
interviewees,and what they could not answereven after prompting.
"

Probing. Questions which were not understood or which respondents were
followThis
type
of
to
reluctant answer were rephrased,giving encouragement.
for
be
from
Probing
to
is
the original question called probing.
can used search
up
the reasonsbehind the previous answer,or to resolve inconsistencies.Additional
information can be obtained by probing the initial responses."This gives a
in
differences
individual
data,
opinions and
to
the
richness
allowing many
by
the
Probing
20).
2000,
be
(Keats,
employed
to
was
p.
reasoning
uncovered"
In
behind
investigate
depth
in
the
phenomena.
superficial
reasons
writer to
more
interviewees
insights
the
data,
and therefore
to
the
of
the
order obtain richnessof
informants,
the
who seemed
to
the
sometimes explain
questions and encourage
followed-up.
to
reluctant answer,many questionswere

In this way, an interview guide approachwas combined with a standardisedopenendedapproach.As Patton (1990, p. 287) put it,
A number of basic questions may be worded precisely in a predetermined
fashion, while permitting

flexibility
interviewer
the
more

more decision-making flexibility

in probing and

in determining when it is appropriate to

explore certain subjects in greater depth.

Through these interview techniques,the writer tried to stimulate the interviewees to
greater insights into their own experiences,whereby some significant unanticipated
areasin the original plan of investigation might be explored.
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When analysing interviews, Patton (1990) suggestedthe first decision to be
made was whether to begin with case analysis or cross-caseanalysis. He also
suggestedif a standardisedopen-endedinterview is used, it is suitable to do crosscase analysis. In this study, therefore, the writer chose cross-caseanalysis, which
means "grouping together answers from different people to common questions or
analysing different perspectives on central issues" (Patton, 1990, p. 376). With an
interview guide approach, answers from different people can be grouped by topics
from the guide, but the relevant data will not be found in the same place in each
interview. With cross-case analysis strategy, interview data were analysed by means
of summarising content analysis and constant comparative analysis. As soon as the
raw interview data were collected, transcribed and copied, the writer read through it
several times, trying to find the themes, then synthesise and categorise it. The steps
were as described at Section 4.6.2.

4.10.3. Research Approaches Rejected

Though other researchtechniqueshave been explored and their strengths and
weaknessesconsidered,they were rejectedin this study for the following reasons.
4.10.3.1. Case Study
Yin (1994) indicated that a case study is an empirical inquiry to examine a
contemporary phenomenonwith its real-life. The purpose of case study is to gather
comprehensive, systematic, and in-depth information about each case of interest
(Patton, 1990). It is believed that case studies are useful in studying human affairs
becausethey are "down-to-earth and attention holding" (Stake, 2000, p. 19). Nisbet
and Watt (1984, quoted in Cohen, Manion, and Morrison, 2000, p. 184) stated the
strengthsand weaknessesof casestudy.
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Strengths:
"

The results are more easily understoodby a wide audienceas they are written in
everyday,non-professionallanguage.

"

They speakfor themselves.

"

They catch unique featuresthat may otherwise be lost in larger scale data, such
as surveys.

"

They are strong on reality.

"

They provide insights into other, similar situations and cases,by this means,
assistinginterpretation of other similar cases.

Weaknesses:
" The results may not be generalisableexcept where other readers/researcherssee
their application.
They are not easily open to cross-checking,hence they may be selective, biased,
personaland subjective.
In this study, the cases the writer chose, one college, two institutes of technology,
and one university of technology were not comparable, since they were not at the
same educational levels. Hence, this research technique was rejected in this study.

4.10.3.2. Observation

Observational data afford the researcherthe opportunity to gather "live" data
from "live" situations (Cohen, Manion, and Morrison, 2000). There are several
advantagesof observationas pointed by Patton (1990, p. 203):
" The evaluator is better able to understandthe context.
" Firsthand experiencewith a programme allows an evaluator to be open, discovery
oriented, and inductive in approach.
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" The evaluator can seethings that may otherwise be unconsciously missed among
participants and staff.
be
The
learn
things
unwilling to
staff
may
and
"
evaluator can
participants
about
talk about in an interview.
" Observations permit the evaluator to move beyond the selective perceptions of
others.
knowledge.
Observations
to
the
"
permit
evaluator accesspersonal
Since human perception is highly selective, what people "see" is highly dependent
(1990)
that
interests,
Patton
biases,
backgrounds.
their
research and
argued
on
and
inadequacies
documents
the
of ordinary
experimentation on selective perception
human observation. Doubt is cast on the validity and reliability of observation as a
major method of scientific inquiry.
Classroom teachers and students would also be uncomfortable with if the
writer was present as an observer in the classroom.Therefore, this method was not
adopted.

4.10.3.3. Group Interviewing/

Focus Group

Group interviewing is a generalterm for situations where the researcherworks
in
just
The
the
than
of
researcher
role
one.
with severalpeople simultaneously,rather
less
facilitator,
interviewing
is
as an
that
and
group
of a moderator or
more
interviewer. The researcher facilitates, moderates, monitors, and records group
interaction. The group interaction is directed by questionsand topics supplied by the
(Punch,
interviewer
This
the
group
researcher.
meansparticular skills are required of
1998). As Cohen, Manion, and Morrison (2000, p.287) put it, the advantagesand
disadvantagesof group interviewing can be illustrated as follows:
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Advantages:

" Potential for discussionsto develop.
"

Group interviews might be useful for gaining an insight into what might be
pursued in subsequent individual interviews.

" Practical and organisational issues: Group interviews are often quicker than
individual interviews and hencetimesaving and involve minimal disruption.
"

Bringing people together with varied opinions.

Focus Groups are a form of group interview. They rely on the interaction
within the group who discuss a topic supplied by the researcher.The participants
interact with each other rather than with the interviewer, such that the views of
participants can emerge.Its contrived natureis both its strengthand weakness.
Strengths and Weaknesses:
" It is an unnatural setting, yet it is very focused on a particular issue and, in so
doing, will yield insights that might not otherwise have been available in a
straightforward interview.
is
It
9
economical on time, producing a large amount of data in a short period of
time, but tends to produce less data then interviews with the same number of
individuals on a one-to-onebasis.
(Cohen, Manion, and Morrison, 2000)

The writer considered it was not necessaryto conduct group interviews, since
thirteen individual interviews were carried out. Moreover, other researchtechniques
such as log keeping and videoing were not utilised. The former was owing to study
abroad which has made it impossible and the latter was on account of interviewees
having found it disrupted and uncomfortable.
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4.11. Summary

In this chapter, the rationales for both quantitative and qualitative research
methods, in particular with questionnaire,interview, summarising content analysis
and constantcomparativeanalysis was illuminated. The validity and reliability of the
study were elucidated. How subjects were selectedand the details of how the pilot
studies were conducted were reported. Techniquesand proceduresfor data analysis
of the questionnaireand data collection of interviews were highlighted. The findings
of this researchwill be presentedin the next chapter.
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CHAPTER

FIVE

FINDINGS OF THE RESEARCH

In this chapter,the findings of the researchdata will be presentedin this order:
results from the Students' Questionnaires, Interviews with the Heads of DAFLE/DAE (HOD), Interviews with the Business English Teachers of DAFL-E/DAE

and

Interview with the External Expert. The survey of each college, institute /university
of technology was conducted at the time of the visits to the Heads and Teachers of
the DAFL-E/DAE,

during or after the interviews.

5.1. Students' Questionnaire
This questionnaireattemptedto identify students' views and attitudes towards
the DAFL-E/DAE,

in terms of their opinions about the facilities and courses offered

in the DAFL-E/DAE,
need for training

in addition, students' awareness of their English learning and
in ESP, business-related English

in particular,

for

future

employment.

The questionnairedistributed to the studentsconsistedof closed items of three
types: Multiple Responses,Single Responsesand a Likert-type Scale. Space was
also provided at the end of the questionnaireto give the respondentsthe opportunity
to make their suggestions and comments. The research questions (Section 4.3)
coveredin Students'Questionnairewere as follows:
"

Researchquestion 6 is coveredin Students'Questionnairequestion 11 (e) (f).

9

Researchquestion 7 is coveredin Students'Questionnairequestions2,3,5,6,7,
8,11 (a) (b) (c) (h) (i).

"

Researchquestion 8 is coveredin Students'Questionnaire
question 11(d).
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"

Researchquestion 9 is coveredin Students'Questionnairequestion 11 (g).

"

Researchquestion 10 is coveredin Students'Questionnairequestion 11 (1).

"

Researchquestion 11 is coveredin Students'Questionnairequestion 11 (j) (k).

"

Researchquestion 12 is coveredin Students'Questionnairequestion4.

"

Researchquestion 13 is covered in Students' Questionnairequestions 9,10,11
(o).

"

Researchquestion 14 is coveredin Students'Questionnairequestion 11 (n).

"

Researchquestion 15 is coveredin Students'Questionnairequestion 11 (m).

Studentsampleswere drawn from three courselevels in the four selected
institutions. The courselevels include the 5-yearjunior college, 2-yearjunior college
and 2-year institute of technology.The studentswere chosenonly from the final year
of each course level available, i. e. the 5th year of the 5-year junior college
programme, the 2nd year of

the 2-year junior college programme, which is

equivalent to the 5t' year of the 5-yearjunior college programme,and the 2ndyear of
the 2-year institute of technology programme (Figure 1.2). The 4-year institute of
technology programme was not included becausethere were no final year students
available.
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The following table showsthe distribution of the studentsof the three course
levels by age,sex and number in the four institutions.
Table 5.1: Students' Personal Information
Course Levels

5-year Jr.
college

2-year Jr.
college

2-year institute
of technology

Average Ages

20

20

23

Male

11

15

15

Female

187

32

44

Institution A

45

47

0

Institution

B

39

0

44

Institution C

32

0

15

Institution

82

0

0

Total

198

47

59

Percent

65.1

15.5

19.4

D

Table 5.1 reveals that average ages of the students ranged from 20 to 23.
Female students outnumbered males and the largest proportion of students was from
the 5-year junior college programmes and the smallest were from the 2-year junior
college programmes. This is because all four selected institutions offered a 5-year
junior college programme, but only one institution additionally offered a 2-year
junior college programme.

A. Multiple Responses (Q. 4, Q. 5, Q. 6)
Multiple Response questions were allowed for more than one answer, so that
the percentages of responses were reflected as accurately as possible of students'
experience. Tables 5.2-5.4 reveal the second foreign languages students took and the
reasons why they chose technological & vocational higher institutions
Department of Applied Foreign Languages-English.
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and the

Table 5.2: The second foreign languages students have taken (Q.4)
Second Foreign

Languages

Frequency

Japanese

295

% of Responses
95.8

Spanish

1

0.3

German

9

2.9

French

2

0.6

Others

1

0.3

From the percentagesof responsesshown in Table 5.2,95.8 percent of students
took Japaneseas their second foreign language. However, it was noted from the
curriculum of each institution that Japaneseis the only second foreign language
course that is offered, except in Institution B, which offered German as well.
Therefore, it is quite possible that Japaneseaccountedfor such a high percentageof
students'choice as their secondforeign language,due to limitation in their options.

Table 5.3: Reasons for students studying in junior college, institute/university
of technology (Q. 5)
Reasons

Frequency

% of Responses

Own interest

189

39.1

Family's wish

60

12.4

Friends & teachers'
advises

42

8.7

No passthe Joint
EntranceExams.

100

20.7

Obtain more business
knowledge and

78

16.1

14

2.9

training
Others
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From Table 5.3, among the reasons why students chose junior college,
institute/university of technology, the main reason(39.1 percent) was students' own
interest. However, 20.7 percent gave the reason of not passing the Joint Entrance
Examinations.

Table 5.4: Reasons for students studying in the Department of Applied Foreign
Languages-English

(DAFL-E/DAE)

(Q. 6)

Reasons

Frequency

% of Responses

Own interest

186

29.5

Family's wish

61

9.7

Friends & teachers'
advice

49

7.8

EnhanceEnglish
proficiency

163

25.8

Obtain betterjob

149

23.6

Others

23

3.6

Table 5.4 shows that the largestproportion of studentsindicated the reasonwhy
they chose to study in the DAFL-E/DAE was their personal interest (29.5 percent).
The other main reasonswere that studentsthought it would help to enhancetheir
English proficiency (25.8 percent) and help them obtain a betterjob (23.6 percent).
B. Single Responses(Q. 7, Q.8, Q.9, Q.10)
Tables5.5-5.6

(Q.7,8)

intention
future
of
employment.
reflect students'

Tables 5.7-5.8 (Q.9,10) show students' perceptions of how often English will be
used in the future jobs and their difficulties in the areaof English learning at present.
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Table 5.5: What do you want to do after graduation? (Q. 7)
Course
levels

5-year Jr. college

2-year Jr. college

2-year institute of
technology

Average

Variables

Frequency

Percent

Frequency

Percent

Frequency

Percent

Frequency

Percent

further study
domestically

143

72.2

19

40.4

9

15.3

57

42.6

Studying
abroad
Finding a job

26

13.1

15

31.9

8

13.6

16.3

19.5

27

13.6

13

27.7

42

71.2

27.3

37.5

Significance

000
.

000
.

000
.

551
.

From Table 5.5, we realise that most 5-year and 2-year junior college students
wanted to continue studying after graduation. However, for the 2-year institute of
technology students,finding a job was most important. It is worth noting that for 2year junior college students, there is no statistically significant difference in the
numbersexpressingeachof the three preferences.
Table 5.6: Where do you want to work after graduation? (Q.8)
Course
levels

5-year Jr. college

2-year Jr. college

2-year institute of
technology

Average

Variables

Frequency

Percent

Frequency

Percent

Frequency

Percent

Frequency

Public

59

29.8

18

38.3

18

30.5

31.6

32.8

76

38.4

9

19.1

21

35.6

35.3

31.0

16

8.1

2

4.3

5

8.5

7.6

6.9

24

12.1

11

23.4

10

16.9

15.0

17.4

16

8.1

5

10.6

3

5.1

8.0

7.9

6

3.0

2

4.3

1

1.7

3.0

3.0

Significance

000
.

000
.
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000
.

Percent

000
.

Table 5.6 shows that studentsof 5-year junior college and 2-year institute of
technology predominantly wanted to work at private businesscompanies(38.4 and
35.6 percent respectively), followed by working at public sectors (29.8 and 30.5
respectively). In contrast, 38.3 percent of 2-year junior college studentsexpresseda
'public
in
to
the
preference
work
sectors, and 23.4 percent at private schools/
languageinstitutes.

Table 5.7: How often do you expectto
use English at work after graduation?

(Q.9)
Course
Levels

5-year Jr. college

2-year Jr. college

Average

2-year institute of
technology

Variables

Frequency

Percent

Frequency

Percent

Frequency

Percent

Frequency

Percent

Often

163

82.3

33

70.2

47

79.7

81

77.4

Sometimes

32

16.2

11

23.4

12

20.3

18.3

19.9

Seldom

3

1.5

2

4.3

001.6

Significance

000
.

000
.

000
.

Table 5.7 shows that 82.3 percent of 5-year, 70.2 percent of 2-year junior
college students and 79.7 percent of 2-year institute of technology students expected
to use English often at work. Only 1.5,4.3 and 0 percent of the three course levels of
students were of the opinion that English would seldom be used.
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1.9

000
.

Table 5.8: What is the area in which you have encountered most difficulties

in

learning English? (Q. 10)
Course

5-year Jr. college

Levels

2-year institute of

2-year Jr. college

Average

technology

Variables

Frequency

Percent

Frequency

Percent

Frequency

Percent

Frequency

Percent

Listening

87

43.9

26

55.3

22

37.3

45

45.5

Speaking

61

30.8

8

17.0

21

35.6

30

27.8

Reading

10

5.1

5

10.6

2

3.4

5.6

6.3

Writing

38

19.2

8

17.0

13

22.0

19.6

19.4

Significance

000
.

000
.

Table 5.8 shows that 5-year/ 2-year junior

000
.

000
.

college and 2-year institute of

technology students considered listening skills to be the most difficult in learning
English, with 43.9,55.3 and 37.3 percent respectively, followed in descending order
by speaking, writing and reading.

C. Likert- type Scale (Q.11)
The findings for every single item of Q. 11 (Tables 5.9-5.23), relating to the
common concerns with the DAFL-E/DAE

will be presented individually

the students' attitudes and views in this respect.

The interpretation of the rating scaleis as follows.
5= Strongly Agree
4 =Agree
3= Do Not Know
2= Disagree

1= Strongly Disagree
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to reveal

Studentswere asked in Items a, b, c, d of Q.11 whether the elective courses,
business-relatedand remedial English courses offered in the DAFL-E/DAE and
English used in the classesare adequate.
Table 5.9: The elective courses offered in the DAFL-E/DAE

are adequate

(Item a, Q.11).
Rating Scores
5
4
3
2
1
Total

Frequency
11
58
21
161
53
304

Percent
3.6
19.1
6.9
53
17.4
100

Table 5.10: The business courses offered in the DAFL-E/DAE

are adequate

(Item b, Q.11)
Rating Scores
572.3
4
3
2
1

Frequency

Percent

98
47
127
25

32.2
15.5
41.8
8.2

Total

304

100

Table 5.11: The remedial English courses are adequate (Item c, Q. 11).
Rating Scores

Frequency

Percent

5
4
3

8
90
51

2.6
29.6
16.8

2

118

38.8

1

36

11.8

0

1

0.3

Total

304

100

Table 5.12: English used in the classes as the target language is adequate
(Item d, Q.11).
Rating Scores
5
4
3

Frequency
10
83
41

Percent
3.3
27.3
13.5

2
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42.4

1
0
Total

39
2
304

12.8
0.7
100
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Tables5.9-5.11 indicate that the vast majority of the studentsdid not agreethat
in
Department
the
business
English
were
courses offered
elective,
and remedial
(41.8
disagee),
50
17.4
disgree/
(53
70.4
percent
strongly
adequate with
percent
disagree/8.2strong disagree)and 50.6 percent(38.8 disagree/11.3 strongly disagree)
in
language
In
English
the
target
respectively. addition, studentsperceived
used as
the classroomis inadequate,asmore than 55 percentanswered"Disagree" (42.4) and
"Strongly Disagree" (12.8) to this item (Table 5.12).

In the following two questions (Items e, f, Q.11), students were asked their
opinions concerningwho should be more qualified to teachbusiness-relatedEnglish.
Table 5.13: Business-related English courses should be taught by English

teachers with adequate knowledge of business (Item e, Q.11).
Rating Scores
5

4
3
2
1
Total

Frequency
116

125
20
33
10
304

Percent
38.2

41.1
6.6
10.9
3.3
100

Table 5.14: Business-related English courses should be taught by Business

teachers with adequate command of English (Item f, Q.11).
Rating Scores

5
4
3
2
1
Total

Frequency

117
126
21
32
8
304

Percent

38.5
41.4
6.9
10.5
2.6
100

Tables 5.13 and 5.14 indicate that with almost equal percentages,79.3 (41.1
agree/38.2 strongly agree)and 80 percent (41.4 agree/38.5 strongly agree),students
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deemed that either business-relatedEnglish courses should be taught by English
teacherswith adequateknowledge of businessor by businessteacherswith adequate
commandof English. Studentsshowedno preferenceson this matter.
Studentswere askedin Items g, h, i, Q.11, to reveal their levels of satisfaction
regarding teaching materials and languagelaboratory facilities and class size. The
results are shown in the following tables:

Table 5.15: The English teaching materials are satisfactory (Item g, Q. 11).
Rating Scores
593.0
4
3
2
1
Total

Frequency

Percent

80
69
117
29
304

26.3
22.7
38.5
9.5
100

It is shown in Table 5.15 that only 29.3 percent (26.3 agree/ 3 strongly agree)
of students were satisfied with

the English teaching materials provided by the

DAFL-E/DAE.

Table 5.16: The facilities of the language laboratory
Q. 11).
Rating Scores
5
4
3
2
1

Total

Frequency
27
111
30
66
70

are satisfactory (Item h,

Percent
8.9
36.5
9.9
21.7
23.0

100

304

Table 5.17: The class size is satisfactory (Item i, Q.11).
Rating Scores

5
4
3
2
1
0
Total

Frequency

22
122
39
90
30
1
304
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Percent

7.2
40.1
12.8
29.6
9.9
0.3
100

Table 5.16 indicates that studentsgave positive and negative responsesto the
question if the facilities of language laboratories are satisfactory at almost equal
percentages, 45.4 (36.5 agree/ 8.9 strongly agree) and 44.7 percent (21.7 disagree/
23 strongly disagree)respectively.This could be resulting in languagelabs equipped
variously in each institution. In addition, Table 5.17 shows that 47.3 percent of
studentswere satisfied with classsize.
The following two questions(Items j, k, Q.11) were askedto find out whether
the studentsthought the coursesoffered by the DAFL-E/DAE meet their needsand
will be helpful to their future employment.The results are shown in Tables 5.18 and
5.19.
Table 5.18: The business-related English courses offered in the DAFL-E/DAE
meet my needs (Item j, Q. 11).
Rating Scores
5
4
3
2
1

Frequency
5
73
64
133
25

Percent
1.6
24.0
21.1
43.8
8.2

0

4

1.3

Total

304

100

Table 5.19: The courses offered in the DAFL-E/DAE are helpful to my
future employment (Item k, Q. 11).
Rating Scores

5
4
3
2
1
Total

Frequency

16
127
86
60
15
304

Percent

4.9
19.7
28.3
41.8
5.3
100

Pertaining to the courses, business-related English courses in particular,
provided by the Department, concernedwith students' personal needs and the help
with future employment, 52 percent (43.8 disagree/ 8.2 strongly disagree) and 47
percent (41.8 disagree/ 5.3 strongly disagree)of students expressednegative views
(Tables5.18 and 5.19).
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Item 1,Q. 11 aimed to assessstudents'view towards coherenceof coursedesign
between different courselevels and the result is shown in the following table:
Table 5.20: The course design of the DAFL-E/DAE is coherent between
different course levels (Item 1,Q.11).
Rating Scores
551.6
4
3
2
1
Total

Frequency

Percent

86
72
111
30
304

28.3
23.7
36.5
9.9
100

Table 5.20 shows that 46.4 percent (36.5 disagree/ 9.9 strongly disagree) of
levels
(5-year/
different
between
did
design
course
think
that
the
students
not
course
2-yearjunior college and 2-year institute of technology) is coherent.
Students were asked in items m, n of Q. 11 about their satisfaction with
industrial placement and the help to obtain an English Proficiency Certificate
5.22.
in
5.21
Tables
by
Department.
The
the
and
provided
results are revealed

Table 5.21: Students' industrial placement and educational cooperation
DAFL-E/DAE
by
the
local
business
with
agencies arranged

are satisfactory (Item m, Q.11).
Rating Scores
5
4
3
2
1
Total

Frequency
11
57
88
85
63
304

Percent
3.6
18.8
28.9
28.0
20.7
100

Table 5.21 shows 28.9 percent of studentsneither agreednor disagreedthat the
by
business
local
links
liaison
agenciesarranged
placementprogramme and the
with
the DAFL-E/DAE are satisfactory,while in total a further 48.7 percent (28 disagree/
20.7 strongly disagree)were dissatisfactory.This reflects the fact that few or no such
programmesare available.
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Table 5.22: The help provided by the DAFL-E/DAE

to obtain English

Proficiency Certificate is satisfactory (Item n, Q.11).
Rating Scores
5
4
3
2
1

Total

Frequency
19
79
78
88
40

304

Percent
6.3
26.0
25.7
28.9
13.2

100

Table 5.22 indicates that 42 percent (28.9 disagree/ 13.2 strongly disagree) of
students were not satisfied with the help from their Departments in terms of
obtaining the English Proficiency Certificate, while 32 percent (16 agree/ 6.3
strongly agree)were. However, 25.7 percent of studentsexpressedno clear view on
this matter.
In the last question (Item o, Q.11), students were asked how confident they
labour
the
English
the
their
of
requirement
were concerning
proficiency meets
market. The result is shown as following table:
Table 5.23: I believe my English Proficiency meets the requirements of
the labour market (Item o, Q.11).
Rating Scores

Frequency

Percent

5

6

2.0

4

33

10.9

3
2
1
0
Total

76
118
70
1
304

25.0
38.8
23.0
0.3
100

Table 5.23 indicates that only 13 percent of studentsexpressedconfidence in
their English proficiency.
From Tables 5.9 to 5.23, it can be concluded that students expressedpoor
satisfaction levels about English coursesprovided or designedby the DAFL-E/DAE
future
help
did
thought
that
these
their
with
and
needs and would not
not meet
employment.
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5.1.1. Students' Suggestions and Comments

Some studentsadded suggestionsand commentsin the spaceprovided at the
end of the questionnaire.In summary,their complaints and expectationsof courses
and teacherswere as follows.
Courses

"

More coursesin businessand English teachingneedto be provided.

"

Coursesare not coherent.

"

The curriculum has beenrepeated.

levels
different
in
The
course
of study.
textbooks
9
same
are usedrepeatedly
"

Coursesshould be more practical.

"

Classesshould be divided into businessand languagespecialisedgroups.

Teachers
"

Teachersare expectedto be more professionalin specialisedsubjects.

"

There is a need for more native English speaking teachers.

"

More use of target languagein classis needed.

In addition, students emphasisedthat the placement, cooperation with industry and
is
It
help
Qualification
the
were not adequate.
with obtaining English Proficiency
GE
TVE
that
the
and
were questioned.
of
worth noting also
equality and quality

5.2. Interviews with the Heads of DAFL-E/ DAE
The interviews with the Heads of DAFL-E/DAE (HOD) were intended to
investigate the objectives, distinguishing features and policies of the Department,
ESP teacher training, particularly in Business-relatedEnglish, teaching materials,
coherenceof coursedesign, and whether thesecoursesmeet the needsof the students
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and industry; furthermore, how Department implemented student' English
Proficiency Certificate systemand industrial placement.
The interviews contained23 questionsand startedwith the HODS' educational
and professional background, subjects of specialisation and the number of years of
work experience, including teaching, current position as the Head of DAFL/DAE
and working in private business sectors. Responses to these 23 interview questions
are summarised into 14 categories (Tables 5.26- 5.40) by themes and interviewees
are coded, e.g. Hi, H2, H3, H4. Cross analysis is presented in the next chapter.
Research questions (Section 4.3) covered by the questions of HODs' Interviews were
as follows:

9 Researchquestion 1 is coveredin HODs' interview question(1).
"

Researchquestion 2 is coveredin HODS' interview question(3).

"

Researchquestion 3 is coveredin HODS' interview question (5).

"

Researchquestion 4 is coveredin HOD'S interview questions(6) (7) (8) (15).

9 Researchquestion 5 is coveredin HODs' interview question (4).
"

Researchquestion 6 is coveredin HODs' interview question(2).

"

Researchquestion 9 is coveredin HODs' interview questions(13) (14).

"

Research question 10 is covered in HODs' interview question (9).

"

Researchquestion 11 is coveredin HODs' interview questions(10) (12).

"

Researchquestion 12 is coveredin HODs' interview question (11).

"

Researchquestion 13 is coveredin HODs' interview questions(19) (20).

"

Researchquestion 14 is coveredin HODs' interview questions(16) (17).

9

Researchquestion 15 is coveredin HODs' interview question (18).
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Tables 5.24 and 5.25 show the distribution of the HODs' qualifications,
positions, specialistsubjects,and number of yearsof work experience.
Table 5.24: HODS' Educational Background and Specialist Subjects
HODs'

BA

MA

Doctorate

Codes

Positions

Specialist Subjects

Lecturer

English Writing,
English Grammar

Professor

Applied Linguistics,

Degree

Hl

German

Linguistics

H2

English

TESL

Literature

_
Applied
Linguistics

Language Testing,

ResearchMethods
H3

Secondary
Education

TESL

H4

English
Literature

Western
Literature

_

Associate
Professor

American
Studies

Associate
Professor

English Reading,
English Grammar,
English Vocabulary&
Reading
English Writing,
Business
Correspondence

Table 5.24 shows that all the HODs had at least a Master's degree,and two of
the four held a doctoral degree. The positions ranged from Lecturer to Professor.
Their majors were either in Teaching English as a Foreign/ Second Language
(TEFL/TESL) or in Linguistics and Western Literature.

Table 5.25: HODs' Work Experience

HODs' Codes

Heads of DAFL-

Full-time Teaching

E/DAE

Private Business
Sectors

H1

3 months

4 years

0

H2

1.5 years

30 years

0

H3

1.5 years

14 years

0

H4

3 years

15 years

0
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From Table 5.25, it can be concluded that the interviewees had been at their
position as the Head of DAFL-E/DAE from as little as 3 months to 3 years. As to
their teaching experience,it rangedfrom 4 to 30 years.It is worth noting that none of
the HODs had work experiencein businesssectors.
Q. 1 aimed to investigate the objectives and distinguishing features of the
DAFL-E/DAE. The responsesof HODs are shown in the following table:
Table 5.26: What are the objectives and distinguishing features of the DAFLE/DAE? (Q.1)
Objectives and Distinguishing Features of the DAFL-E/DAE
1. To cooperate with local business resources in terms of

HODS' Codes
H1

manpower and financial support to promote the distinguishing
featuresof the DAFL-E/DAE.
2. To equip studentswith intermediateEnglish proficiency level.
3. To equip students with intermediate to advanced English

H1, H3, H4
H2

proficiency levels.
4. To train studentsto be English teachers.

H2

5. English and Japanesecoursecredits are equally taken.

H3

6. To

Literature

H4

7. To gain mastery in four English language skills; listening,

H4

distinguish

from

the

traditional

English

Department.

speaking, reading and writing.

8. To specialisein business-relatedEnglish courses.

H4

9. To furnish students training with languages, business and
computer knowledge to meet the needsof industry.

H4

Difficulties
10. The objectives of the DAFL-E/DAE are not attainable, owing

H1, H2, H4

to students'diverse English proficiency levels.
11. The goal of the DAFL-E/DAE does not meet the needs o
students',which is to continue further study.
12. The objectives of the DAFL-E/DAE are not practical.
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H1, H3

H1, H2, H3

It is noted that among the four institutions in which the writer did the survey,
Institution B is the only one at par with the level of a university. Item 3, Table 5.26
shows that Institution B has as one of its goals, to equip students with advanced
English proficiency. The different educationallevels of the institutions, in terms of
college, institute of technology and university of technology, are associatedwith
different objectives of the DAFL-E/DAE, with respectto English proficiency levels.
Table 5.27 provides basic data on the course levels (system), number of
studentsand breakdown of staff for eachof the institutions surveyed.

Table 5.27: Number of Students and Teachers of the DAFL-E/DAE (Q.2)
Institution A

Course Levels

Total Number of Students
Total Number of Teachers
Full-time Teachers'
Qualifications and their
Number

Full-time Teachers' Positions
and their Number

2-year Jr. college

5-year
Jr.
college

658
21 full-time
Doctorate Candidate

Doctorate
0

2
AssociateProf.

Professor

0

0
Institution

--

Master
19

Bachelor
0

Assistant
Prof.

Lecturer

t

I
0

21

B

Course Levels

Total Number of Students
Total Number of Teachers

2-year institute
of technology

Graduate
4-year
Institution
university
of
technology
1,098
37 (29 full- time; incl. 6 native English speakingteachers,8

5-year
Jr.
college

art-time

Full-time Teachers'
Qualifications and their
Number

Doctorate

Doctorate Candidate

Master

Bachelor

9

11

9

0

Full-time Teachers' Positions
and their Number

Professor

AssociateProf.

Assistant
Prof.

Lecturer

2

1

6

20
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Institution C
Course Levels

Total Number of Students
Total Number of Teachers
Full-time Teachers'
Qualifications and their
Number
Full-time Teachers' Positions
and their Number

696 incl. English and JapaneseDepartments)
58 (37 full-time, 21 part-time; incl. 17 native English speaking
teachers
Bachelor
Master
Doctorate DoctorateCandidate
5

0

27

5

Professor

AssociateProf.

Assistant
Prof.

Lecturer

6

29

1

Institution

2-ear institute of technology

5-year Jr. colle e

F2

D

Course Levels

2-ear institute of technology

5-year Jr. college

Total Number of Students

678

Total Number of Teachers
Full-time Teachers'
Qualifications and their
Number
Full-time Teachers' Positions
and their Number

18 full-time; incl. 3 native English speakingteachers
Master
Bachelor
Doctorate Doctorate Candidate
3

1

12

2

Professor

AssociateProf.

Assistant
Prof.

Lecturer

0

4

0

14

Source: Interviews with the Heads of DAFL-E/DAE in 2001 and Websites of
Institutions,

2003.

As already mentioned, Institution B was the only one at university level and
consisted of three course levels and a graduate school. It is noted that 17 native
English speaking teachersin the DAFL-E/DAE of Institution C were all employed
on part-time basis. The only Professor in the DAFL-E/DAE of Institution C was
about to retire.
Table 5.28 reflects the range of options adopted by institutions to satisfy the
teacher qualification policy and their professional development, as well as the main
challengesfaced in this respect.
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Table 5.28: How do you prepare teachers for college upgrade in terms of
employment policy and teachers' professional development?
(Q.3,4)
Teachers' Preparation

for College Upgrade, in terms of Employment

HODs' Codes

Policy and Teachers' Professional Development
1. To employ teacherswho have earned a doctoral degree or are
doctoratecandidates.

H1, H2, H3, H4

2. To employ ex-retired assistantprofessors who have a doctoral
degree.

H1, H2

3. To encourageteachersdoing researchand presentingpapers to
be promoted at leastto the position of an assistantprofessor.

H1, H2, H3, H4

4. To encourageteachershave further study to obtain a doctoral
degree.

H1, H2, H3, H4

5. Reward teachers,who take researchcasesfrom National Science
Council, design teaching materials and attend short-termtraining

H4

courses.
6. To employ those who do not have a doctoratebut with abundant
business experiencewith adequateEnglish proficiency as part-

H2

time teachers.
Difficulties
7. Teachersare under pressureto increasetheir qualifications but

H2

often complain.
8. Either Ministry of Education or institutional authority provides
limited channelsfor teachertraining.

H3

9. Teachers

H1

have

to

prepare

themselves

for

professional

development.

10. Teachersare not keen on professionaldevelopment.

H1, H2

Table 5.28 indicates that the main concernsfor college upgrade are to employ
entry teacherswho have a doctoral degree and to encourageemployed teachersto
pursue study for one, or to present research papers in order to be eligible for
promotion. RegardingItem 2, HI pointed out,
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Since we need the teachers with a doctoral degree, we can recruit those
from
have
doctorate
have
taken
national
who
a
early retirement
and
universities. They can benefit from both government pension and the
teaching at private institutions, and they caterfor our needs.

Q.5 attemptedto investigate the policy regarding discontinuation of the 5-year
junior college programme.The HODs' responsesare shownin the following table:
Table 5.29: Is the 5-year junior college programme going to be discontinued?

(n_c)
Discontinuation Policy of the 5-year Jr. College Programme
1. The location of school is the problem, which makes students'

HODS' Codes
H1

recruitment difficult.
Hl, H4

2. It is a trend.
3. To elevate our institution to graduate level is our policy. Thus,

H2

maintaining institutional systemwith undergraduateand graduate
levels (2-year/4-year institute/ university of technology) is
adequate.
4. Not intendedto do so immediately.

H3

5. Considering of teachers'employment,the classesof 5-year and 2-

H4

but
declined
be
junior
gradually
year
college programmes will
will not be completely discontinued.

Table 5.29 reflects a range of considerations that were taken into account. H1

had
H4
However,
H3
H2
discontinuation
totally
and
policy.
and
agreed with the
different opinions. Items 1 and 2 show that H1 acceptedthe discontinuation policy of
the 5-year junior college programme due to the practical situation of insufficient
studentsand the prevailing trend. She stated,
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We have planned to stop admitting new students to the 5
junior
-year
college programmes in 2003 and will increase the number of classes to the
2 -year junior

college programme. However, we could not even recruit

enough students this year (2001). I think it is a trend. In accordance with
government policy,

be
to
upgraded to institutes/
most colleges want

universities of technology. Thus, they can have more 2 -year and 4 -year
undergraduate

programmes

with

flexibility
more

and autonomy

in

designing courses.

Item 3 showsthat H2 also agreedwith the discontinuationpolicy of the 5-yearjunior
college programme.However, he admitted that,
With regard to the development of society, middle-class workforce
generation, which is the goal of all the 5-yearjunior college programmes,
needsto be evaluatedwith due considerationbefore discontinuation.
Some colleges would like to continue the 5-year programme, which can
I
for
private colleges. agree with what an
make more profits, especially
free
decide
'
it!
'Let
Ministry
Education
the
market
officer of
said,
of

H3 consideredthat there were practical problems.Though the total number of classes
would stay the sameby transferring the 5-yearjunior college programmeto 2-year/ 4year institute of technology programme, if there was no problem with recruiting
students,all the classesof the whole college have to be considered.H3 said:
We only have one class in the English and Japanesedivisions individually
at each grade. If we reduce the number of classes, we would have to
combine English and Japaneseprogrammes together. The uniquenessof
the earlier programme will be lost.
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H4 took teachers' employment into account. He said:

The class numbers of the 5
be
junior
college
programme
will
-year
decreasedgradually and replaced by the 4
2
institute
of
and
-year
-year
technology undergraduateprogrammes.By that time, we will require more
teachers with a doctoral degree.According to the regulations of MOE, to
be a university of technology, which is our ultimate goal, we need 40
percent of teacherswho have a doctoral degree. What do we do about the
teacherswho don't have it?

The Headswere asked(in Q.6,7,8) to indicatetheir awareness
of ESPand
whetherits purposewas servedby the coursedesignof the DAFL-E/DAE. The
responsesare as follows:

Table 5.30: To what extent do you understand ESP and are the purposes of
ESP served? (Q. 6,7,8)
Understanding of ESP and if Its Purpose Has Been Served
1. Understand a little bit about ESP.The English coursesoffered have

HODs' Codes
H1

not served ESP purposes.

2. Our course design is directed to further study for the studentsand

H1

Teaching English for Children to provide English teacherstraining
for local areaof easternTaiwan.
3. It is related to the levels and distinguishing features of institution.
From which, institution can develop its own ESP, such as English

H2

for business,nursing, pharmacy,medicine purposes,etc.
4. Our coursedesign is directed to our own ESP.

H2

5. Our coursedesign has servedESPpurposes.

H3

6. To serve ESP purposes, the distinguishing features have been
presentedin our elective courses.

H4
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Except Hl, the HODs believed that their purposes of ESP had been served.

Regarding Items 3 and 4, H2 further explainedthat,
Each college/university should develop its own ESP, such as nursing,
medical, or pharmacy. Different departmentscan support each other. Take
our university as an example, we serve the purpose of business and

engineering, therefore, we offer courses such as English for science and
technology.
In Item 6, H4 pointed out that,

To serveESPpurposes, our distinguishingfeatures are presentedin elective
courses.Nevertheless,not too many elective coursescan be offered. If the
number of studentsin each class is not enough,the cost will be theproblem.
Q.9 attemptedto examine the problem of course coherencebetween different
course levels, which were the connected programmes (Figure 1.2). The HODS'
responsesare shown in the table below:
Table 5.31: Does course design have coherencebetween different course
levels (5year/ 2-year junior college, and 2-year institute of
technology)? (Q. 9)
Courses Coherence between Different Course Levels
1. The 5-year/ 2-year junior college programmeswe have are the

HODS' Codes
H1

parallel systems.Therefore, there is no connectionproblem.
2.

The teaching materials we select for the 5-year junior college

H2

and 2-year institute of technology studentshave sometimesbeen
repeatedor overlappedunknowingly.
3. Language courses are considered coherent with step-by-step
learning process.

H3

4. We have advancedcoursesof the 2-year institute of technology

H4

programmesto connectwith the 5-yearjunior college courses.

The problems of repetition and overlap of teaching materials at different course
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The problems of repetition and overlap of teachingmaterials at different course
levels were mattersof concern.RegardingItem 2, H2 further explainedthat,
Sometimesthe teaching materials teachers select for 2-year institute of
technology students are easier than for 5-year junior

It
is
college.

ridiculous. Therefore,in future, all selectedtextbookswill have to be sent
to the Head of the Department to review if they overlap.

In Item 5, H4 commentedthat,
For example, there is a course subject namedEnglish Grammar in the 5by
followed
junior
it
is
the courses of
year
college programme and
Advanced English Grammar, Writing and Rhetoric offered in the 2-year
institute of technology programme. The subjects will be distinguished in
different course levels not only by titles, but by the content which will be
deeper and more comprehensive.

Q.10,11 and 12 aimed to investigate whether analysis of the students' needs
in
business-related
English
the
courses
analysiswas carried out and whether
courses,
in
industry.
The
the
the
given
are
particular, meet
responses
needs of
students and

Tables5.32 and 5.33.

Table 5.32: Does the DAFL-E/DAE carry out students' needs analysis and do
the English courses, Business-related English courses in
particular, meet learners' needs? (Q.10,12)
Students' NeedsAnalysis

HODS' Codes

1. Students'needsanalysisis carried out by questionnaire.

H1, H4

2. No students'needsanalysishas been carried out.

H2, H3
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Table 5.32. (continued)

Courses Meet Learners' Needs
3. Students' needs analysis is helpful with planning elective

HODS' Codes
H1

courses. However, we are not sure if these courses have met
students'needsdue to insufficient contactswith the graduates.
4. Course objectives have been followed, which are 70 percent of
languages,20 percent of businessand 10 percentof Information

H2

Technology.In general,I think the courseshave servedstudents'
needs.
5. The results of students' need analysis shows on some survey
indicate 42.2 percent of students want to be office workers,

H4

followed by 22.7 percent of which like to be English teachers.I
think our courseshave met their needs.

Table 5.32 indicates that needs analysis was carried out in two of the four
institutions surveyed.Regarding Item 2, H3 commentedthat,
The Ministry of Education has fixed course credits to be offered by
regulations, in the 5-yearjunior collegeprogramme in particular. After we
have 2-year/ 4
institute
technology
of
undergraduate programmes,
-year

there will be moreflexibility in offering courses.That is why every college
wants to be upgraded to university level to have more autonomy to decide

what coursesto offer.

Table 5.33: Does course design, elective courses in particular, meet the needs
of local industries? (Q.11)
Course Design Meet the Needs of Local Industry
1.

No evaluation has been carried out and insufficient contacts
with local industry.

2. Have general idea that the needs of local industries are in
tourism and marble stone.
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HODs' Codes
Hl

H1

Table 5.33. (continued)

Course Design Meet the Needs of Local Industry
3. There are neither obvious needs of local industries, nor
prominent features of the DAFL-E/DAE, which should be

HODs' Codes
H2

developed by the features of locality, for instance, commerce
and industry of south,mid-central and north of Taiwan.
4. To combine technology, languagesand teaching to develop our

H2

distinguishing features.
5. Our school is an institute of commerceand has servedthe needs
of local industries, which are mainly in commerce.
6. The IT courses we provide will serve the future needs of the

H3

H3

local Science-basedIndustrial Park in the future.
7. In the north of Taiwan, our Institute is the only one that has a 4-

H4

year programme of the DAFL-E/DAE to serve the needs of
local industry.
8. The local industry mainly is in commerce. Our institute is a
commerce institute with lengthy history, appropriate location,

H4

and 10,000 students. Its relevance to the local industry
differentiates from engineeringtechnology institutes.

Table 5.33 showsthat HA and HB did not considertheir coursesmeet the needs
of local industries, while the other two consideredthat local needswere served.
Q. 13 and 14 concernedteaching materials and aimed to examine what kinds of
materials were used, how they were selected and any difficulties that were
encountered.The HODs' views are shown as follows:
Table 5.34: Do you have difficulties in selecting teaching materials? Are they
ready-made or learner-tailored? (Q.13,14)
Difficulties in Selecting Teaching Materials; Ready-made or

HODS' Codes

Learner-Tailored

1. Most of teaching materials are ready-made.
2. Tend to select easier materials in content to meet students'
need.
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H1, H2, H3, H4
H1, H2

Table 5.34 (continued)

Difficulties in Selecting Teaching Materials; Ready-made or

HODS' Codes

Learner-Tailored
3. There is more choice in GeneralEnglish and less in ESP.

H1

4. There are no problems in selecting textbooks. It is very
flexible.

H1, H2, H3, H4

5. Teachersdecide whether to use ready-madeor learner-tailored

H2, H3

teaching materials.
6. When selecting the textbooks for connected courses in
different course levels, such as the 5-yearjunior college to 2-

H2, H3, H4

year institute of technology programmes, the department
should be in chargeto integrateto avoid overlapping.
7. Be aware of copyright, in particular, with the computer

H2

software.
8. Somecomputer software is too expensiveto afford.
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9. Most textbooks are imported, mainly from U. S. and U.K.

H4

Table 5.34 shows that all four institutions preferred to use ready-made
textbooks and teaching materials and left all the decisions on selection to the
teachers.
Q.15 aimed to assessthe HODs' focuses whether on General English or
BusinessEnglish. Their responsesare shown in the following table:
Table 5.35: As far as English is concerned, do you focus on General English or
Business English? Why? (Q. 15)
Focus on General English or Business English
1. More focus on General English becauseof the subjectstaught at

HODS' Codes
Hl, H4

present.
2. SometimesBusiness English is focused becauseof the subject
taught but it's not what I specialisedin.

H2

3. General English should be the basis, then it will be easier to
focus on BusinessEnglish or other ESP.

H3
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Table 5.35 shows that all four HODs emphasisedGeneral English. It was
related to the subjects they specialised in, and to their educational and work
experience(Tables5.24 and 5.25). RegardingItem 3, H3 explained that,
Take the subject of Business English Writing as an example. As long as the

businessjargon is introduced, memorisedandfitted into the sentences,the
way of expressionin businesswriting is similar to general English writing.

Q.16 and 17 concerned how the students' English proficiency levels were
evaluated and the certificate system was implemented. The HODs responded as
below:
Table 5.36: Apart from regular tests, how does the DAFL-E/DAE

evaluate

students' English competenceand implement English
Proficiency Certificate System? (Q. 16,17)
Evaluate Students' English

Competence and Implement English

IIODs' Codes

Proficiency Certificate System
1. Not yet able to make English Proficiency Test compulsory.
2. No specific tests are held by the DAFL-E/DAE to evaluate

H1, H2, H3, H4
H1, H3, H4

students'English proficiency, but studentsare encouragedto take
GEPT held by LTTC.
3.

Used to test students' English proficiency with TOEIC.

4. There is the requirement that studentshave to pass TOEFL at a
scoreof at least 550 to graduate.However, there are alternatives.
5.

No minimum requirement of TOEFL scores has been set, but they

H1

H2, H4

H3

are offered extra credits if they gain a high score.

Table 5.36 indicatesthat none of the institutions surveyedhad made an English
Proficiency Test compulsory and three of the four did not use specific tests to
evaluate students' English proficiency levels. Some colleges, especially the publicfunded ones, do not make English Proficiency Tests
because
it
is
not
compulsory
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mandatedby law. H3 statedthat,
We can encourage students to take any English Proficiency Test, but can
not force them. The Ministry

of Education has also sent us a letter to

remind us not to include English Proficiency

Tests as part

of the

requirements for completion of degrees.
Pertaining to Item 4, H2 explained what their alternatives were,
Though there is a requirement for students of passing TOEFL 550 to
graduate, we have alternatives to help those who are not able to pass. One
is passing a mock English Proficiency Test held by the DAFL-E/DAE.

The

other is offering an accredited course, `Evaluation of English Proficiency'
to help students pass English Proficiency Tests, such as GEPT or TOFLE
held by LTTC. The course is offered one year ahead of graduation. Thus, if
students fail, they have another year and a chance to re-take it.
Institution D's alternatives were,
At the 3d year of 5
junior
-year

college programme, there is a one-year

prerequisite course for English Proficiency Test. At the 4`hyear, we offer a
one-credit course 'English Proficiency Testing Preparation' and encourage
students to attend GEPT held by LTTC. To prevent students from getting
easy by taking courses instead of tests, at the 5h year, we offer a sixcredited remedial course for those who failed at any English Proficiency
Tests. (H4)
In Item 5, H3 explained that,
In order to encourage students, we do not set up a minimum required
TOEFL score; instead, we offer extra pointed by proportion, for example, 3
points added for 500,5 points for a 550 TOEFL score, etc.
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From the interviews, the writer discovered that each institution encouraged
studentsto take English Proficiency Tests,such as GEPT, TOEIC or TOEFL, which
English
in
3.7.5),
Chapter
(Section
them
3
an
as
regarded
are explained
and
Proficiency Certificate. However, since the above-mentioned tests were not
compulsory,the English Proficiency Certificate systemwas not implementedproperly.
According to H2 and H4, the English Proficiency Certificate system,if it could
be properly implemented, should be applied not only to the DAFL-E/DAE but to the
entire institution. One of the reasonswas to promote students' English proficiency.
The other, according to H3, was to provide more English classesfor English teachers
in the DAFL-E/DAE, since the 5-year junior college programme is going to be
abolished.H4 consideredthat,
If the 5-year junior college programme of entire institution is going to be
discontinued, the DAFL-E/DAE will not be the only one to be affected. The
number of English classes (General English courses) of the whole
institution, which are mainly supported by English teachers from the
DAFL-E/DAE, will be decreased.If teachersdo not have enough hours to
teach, the DAFL-E/DAE will face a major problem.

The HODs were asked(in Q. 18) what challengeswere encounteredin students'
industrial placement and cooperation with local commercial organisations. Their
responsesare shown in Table 5.37 below:
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Table 5.37: What challengeshave you encountered, regarding to the
cooperation with local business agencies in terms of industrial

placement? (Q.18)
Challenges of Cooperation with Local BusinessAgencies in terms of

HODS' Codes

Industrial Placement
1. It is difficult to arrange for studentsto have work placement at
local industry during summerholidays.

H1

2. Industrial placementis not mandatoryand creditedto the courses.

H1, H4

3.

H1, H2

In the future, we will have the course of `Teaching English for

Children' and will arrange students to practise at local
kindergartensor languagecentres.
4. For engineeringrelated departmentsit is easyto find factories to

H4

have students' work placement, but for business or secretarial
departments,we fmd it difficult.
5. Students arrange work placement for themselves with very

H2

limited opportunities.
6. Students can practise at trading companies, but usually they

H2

prefer to attend study- tour to English speaking countries or
English summercamps.
7. The 5-year junior college studentsprepare for examinations for

H3

further study, such as the 2-year institute of technology
programme or transfer to general university. No one is interested

in industrial placement.
8. The 2-year institute of technology studentsare busy with projects
in the final year. It is difficult to arrangeindustrial placement in

H3

such a short programme.

9. Lack of support from institutional authority.

H3, H4

Severaldifficulties in arranging cooperationwith the industry were revealed in
Table 5.37, such as no mandatory requirement of students' work placement, time

allocation,job opportunities,students'lack of interestand lack of supportreceived
by the Departmentfrom the institutional authority. ConcerningItem 1, H1 said that,
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We tried to arrange for students to have industrial placement at local
business companiesduring summer holidays, but most students are from

othercities.Theyall like to go homefor thevacation.
Regarding Item 9, H4 indicated that,

Pertaining to cooperation with local industries, it should be arranged by
school authority, instead of each department individually. A single
departmentcannot shoulder such a workload. As the Head of Department,
I cannot take care of so many things.

The HODs were asked (in Q.19) to indicate their recognition in students'
English skills in listening, speaking, reading and writing and their learning
difficulties. The responseswere as follows:

Table 5.38: What language skills in terms of listening, speaking, reading and
writing in English do students master the best or have the most

difficulties with? Why? (Q.19)
Language Skills Students Master The Best

HODs' Codes

Listening

H1, H3

Speaking

None

Reading

H1, H2, H3,H4

Writing

H2, H4

Language Skills with which Students Have Most Difficulties
Listening

H2, H4

Speaking

H1, H2, H3, H4

Reading

None

Writing

H1, H3
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Table 5.38. (continued)

Comments
1. Listening and reading are passive skills and therefore easier.

HODS' Codes
H1

Relatively, speakingand writing are productive and more difficult.
2. In the absenceof an English environment,it is difficult to learn the

H1

English languagefully.
3. Students lack confidence and they are not used to thinking in

H1

English.
4. Large class size and insufficient facilities, suchas languagelabs.

H1

5. Located in the remote East of Taiwan, it receivesradio signal with

H1

difficulty.
6. Our students' English performancesin listening, speaking,reading

H2

and writing are not much different.
7. Partially owing to cultural consideration, students do not like to

H3, H4

speakout.
8. Something to do with our teaching methods, which are more

H4

passive.

Table 5.38 shows that HODS' opinions were diverse. Nevertheless, they all
difficulty
had
best
that
the
with
agreed
most
studentscould
reading skills, and
master
English speaking. Regarding Item 5, H1 explained,
Our college is located at eastern Taiwan which is cut off by mountains.

Therefore,listening to English broadcasting,which is consideredone of the
efficient ways of learning English, becomesdifficult.
Pertaining to Item 6, H2 explained that,
Maybe because we have more foreign teachers, and offer many English
speaking courses, students' English performances of listening, speaking,
reading and writing are not very different.
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The HODs were asked in Q.20 to what extent they felt whether the students'
English proficiency meets the requirementsof the labour market. They respondedas
follows:

Table 5.39: Do you think English proficiency levels of students meet the
requirements of the labour market? Why? (Q. 20)
English Proficiency Levels of Students Meet the Requirements of

HODS' Codes

the Labour Market
1. Not sure of it.

H1

2. Students themselves do not think their English proficiency

H1

meetsthe requirementof the labour market.
3. The goal of the Departmenthas to be very clear, understanding

H1

what students'levels are and offer the coursesthey need.
4. Compared with

English
students'
general universities,

H2

proficiency is not adequate.
5. Our university has been upgraded from a college. Therefore,

H2

carrying somebaggageis inevitable.
6. It is not clear becausemost 5-year junior college studentsare
keen on further study and we do not have 2-year institute o

H3

technologygraduates
yet.
7. It is all right. There are fair feedbackfrom graduatesin the field

H4

of secretarial and tourism. With regard to the field of English
teacher,we needmore evaluations.

Table 5.39 shows that three of the four HODs had no confidence in students'
English proficiency levels.

Q.21 and 22 attemptedto investigate the challengesencounteredin the DAFL-

E/DAE.Theresultof HODs' responses
is shownasfollows:
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Table 5.40: What are the most significant challenges you have encountered

in the DAFL-E/DAE? (Q.21,22)
Challenges Encountered in the DAFL-E/DAE

HODS' Codes

1. There are no clear directions in curriculum plan.

H1

2. Facilities needto be improved.

H1

3.

H1

In cooperation with

local industries, such as tourism, to

develop the featuresof the DAFL-E/DAE.
4. Students' competitive ability in the job market needs to be

H2, H4

improved.
5.

Insufficient

support from school authority in teaching and

H3

management.
6. It is not easyto find teacherswith both a doctoral degreeand

H4

businessexperience.
7. It is not easy to find native English speaking teachers.The
is
in
from
institutional
this
the
aspect
authority
support

H4

inadequate.
8. The poor managementof facilities.

H4

9. The ideal of educationof the DAFL-E/DAE is closer to whole

H2

education with international perspectives.

10. Different from the general foreign languagesdepartment,the
business
English
DAFL-E/DAE
and
with
combines

H2

information technology.

Table 5.40 revealsthat the most significant challenges,which were encountered
in the DAFL-E/DAE, concerned objectives and distinctive features, educational
cooperation, institutional authority support, and the teachers' qualification to satisfy
employmentpolicy. Regarding Item 3, HI consideredthat,
If neither featuring our department nor upgrading our college succeedsin
attracting more students, we will face a critical dilemma. Especially, the
location at the east of Taiwan is consideredone of our major disadvantages
due to the distance and inconvenienceof transportation.
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Pertaining to Item 4, H2 commentedthat,
Due to economic inflation, the labour market is quite down. This is the
problem encounterednot only in the DAFL-E/DAE but all departments.
Therefore, to enhance students'competitive ability is important.

5.3. Interviews with the BusinessEnglish Teachersof DAFL-E/DAE
These interview questions with Business English teachers attempted to
investigate whether teacher training is adequate,particularly in ESP,to identify the
teachers'views and attitudestowards their roles, their conceptionof General English
and BusinessEnglish and their opinions of students'performanceand difficulties in
English learning.
The interviews consisted of 19 questions and were summarised into 13
categories (Tables 5.43- 5.55), which are presented in tables with themes to be cross
analysed in the next chapter. Interviewees were coded as TAI, TA2, TB I, T132, TC I,
TC2, TD1, TD2. In this section, the writer starts by introducing teachers' educational
and professional background, their subject specialisms and years of teaching and
work experience. The research questions (Section 4.3) covered in the Teachers'
Interview questions were as follows:

"

Researchquestion 2 is coveredin Teacher'sInterview question (1).

0 Researchquestion 4 is coveredin Teacher'sInterview questions(2) (7).
Researchquestion 5 is coveredin Teachers'Interview questions(1) (3) (4).
"

Researchquestion 6 is coveredin Teachers'Interview questions(5) (10) (11) (12)
(13) (14).

"

Researchquestion 8 is coveredin Teacher'sInterview question (9).

9

Research question 9 is covered in Teacher's Interview
questions (15) (16) (17).
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"

Research question 11 is covered in Teacher's Interview questions (6) (19).

"

Researchquestion 13 is coveredin Teacher'sInterview questions(8) (18).

The following tables(5.41 and 5.42) showthe distributionof the teachersby
educationalbackground,work experience,position and specialist subject:
Table 5.41: Teachers' Educational Background and Specialist Subjects
Teachers'

Associate

Codes

Degree

TA1

Business

BA

MA

Doctorate

Positions

Specialist Subjects

Lecturer

Business English,
Journalism English,

Degree
Foreign
Languages &

Foreign
Languages

_

English Grammar &
Writing, English
Listening & Speaking

Literature

TA2

TB1

TB2

_

Foreign
Languages&
Literature

TESL

_

Western
Literature

TESL

_

English
Literature

English
Literature

_

_

Doctorate
candidate,

Lecturer

BusinessEnglish,
English Reading,
English Grammar &
Writing

Lecturer

BusinessEnglish
Writing,
Business
Communication,
Practice of
International Trading,
English Conversation

Lecturer

Finance English,
Business Basics,

English for Business
Contract,
Translations

part-time
study in
English
Literature
TC1

TC2

TD1

TD2

_

_

Lecturer

German

Business English,

Practice of
International Trading

Lecturer

BusinessEnglish,
FreshmenGeneral
English
BusinessEnglish,
BusinessDesign,
BusinessManagement
& Modernisation

Lecturer

Business English,
Finance English,

Professor

Western
Literature

_

Foreign
Management
Languages& of Information
Literature
System

_

Foreign
Languages &

Western
Literature

Doctorate
candidate,
part-time
study in
Management
_

English Conversation

Literature
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Table 5.41 indicates that the teacherspossessedat least a Master's degreeand
two were currently pursuing a Doctoral degree. It is noted that TC2 was the only
Professor among the interviewees who was promoted as a result of presenting
researchpapersand books, althoughhe had only a Bachelor degree.

Table 5.42: Teachers' Work Experience
Full-time Teaching

Private Business Sector

TA1

2 years

0

TA2

3 years

5 years

TB1

3 years

4-5 years

TB2

5 years

5 years

TC1

17 years

3-5 years

TC2

30 years

1 year

TD1

9 years

3-5 years

TD2

20 years

5 years

Teachers' Codes

Table 5.42 reflects that the teachers'teaching experienceranged from two years
to thirty years. Except TAl, all teachershad one to five years work experience at

businesssector.It is noted that, accordingto the teachers'interviews,business
experience was the major concern when they were employed to teach Business
English.
Q. 1 intended to identify how the teachers were preparing themselves for
college upgrade and the difficulties they encountered.The responseswere as follows:
Table 5.43: How do you prepare yourself for college upgrade? (Q.1)
Preparation for College Upgrade

Teachers' Codes

1. Attend training courses/conferences.

TD1, TD2

2. Presentpapersto have promotion.

TAl, TD2

3. Study for a doctorate.

TA1, TA2, TB2, TD1, TD2
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Table 5.43. (continued)

Teachers' Codes

Preparation for College Upgrade
4.

Reinforce

personal

specification

by

obtaining

TAl

Certifications.
5. Keep up

business knowledge with

business

TB 1, T132

companies.

6. Obtaining businessknowledge by self-learning.

TC 1, TC2

Difficulties
7. Do not have enough time for teacher training.

TA1, TA2

Besidesteaching,busywith administrative
work.
8. Too much students'homework to be graded.
9. Do not have enough channels for professional

TAl
TA1, TB1, TC1

training.

10. Located in remote easternTaiwan, it is not easy to

TA1, TA2

attend conferences.
11. Many conferencesare for "businessteachers",which

TA2, TB1

means the teachers from Departments of Business
Administration or FinanceManagement.

Table 5.43 shows the teachers' greatestconcern was to study for a doctoral
degree to prepare for college upgrade. The limited opportunities for professional
training were also of concernto them. RegardingItem3, TB 1 pointed out that,
I am not sure if gaining a doctoral degree would help me with teaching,
BusinessEnglish in particular. For teachers who teach BusinessEnglish,
businesswork experienceis more important than an academicdegree.
Q.2,3, and 4 aimed to examinethe teachers'awarenessabout ESP and whether
they have received adequateESPtraining, more particularly in BusinessEnglish.
The teachersrespondedas follows:
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Table 5.44: To what extent do you understand ESP
and have you attended any

General English or ESP training courses or conferences?Are they
helpful? (Q.2,3,4)
Understanding of ESP

Teachers' Codes

1. Do not know much about ESP.
2.

TAI, TC1, TC2, TD1, TD2

ESP means different subjects with different purposes

TA2

of English learning.
3. ESP is using English to engage with business

TB1

activities.
4. ESP needsto be clearly defined; otherwise,it can be

TB2

anything.
Attending Training Courses/Conferencesof
GE or ESP
5. No ESPtraining courses/conferencesare available.

TAI, TA2, TB1, TB2, TC1,
TC2, TD1, TD2

6. Attend GE training courses/ conferencesin TESOL

TAI, TA2, TD2

or multi-media and considerthey are helpful.
Difficulties
7. Seldom

attend

conferences due

to

heavy

TAl

administrative work.
8. Most of the conferencesfocus on General English,

TAI, TB I, TC2

TeachingEnglish for Children, insteadof business.
9.

With insufficient financial support, it would be more

TC1, TC2

difficult for institutions to provide teacher training
coursesor attending conferences.

Table 5.44 shows that five of the eight teacherswere not familiar with either
the term or the content of ESP and, notably, all teachersdeclaredthat ESP training
no
coursesor conferenceswere available.
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TB 1 pointed out that,

ESP has beenneglected.
TB2 said,
I have a strong relationship with businessindustries to keep up information
to help with my Business English teaching, instead of from academic
training.

Teacherswere asked in Q.5 to reveal their opinions regarding who is better
qualified to teach business-related English courses- an English teachers or
Businessteachers.Their opinions were given in the following table:

Table 5.45: Should business-relate English coursesbe taught by English
teachers with adequate knowledge of business or Business
teachers with adequate command of English? (Q. 5)
Business-related Courses Should be Taught by English

Teachers' Codes

Teachers with Adequate Knowledge of Business or by
Business Teachers with Adequate Command of English
1. Business-related courses should be taught by English

TAI, TC2, TD1, TD2

teachers.

2. Business-relatedcourses should be taught by Business

TA2, TB2

teachers.
3. It dependson the content of courses.

TB1, TC1

Suggestions
4. Mutual

support between English

and Business

TB2

5. Have training courses for teachers with both English
and Businesscapabilities.

TC1

Departments.
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Table 5.45 shows that half of the eight teacherswere in favour of businessrelated English coursesbeing taught by English teacherswith adequateknowledge of
business.The reasonsthey gave were as follows:
Mainly, we are teaching English. The Businessteachers will not have as
good commandof English as English teachers.
(TD l)

Thoughsome businessteachersstudied in the U.S. or UK, without proper
English language training, they cannot even write correct sentences.How
can they teach studentsBusinessEnglish, which isfocused on writing?
(TD2)
Two teachersbelieved that business-relatedEnglish courses should be taught by
Businessteacherswith adequatecommandof English.
If you ask the teachers like me who majored in English language or
literature to learn businessknowledgein somespecific areas,I would say,
'Give me a break! '
(TB2)

Another two teachersthought it dependson the contentsof courses.
If it is the course of `BusinessEnglish Conversation, English teacherscan
handle that without any problems. However, a course like 'Business
Negotiation',

would be easier for

the teachers with adequate business

knowledge and experience. Once there was a native English speaking
teacher without a business background who taught Business English and
complained, `No more Business English, please! '(TB1)
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Take the subject of 'Business English Writing'as an example, it would need
teachers who majored in English, with better English writing skill. As to the

better
have
be
"E-Commerce";
it
to
teachers with
subject of
would
adequatebusinessbackground.
(TC1)

Q.6 attempted to understand teachers' views on whether business-related
English courses meet the students' needs. The responses are revealed in the
following table.
Table 5.46: Do business-related English courses and teaching materials meet
the learners' present and future needs?Why? (Q.6)
If Business-related English Courses and Teaching Materials Meet

Teachers' Codes

Learners' Needs
1. Yes, however, some are focused on four skills of English
languages,insteadof introduction of format of businessletters.

TA1, TA2, TD1

2. Some positive feedback from graduates,saying that business-

TD2

related coursesare not only useful at work but for examinations
or further study.
3.

No.

Most

of

students, 5-year junior

college

students in

TB1

particular, who intend to go on to further study, are not
motivated because the course of Business English, which
emphasiseswriting, is not included in the exam subjects.
4. Most graduates are teaching English for children. It does not

TB1

meet the goal of the DAFL-E/DAE. Therefore, I do not think
business-relatedEnglish courseshave met the needsof students.
5. Being an English teacheris one of the needsof students,but it is

TB2

not offered by the DAFL-E/DAE.
6. Somecourses,such as "Business Negotiation" are what students
need,but there are no such teachersavailable.

TC1

7. There are not enoughhours for BusinessEnglish.

TC2
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Table 5.46 indicates that four of the eight teachersagreedthat businessEnglish
coursesand teaching materials have met the learners' present and future needs,but
anotherfour did not agree.RegardingItem 4, TB 1 pointed out,
Usually at the first class of the semester,I carry out a survey asking
'Surprisingly,
do
do
`What
to
most of
students
after graduation?
you want
them intend to be English teachers.However,we don't offer any coursesfor
training to be English teachers.

Concerning Item 5, TB2 declaredthat,
It is hard to operate with big classes.However, medium or small sized
classescost more money. That is the reason why English teaching courses
are not offered in the DAFL-E/DAE.

The teacherswere asked in Q.7 about their personal emphasiseson General
English or business-relatedEnglish. Their responseswere as follows:

Table 5.47: As far as English is concerned, do you focus on General English or
business-related English? Why? (Q. 7)
Focus on General English or Business-related English
1. Focus on General English and have businessknowledge as

Teachers' Codes
TAl, TD1, TD2

supplement.
2. EmphasiseEnglish expressionand having English language
sense. Consider business knowledge as only background

TB2

knowledge.
3. As business college students, they are supposedalready to
have businessknowledge to some extent. Therefore, English
should be the focus.
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TC2

Table 5.47. (continued)

Focus on General English or Business-related English

Teachers' Codes

4. Focus on business English, but grammar errors are also

TA2

corrected.
5. Primarily focus on content, such as the format of business
letter and businesssense,then the languagethey use.

TB1

6. Both generalEnglish and businessEnglish should be equally

TC1

emphasised.

Table 5.47 showsthat five of the eight teachersconsideredthat General English
should be more focused on. Two teachers thought business content should be
emphasised.One regardedboth as equally important.
Q.8 attempted to examine how the teachersperceived the students' English
performance in four language skills, i. e. listening, speaking, reading and writing.
The teachersrespondedas follows:

Table 5.48: What language skills in terms of listening, speaking, reading
and writing in English do students master the best or have the
most difficulties

with? (Q. 8)

Language Skills Students Master the Best

Teachers' Codes

Listening

TC2

Speaking

TD2

Reading

TAI, TB2, TC1, TC2, TD2

Writing

TC 1

Not Sure

TB I
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Table 5.48 (continued)

Language Skills Students Have Most Difficulties

Teachers' Codes

Listening

TC1, TD2

Speaking

TA2, TC1

Reading

TD I

Writing

TAI. TB2, TC2, TD I, TD2

Comments

1. Studentsare afraid of speakingin English.

TAl

2. Studentsare not usedto thinking in English.

TB2

3. Lack of English environment,with difficulties of

TA2

using English as target languagein the classroom.
4. Studentsare too lazy to read English and it has

TB2

affected with their writing ability. However, as to
listening, via massmedia, like TV and internet,
studentscan get easyaccessto improve their
English.

Table 5.48 shows that five teachersconsideredthat reading is the skill students
best mastered,while writing skills were most difficult, in the view of an equal
number of the teachers.RegardingItem 1, TAI statedthat,
Studentsare able to read, but afraid of speaking in English. Comparedwith
speaking, writing is even worse.

As to Item 2, TB2 said that,
It is English writing, but studentsare not used to thinking in English. They
think in Chineseand transfer into English. Theyare translating, not writing.
What they write is ChineseEnglish.
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Pertainingto BusinessEnglish, TDl comparedstudentswith different courselevels
and said,
The 2-year institute technology students who have better learning
responsesand understandingare better than 5-yearjunior college ones in
studying Business English.

Q.9-11 (Tables 5.49-5.50) dealt with the frequency of the use of English, the
language laboratory and educational technology aids. The teachers' responsesare
summarisedas follows:
Table 5.49: How often do you use English as target language in class? (Q.9)
Use English as Target Language in the Class
1. Have tried to speak English in class all the time and
used to set up every Wednesdaysas "English Day", but

Teachers' Codes
TAl

it didn't work well.
2.

Try to use English and Chinese simultaneously but

TA2

studentscannot get usedto it.

3. It dependson students'levels of Englishproficiency.

TB1

When explaining terminology, I tend to use Chinese.
4.

Try to use English as target language in class but

TB2

students seemed lost. Then I use Chinese to explain
some background knowledge, studentscan understand
easily.
5. There are difficulties to use English as target language
in class. The sameproblems are encounterednot only
in vocational colleges/universitiesbut also in general

TC1

universities.
6. The more English is employed, the more confused the

TC2

studentsare.
7. If I use English in class, students are under a lot o

TD1

pressure.
8. It is almost impossible to use English all the time.
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TD2

From Table 5.49, all teachersconsideredit was impossible to use English as the
target language in class continuously because of students' inadequate English
proficiency and they suggested the need to use the mother tongue - Chinese
(Mandarin)- to explain terminology and background knowledge, to help studentsto
understandcontent easily.
WhenI speak English in the classroom,the studentsfall asleep.I require
them to use 'English only in class, but in group discussion,studentstend to
speak in Chineseagain. I don't know what to do!! It must be something to
do with the whole environment.
(TA2)
If I ask studentsto useEnglish to discusssometopics, studentsare afraid of
speaking English. It takes a lot of time to encourage them to speak in
English. Thus, it delays the scheduleof the course.
(TD2)
With regardto the difficulties facing the teachers,TD1 said,
I feel distantfrom studentswhenspeakingEnglish in class all the time.
Table 5.50: How often do you use language laboratory and educational
technology aids? What are they? (Q.10,11)
Language Laboratory

Teachers' Codes

1. Do not use languagelab due to insufficient facilities.

TAI, TA2

2. Do not use language lab, depending on the subjects I

TC2, TD1, TD2

teach.
3. Seldom use language lab depending on the schedule
arrangedby Department.

TB1

4. Seldom use language lab. Probably once a week or only
take one seventhof teachinghours.

TB2, TC1
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Table 5.50. (continued)

Educational Technology Aids
5. CD player

TAl

6. TVNCR
7.

TAI, TA2, TB1, TC1

OHP

TB2, TC1, TD2

8. Computer
9.

Teachers' Codes

TB2

Seldom use educational aids.

TC2, TD1

Table 5.50 shows that five of the eight teachers did not use language
laboratories. This was because they were teaching Business English, in which
writing was considerably emphasised.Item 6 reveals that TVNCR was the most
popular teaching aid. TC2 explainedwhy she seldomused educationaids,
I seldom use educational aids due to the complicated check-outregulations
madeby the Department.
Q. 12 -14 (Tables 5.51- 5.52) concernedteaching activities, such as evaluation
of student'slearning, involvement with coursedesign of DAFL-E/DAE and business
activities in business-relatedEnglish courses.The teachers'responsesare shown in
the following tables:
Table 5.51: How do you evaluate students' learning achievement? (Q.12)
Tests in Learning

Teachers' Codes

Written Test
1. Test Journalism English and Business English by written

TAI, TA2, TB I, TB2

tests.

2. Writing short essaysto answerquestions.
3. Ask studentsto write businessletters.
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TC2
TC 1, TC2, TD1

Table 5.51. (continued)

Tests in Learning

Teachers' Codes

Oral Test

TA2, TB I

Listening Comprehension

TAI, TB2, TD2

Quizzes

TAI, TB1, TD1

Assignments
4.

TC1, TC2, TD I, TD2

Depending on the subjects.

TB 1, TC 1

In addition to quizzes and assignments,Table 5.51 shows that written tests
were the most common method employedto evaluatestudents'learning achievement.
Listening comprehensionwas also employed,but teacherscommentedthat,
I used to use listening comprehensionon the subject of Journalism English
but got a very bad result. Studentsfelt very frustrated and lost their
confidence.

(TAl)
I tried listening comprehensiontest but gave it up afterwards becausewith
insufficient businessbackground knowledge,studentscould not understand
businessterminology.
(TB2)
One teacher complainedthat,
I keepgiving studentsa lot of writing assignmentsand I have to mark them
constantly which are a hard job. Therefore, most teachers do not like
teaching writing. However, Business English is so much involved with
writing activity. I have to ask studentsto write as much as they can. (TC1)
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Table 5.52: Which course design of the DAFL-E/DAE have
you been
involved with and do you arrange businessactivities with
business-related English courses?(Q.13,14)
Involvement with Course Design
1. Yes, I have been involved with course design of the DAFL-

Teachers' Codes
TD2

E/DAE.
2. Not involved with coursesdesign of the DAFL-E/DAE but
with our own teaching subjects.
3.

TAI, TA2, TB1, TB2,
TC1, TC2, TD1

Regarding four language skills courses (listening, speaking,

TB2

reading, writing), teachersare divided into four groups to
be in chargeof coursedesign.
4. As to elective courses,teachersdiscussat a meeting.

TC1

5. There is a Curriculum Planning Committee, which is in

TD1

chargeof coursedesign of the DAFL-E/DAE.
Arrangement of BusinessActivities
6. No arrangement of business activities due to lack of

TAI, TA2

business connections.

7. Difficulties with arranging students' work placement or
visiting businesssectors.

TB1

8. Difficulties in working with Technological & Cooperative

TC1

Education Centre of institution.

9. To visit businesssectors,studentscan only seethe business

TC1

activities without understandingthe all procedures.
10. With time limit, it will delay the scheduleof courses.

TC2, TD2

11. Yes, through personal connections,I arranged for students
to visit Security InvestmentAdvisory Companyand Bank.

TB2

12. Yes, we used to visit the American Institution in Taipei.

TC2

13. It depends on subjects. We visited Distribution Centre

TD2

when teaching the subject Business Management &
Modernisation, but no visits have been arranged for
Business English.
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Table 5.52 indicates that seven out of eight teacherswere not involved with
course design for the DAFL-E/DAE, although they were for their own teaching
subjects.Item 1 revealedthat TD2 was the only teacherwho was involved in course
design for the DAFL-E/DAE, becauseshe was assignedto establishthe Department
and be the HOD.
Owing to various difficulties, only three of the eight teachersarrangedbusiness
activities for business-relatedcourses.In Item 6, TAI explainedthat,
I havejust graduated from university, and lack experienceof working in
businesssectors. Therefore, without sufficient business connections, it is
really hard to arrange businessactivitiesfor students.

Q. 15-17 (Table 5.53) were concerned with teaching materials in the use of
English textbooks, ready-madeor learner-tailored,the participation in selection and
the difficulties encountered.The teachers'responsesare given in the following table:

Table 5.53: Do you use English textbooks and participate in selection? Do

you have difficulties in selecting teaching materials? Are they
ready-made or learner-tailored? (Q.15,16,17)
English Textbooks

Teachers' Codes

1. Most textbooks are written in English language.
2. With respectto the courseof International Trading which
business terminology is involved, I tend to use English
textbooks for

the 2-year institute of

technology

programme students, but use Chinese edition for the 5year junior college students,to make it easier to explain
businessterms.
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TAI, TA2, TB1
TD 1, TD2

Table 5.53. (continued)

Ready-made or Learner-tailored
3. Textbooksare ready-made.
4.

TAl, TA2, TB 1

Use learner-tailored teaching materials.

5. We use some ready-made textbooks and some learner-

TB2, TC2

TB1, TC1, TD1, TD2

tailored handouts.
Participation in Textbooks Selection
6.

Yes, teachers can decide what textbooks to use. The

TA1, TA2, TB1, TB2,

institutional authority will not object to it.

TC1, TC2, TD1, TD2

Teachers'Codes

Difficulties
7. It is all right in various selections.
8. The imported textbooks, such as "International Trading"

TAI, TA2
TB1, TC1, TD2

and "Business English" are not suitable for our students.
9. Neither the imported textbooks are too easy,nor the ones

TC2

edited by our own writers, which are mostly translated.
10. It is hard to find textbooks for the subjects I teach, like

TB2

"English for Business Contracts". For the subjects,
"Finance English" and "Business English", I prefer to
retrieve teaching materials from the internet.

Table 5.53 reflects that most English textbooks were used and were ready-made.

In addition, the teachersintendedto use learner-tailoredhandouts.In selectingteaching
materials, the institutional authority left decisions to the teachers. Regarding Item 10,

TB2 indicatedthat,
I have to seekhelpfrom theprevious companyI worked with or e-mail to my
friends who work in business sectors to enquire their opinions about whether
the materials I found are up-to-date.
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The teachers were asked in Q.18 to reveal their opinions that whether the
students' English proficiency meets the requirements of the labour market. The
teachersrespondedas below:
Table 5.54: Do you think English proficiency levels of students meet the
requirements of the labour market? Please explain. (Q.18)
English Proficiency Levels of Students Meet the Requirements of

Teachers' Codes

the Labour Market
1. No, the students'English proficiency level is not adequate.

TAI, TA2

2. Pertaining to teaching English for children, their English

TB 1

capability is sufficient. However, as to work in business
sectors,it is not adequate.
3. It dependson what kind of jobs they are engagedin. For an
assistantdealing with general office work, students'English

TC1, TC2

proficiency level is adequate.
4. Without sufficient graduates and most of them going to
further study, it is still too early to judge.

TB2, TD1

5. Some graduates have good feedback and consider

TD2

themselves to have met the requirements of the labour
market.
Comments

6. Selections of teaching materials among different course

TAl

levels are not appropriate.

7. Studentshave low motivation for learning.

TAl

8. Too many credits mandated by MOE as compulsory core

TA2

courses.
9. Business-relatedcoursesare difficult to arrangewithin the 2-

TA2

year junior college programme and the last two years of the
5-yearjunior college programme.
10. Most students intend to be English teachers after graduation,

instead of working in business sectors, which is not
consistentwith the goal of the DAFL-E/DAE.
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TB 1, TB2

Table 5.54 shows that four of the eight teachersconsideredstudents' English
proficiency level to be adequateto teach English to children and for general office
jobs. Two teachersthought studentsintended to continue studying, therefore, there
was no evidence as to whether such capability is adequate.However, a quarter of
teachershad no confidence in students'English performance.Regarding Items 8 and
9, TA2 commentedthat,
In the 2-yearjunior collegeprogramme, students'backgroundsare diverse.
In the first year, they have to take common courses, such as Chinese,
be
in
Business-related
the
only
arranged
can
courses
economics, etc.
second year, or the last two years of 5-year junior college programme,
for
heavy
is
insufficient
too
students.
which
and
Pertaining to Item 10,TB2 suggestedthat,
The goal of the DAFL-E/DAE

is to train students to work in the business

sector. However, the job market is limited and it is not what students are
interested in. Facing this trend, programmes should be modified such as
including courseson English teaching, to accommodatewith the reality.
The teachers were asked in Q. 19 to give their suggestions and comments.

The responseswere as follows:
Table 5.55: Suggestionsand Comments (Q.19)
Suggestions and Comments

Teachers' Codes

1. To be clear with the goals of the DAFL-E/DAE.
2. The students' backgrounds of

2-year junior

TAl
college

programme are diverse. Suggestion to divide students into
two groups: continuing study andjoining work force.
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TAl

Table 5.55. (continued)

Suggestionsand Comments
3. Purchasing more teaching videos related to business

Teachers' Codes
TA2

activities, such as `Business Negotiation' or `Business
Meetings'.
4. Coursesoffered do not meet the goals of the DAFL-E/DAE

TB1

or the needsof students.
5. More teacherswith specialisationswithout a doctoral degree
should be employed and apply for positions as "Technical

TB2

Lecturers".
6. Too much emphasis on research.Teachersspend too much

TB2

time on researchand teachinghasbeenneglected.
7. Adding

more business courses, such as `Business

TC1

Negotiation', `E-commerce' to adapt to the transformation
from college level to institute/ university of technology
levels.
8. Business English is a major course of the DAFL-E/DAE. It
is therefore essential to have teachers with at least good
command in English writing

TC2

business
sufficient
and

knowledge.
9. The most difficulty for me is the pressureof being promoted.

TD1

10. The limited channelsfor professionaltraining.

TD2

Table 5.55 shows that the teachersmade suggestionsand comments on many
points, which concern the goals of the DAFL-E/DAE, the students' needs, ESP
teacher training, and teacher's qualifications to satisfy the employment policy.
Regarding Item 2, TAl explained that,
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Somestudentsarefrom general senior high schools, who are consideredto
have better English proficiency; some are from senior vocational high
schools, who are not necessarily English majors. If students could be
divided into two groups when they werefirst admitted, dependingon their
future goals, such as joining the workforce immediately after graduation,
teaching English in particular, or going on with studying, it would benefit
both studentsand teachers.

5.4. Interview with External Expert
The interview with an external expert aimed to obtain his insights basedon his
extensive experience in TVE education in Taiwan, on the common concerns, i. e.
distinctive features of technological and vocational institutions, policy for college
upgrade,teacher training, discontinuation of the 5-year junior college programmes,
coherence of

course design, needs analysis, implementation of the certification

system,and last but not the least, cooperationwith the industry.
The interview included 14 questions,which were categorisedand summarised.
The researchquestions (Section 4.3) coveredin the external expert's interview were
as follows:
e Researchquestion 1 is coveredin External Expert's Interview question (1).
"

Research question 2 is covered in External Expert's Interview questions
(2)(3)(13).

e Researchquestion 3 is coveredin External Expert's Interview question (5).
"

Researchquestion 4 is coveredin External Expert's Interview question (6).

"

Researchquestion 5 is coveredin External Expert's Interview question (4).
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"

Researchquestion 10 is coveredin External Expert's Interview question (6).

"

Researchquestion 11 is coveredin External Expert's Interview questions(7) (9).

9 Researchquestion 12 is coveredin External Expert's Interview question (8).
0 Researchquestion 13 is coveredin External Expert's Interview question(12).
0 Researchquestion 14 is coveredin External Expert's Interview question (10).
0 Researchquestion 15 is coveredin External Expert's Interview question(11).

Development of Distinguishing Features based on the Needs of Local Industry
(Q1)
Several problems have been encountered by the colleges/ universities in
developingtheir distinguishing features.
"

Teachers have insufficient practical experience.

"

Local

industries

lack

interest

in

educational

cooperation

with

colleges/universities.
"

The educationalauthority doesnot point in the right direction.

The external expert mentioned that distinctive features of Departments of Applied
Foreign Languages located in different regions are, due to the lack of distinctive
local features,not easyto develop.
Employment Policy (Q.2,3)
Every institution is preparing for its upgrade and the employment policy is
changing accordingly.The external expert pointed out that,
"

In order to be upgraded to institute/university of technology level, there have to
be 40 percent of teacherswho are titled as assistantprofessorsor above.
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0 The employment policy of institutions tends to hire those who are assistant
professors or have a doctorate; at the same time, to encouragelecturers to be
promoted as assistantprofessorsby submitting researchpapers or via further
study to obtain a doctoral degree.
However, he also emphasised,
If it is possible, we should more focus on teachers' specialisms and
practical experience,instead of titles and degrees.The employmentpolicy
be
has
technological
to
of
and vocational colleges/ universities also
differentiatedfrom general universities. Theformer is practice oriented and
the latter is researchoriented.
TeacherProfessional Training (Q.4)
There are several challenges to teacher professional training and advanced
study,as onjob training in particular.
"

If studying domestically with government sponsorship, there are limited
vacancies.

"

If studying abroad,the funding and time are restricted. In addition, as regulated,
only 5 percent of total applicantswithin eachinstitution are sponsored.

He suggested:
"

Providing more channelsfor teachertraining.

"

Dividing technological and vocational colleges/ universities into research or
teaching/practice purposes.

Discontinuation

of the 5-year Junior College Programmes (Q. 5)

The external expert consideredthe reasonsfor discontinuing the 5-year junior
college programmesare,
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"

The technology level of the 5-year junior college programmesis inadequatefor
social needs.

"

The tuition fee of the 4-year university of technology programme is
approximately 3 times more than the 5-yearjunior college programmes.

"

The colleges will fail in competition and the 5-year junior college studentswill
have limited choices if there are no 2-year/ 4-year institute/ university of
technology courseswithin the samecolleges.He explained,
To comply with Taiwan's economicdevelopment,technological levels have
to be upgraded, the same as colleges. 4-year university training is better
than 5-year and 2-year junior college training.

Nevertheless,there is a dilemma. By setting up 2-year/ 4-year institute of technology
undergraduate programmes, the 5-year junior

college programmes will

be

discontinued.He therefore suggested,
At this turning point, each college should maintain the current situation; a

Thetechnologicallevelsdo
5-yearjunior collegeprogrammeis necessary.
not need to be elevated all at once. If we promote all junior colleges to
institutes or universities of technology without any special features to

differentiate themfrom general universities, their competitiveability will be
minimised.
Course CoherencebetweenDifferent CourseLevels in terms of the 5year/2year Junior College and 2-year Institute of TechnologyProgrammes (Q.6)
The external expert indicated that more than 30 research cases have been
studied by MOE, regarding course coherence,from the course levels of vocational
senior high schools, 5-year/ 2-year junior colleges to institutes/ universities of
technology, which offer undergraduateprogrammes. Unfortunately, coherence in
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coursedesignhas not been fully achieved.He suggested,
"

The coursesof the first year of 2-year institute of technology programmes can
but
junior
/2-year
in
final
5-year
those
the
repeat
college programmes
year of
deepenedand mademore extensive.

"

Courses should be able to connect with specialisationsand humanities, theory
and practice, integratedwith theoreticaland practical subjects.

NeedsAnalysis and Needsfor Studentsand Local Industries (Q. 7,8,9)
The external expert explained that when a new college/ university or
department was established, usually a market survey or questionnaire would be
conducted.
He suggested,
Each institution should have a long-run curriculum committee, in which
business experienced membersshould be included. Students' background
and specialtiesshould be considered.
Regarding whether the distinguishing features of colleges/ universities meet the
needsof studentsand local industries,he commented,
Ideally, thefeatures of each institution are supposedto serve the needsof
studentsand local industry. Nevertheless,the graduates do not necessarily
stay where they have studied. Taiwan is a small country without evident
local features. Besides, recruitment of students is on a national basis. In
other words, it is hard for colleges/universitiesto serve the needsof local
industry.
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He suggestedincluding the needsof the locality and the opinions of local business
leaderswhen designing curricula.

Implementation

of Certification System (Q. 10)

The external expert admitted that implementation of a certification system has
faced severalchallengesand suggestedthat,
"

The policy makers should be responsiblefor guiding the certification system.

"

Implemented by legal regulations, obtaining certain levels of certificates should
be mademandatory aspart of the requirementsfor students'graduation.

"

Work placement in industry should be undertakenduring the summer or winter
vacation.

"

Studentsshould be encouragedto take a GeneralEnglish Proficiency Test (GEPT)
to obtain a certificate.

Cooperation with Local Business Agencies (Q. 11)

There are several difficulties in cooperationwith local business agencies.The
external expert explained that,

"

The industrial placementis not incorporatedin the compulsory courses.

"

Businessagencieshave little interest in cooperationwith educationalinstitutions
becauseextra work is involved in the supervision of studentson placement, and
no such culture has been formed.
Somebusinessagenciesprovide irrelevant practice opportunities. Thus, students
becomecheaplabour.
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Basic Competencyof the Students Meet the Requirements of the Labour Market
(Q.12)
The external expert defined the basic competenciesgraduatesshould possess.
"

Professionalskills

"

Professional perceptions

"

Competency in dealing with basic affairs

"

Competency in learning

He pointed out that basic competenciesof graduatesmay not meet the requirements
of the labour market because
from
learned
have
jobs
they
do
to
the
they
what
9
may not completely relate
colleges/universities.
"

there is a lack of linkage betweeneducationand practical training.

He suggestedreinforcing students'basic competenciesin
"

inter-personalskills

"

EQ. (EmotionQuotient)

"

cooperation

"

professional ethics.

Challenges and Suggestions of Taiwan Technological & Vocational Education
(Q.13,14)
"

Senior vocational high schools will decline and junior colleges without upgrade
and specialisationsto attract studentsmay face the dangerof closure.
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0 Institutes/ universities of technology are not clearly distinct from general
universities, which underminetheir competitivenessin the labour market.
"

Transforming junior colleges into institutes/ universities of technology to meet
the needsof industries is important.

The external expert suggestedthat,
Distinctive features from institutes/ universities of technology and general

universities should be differentiated. The former emphasise product
development,cooperation with the industry, innovation and management
and the latter shouldfocus on researchandproblem solving.

5.5. Summary

This chapterhas presentedthe findings of the fieldwork, which was carried out
by means of questionnaire and interviews. The next chapter will analyse the
available data and make comparisonswith previous research.
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CHAPTER

SIX

ANALYSIS OF THE FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

In this chapter, the writer briefly recapitulatessome relevant points from the
review of literature and analyses the findings according to the collected data
prescribed in previous chapters. The findings of students' questionnaire and
interviews with the Headsof Department(HOD), teachersand an external expert are
compared and cross-analysedin the light of government documents, institution
curriculum documents, and, last but not the least, with previous research. Several
themesare mappedout to answerthe researchquestionsstatedin Chapter4 (Section
4.3). The cross-referencesrefer to chapter,table and figure numberscited previously.

6.1. Objectives and Distinguishing

Features of the DAFL-E/DAE

Tyler (1949) pointed out the purposeof educationis to study about objectives
from subject specialistsand theseobjectivesbecomethe criteria of content,materials,
teaching and tests. Through objectives, aims what the curriculum serves may be
achieved (Section 3.6.2). The objectives are set variously by the Department of
Applied Foreign Languages-English (DAFL-E)/ Department of Applied English
(DAE). By and large, it is to equip studentswith intermediate to advancedEnglish
proficiency levels to serve the labour market. Some objectives concern training
studentsto be English teachersor to have sufficient language,businessand computer
knowledge (Section 2.3) (Table 5.26). According to the researchersand their surveys,
firstly, reinforcing students' competence in English communication skills is
particularly emphasised.Secondly,there is a need to prepare studentswith adequate
knowledge and competent skills on the basis of English competence(Liaw, 2002;
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Shih, Su & Lin, 1998, Section 3.7.1). However, severalproblems were emergedfrom
the data collected. Apart from parents' aspirations for children's education and a
better economic situation, more investmentin educationhas been made, in terms of
pursuing higher education (Section 1.4.4). Furthermore, most of the students,
especially the 5-year and 2-year junior college students (85.3 and 72.3 percent
individually), would like to continue their study either domestically or abroad after
graduation(Table 5.5). However, the goals of the Departmentand the coursedesign
are based on the assumption that studentswill join the labour market immediately
after graduation.One teacherstatedthat,
Most of the students are keen on further study domestically or going
College.
Business
However,
be
honest,
is
the
this
to
goal of a
not
abroad.
Conversely,all the course designsare to prepare studentsfor job market
immediately leaving institution.
(TC2)
Similar information was stated in the Final Report of the Commission on
Educational Reforms (CER) (Section 1.4.3). That is, the objectives of the DAFLE/DAE are neither attainable nor realistic, as distinguishing features of the
Department. TAI said that more clear goals should be set and suggesteddividing
further
for
for
into
by
future
their
study,
work or more
students
as
groups
such
needs,
specifically, for English teaching (Table 5.55).
In the Final Report of the CER, it was declared that distinguishing features
should be emphasisedwhile developinghigher educationinstitutions (Section 1.4.2).
However, the course design is similar to those English Departments in general
universities where literature and linguistics coursesare the major, without distinctive
specifications serving the different needs of the job market (Section 3.7.2). The
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external expert warned that without upgrade and special features,junior colleges
may not attract students and will face the danger of closing down. Furthermore, if
universities of technology do not have clear distinctions from general universities,
they will not be able to compete in the market (Section 5.4, Q. 13). H4 sharedthe
sameview and declaredthat,
The Applied English Department is meant to be practice-oriented. In our
Department, literature courses are not emphasised, though they are
considered important to culture understanding. Compared with general
English Departments where literature courses accountfor approximately
seventypercent of total courses,there are only ten percent of those offered
in our Department.
Some institutions would like to cooperate with local business
resources to develop
their distinguishing features (Table 5.26). However, the industry lacks interest in
educational cooperation. As to developing distinctive Departmental features in
accordance with local specialisations, it is not easy either, due to the lack of clearly
observable distinctive features in each locality. This was noted by the external expert
(Section 5.4, Q. 1).

6.2. Employment

Policy in Accordance with College Upgrade

In view of the social and economical transformation in Taiwan, the ratio of
senior high schools and vocational high schools has adjusted to 5:5, i. e. equal in
number. The capacity of senior/vocational/military high school graduateswas more
thanjunior high school graduates,accordingto the statisticsin School Year 1994 (SY
1994). Thus, the problem of insufficient studentsfor
senior high schools and junior
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colleges is critical. Furthermore, there are limited pathways for the graduates of
senior vocational high schools and junior colleges. In 1984, there were only six 2year/ 4-year institutes of technology for 5-year/ 2-year junior college and senior
vocational high school graduates, versus 52 general universities which are for senior
high institution graduates. Accordingly, 90
percent of junior college graduates would
like to take the examination

to transfer to general universities.

Evidently,

Technological & Vocational Education (TVE) is
not given the status it deserves.
Upgrading 5-year/ 2-year junior colleges to 2-year/ 4-year institutes/universities of
technology will be the solution. As suggested by the CER (1996), upgrade of junior
college has become the educational policy and the trend (Section 1.4.4). In SY2000,
16 junior colleges were upgraded to institutes/ universities of technology (ROC,
2003). Hence, every junior college is endeavouring to prepare for upgrading and
modifying its employment policy.

Accordingly, employing those who have earned a Doctoral degree or are
Doctorate candidates has become a key aim. By the regulation of Ministry

of

Education (MOE),

of

for an institution

to be upgraded to institute/university

technology level, 40 percent of teachers are required to have either a Doctoral degree
or be titled as an assistant professor or above (Table 5.29)(Section 5.4, Q. 2,3).
According to the current higher education employment policy, teaching at college
level requires at least a Master's degree. Thus, at the same time, teachers
are
encouraged to pursue a Doctoral degree, or to be promoted to an assistant professor
by presenting papers examined by the Committees on Academic Review and
Evaluation, MOE. The interviews with teachers revealed that five out of the eight
were considering studying for a Doctoral degree to prepare themselves for college
upgrade. Two are currently candidates of a Doctorate (Table 5.41). Undoubtedly,
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teachersare under a lot of pressureand complain about it (Table 5.55). Though five
of the eight teacherswere preparingthemselvesto pursuea Doctoral degree,they did
not wholly agreewith this employmentpolicy (Table 5.28 and 5.43). The Business
English teacherssaid,
To hire a Business English teacher should emphasise his/her business
experiences, instead of Doctoral background.
(TB1)
If we require teachers to have a Doctoral degree in the Technological &
Vocational Education system, how can we be distinguished from

the

GeneralEducation system?
(TB2)
The H2 and external expert supportedthis view. They both commentedthat teachers'
specialisation and practical experienceshould be highlighted (Table 5.28) (Section
5.4, Q.2,3). From Hung's (1998a) survey,teacherssharedthe sameview. One of the
HODs pointed out the difficulty in hiring teacherswith both a Doctoral degree and
specialist knowledge (Table 5.40). One teacher suggested that teachers with
specialist knowledge without a Doctoral degree could be employed as "technical
instructors" (Table 5.55). Shih et al. (1998) stressedthat having a Doctoral degreeis
not necessary; instead, personnel with specialist knowledge and professional
experiencein industry or the public sectorsshould be employedon a part-time basis.

6.3. Discontinuation of the 5-year Junior College Programmes and implications
The junior college system of post-secondaryeducation has been committed to
TVE in Taiwan since 1963, starting with a 3-year junior college programme and
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followed by the 5-yearjunior college programme.The former has been discontinued
and stopped enrolling freshmenin 1996.The 5-yearjunior college encompassesthe
first three yearsof senior/vocationalhigh school and last two yearsof post-secondary
institution (Figure 1.2). Junior college has had a stabilising influence on Taiwanese
education and economics. Boyd & Lee (1993, p.57) identified this "junior college
phenomenon" "a direct responseto the need to create a skilled and trained labour
force". Nonetheless,its importancehasbeendiminishing (Section 1.3.2).
With most junior colleges moving up to institutes/ universities of technology
level, discontinuing the 5-yearjunior college programmesappearto be the prevailing
trend though some challengeshave occurred and several considerationsneed to be
taken into account. Table 5.29 shows that in consequenceof insufficiency of
students, partially due to disadvantage of locality, the 5-year junior college
programmes had to be discontinued before the dates planned. Institution A had
experiencedthis. Besides, if too many course levels, e.g. the 5-year/ 2-year junior
college, 2-year/ 4-year institute/ university of technology, are included in one
institution, managerialproblems will be raised.H2 stressedthat,
At a university level, it should only offer undergraduate and graduate
programmes with a research orientation. Consequently,an institution
should not offer too many course levels, which may give rise to
managementdifficulties.
With the aspiration for promotion, which yields higher degreesand the higher social
positions, the importance of the middle-class labour force is neglected. The H2
admitted that discontinuation of the 5-year junior college programmes should be
carefully evaluated,as this usedto be the main sourceof manpower.
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In addition, availability of work for teachers should be taken into account.
Eliminating the 5-year junior college programmes would reduce the number of
classes. Thus, there will not be enough teaching hours for teachers. Their
employmentwill thereforebe seriously affected. H3 claimed that,
The 5 -year junior

college programme is diminishing every year. Do you

know how many English classes there are from Year one to Year five? As
soon as the classes have been cutting down, what are the teachers going to
do?

The same concern was expressedby H4 regarding the demand for more highly
qualified teachersif the institution was being elevatedto university level. However,
as far as language learning is concerned, the 5-year junior college programme,
started as early as that at senior high school, is better than the 2-year institute of
technology,which is only a 2-year undergraduateprogramme.H3 said that,
From the view of foreign language learning, if I had a choice, I would
prefer the 5-yearjunior collegeprogramme, which provides student with a
longer, more completeand consistentstudy.
S.H. Huang (2000) advocated that the 5-year college programmes should be
sustained, and in addition,

continued with

programmes in the DAFL-E/DAE.

a 2-year institute

of technology

This "seven-year consecutive programme" would

provide students with coherent, continued English language training. Moreover, she
considered that the methodology of English language learning and teaching in the 5year junior college programmes is more appropriate to that in general junior /senior
high schools, which are more examination-oriented.

The external expert consideredthat the technology level of the 5-year junior
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college programmes is inadequate for rapid growth of Taiwan's economic
development. Upgrading junior colleges to institute or university levels is vital.
Paradoxically,he also agreedthat keeping the 5-year junior college programmesis
necessary(Section 5.4, Q.5). Hence, there is a dilemma. It was suggestedby the
CER (1996), that incorporating junior college programmesin institute/university of
technology could form a flexible educational system (Section 1.4.5). The external
expert emphasisedthat elevating the technology levels of junior collegesto meet the
needsfor society doesnot have to be completedall at once, but should be a step-bystepprocess(Section 5.4, Q.5).

6.4. HODs and Teachers' Views towards ESP
6.4.1. HODs and Teachers' Educational Background and EFL/ESL Teaching
Experience
The majority of HODs and teachers in the DAFL-E/DAE

held postgraduate

degrees in relevant disciplines, such as Foreign Languages & Literature, Linguistics
and Teaching English as Foreign Language (TEFL)/ Teaching English as Second
Language (TESL), which were mainly humanities based (Tables 5.24 and 5.41). As
to their ESL teaching experience, it included two years to thirty years, but no
previous ESP teaching experience was found. Furthermore, seven of the eight
teachers had worked in private business sectors for one to five years, but none of the
HODs had such experience. It is worth mentioning that the teaching subjects in
which HODs and teachers specialised were General English and ESP, businessrelated English in particular (Tables 5.25 and 5.42).
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6.4.2. HODs and Teachers' Views toward ESP
From the interviews with Heads of the DAFL-E/DAE,

ESP was not well-

known to some of them and the definition or perception of ESP was confusing. Not
surprisingly, teachers who were teaching business-related English, five of the eight
did not recognise either the term or the content of ESP. One teacher commented that
ESP needs to be clearly defined (Tables 5.30 and 5.44). Nevertheless, the purposes of
ESP were considered to be served and the course design was said to be directed
properly, depending on how individuals interpreted "specific purposes", say, English
teaching, or business (Table 5.30). To serve ESP purposes, the focus was on elective
courses (Tables 2.3,2.4
college/university

(2001)
Chen
H2
2.5).
suggested that each
and
and

its
features,
to
develop
ESP
such as
own
according
should

in
the
business,
names of
are
reflected
medicine, pharmacy,
sometimes
etc., which
institutions (Table 5.30) (Chen, 2001, Section 3.7.2).

As far as English is concerned,the HODs consideredGeneralEnglish to be the
main focus, rather than Business English. This is due mainly to the subjects they
teach, mostly General English. One of the HODs emphasisedthat General English
should be the basis, then BusinessEnglish will be easierto focus on. A similar view
was expressedby teachers.Five of the eight teachersargued that General English
should be concentratedon and supplementedwith businessknowledge (Tables 5.35
and 5.47). From Hung's (1998a and 1998b, Section 3.5) surveys, the majority of
English teachersin junior colleges and institutes of technology supportedthis view.
This was also confirmed by Tsai (1998, Section 3.5), whose learners' needsanalysis
and survey indicated that the learners concernlanguageproficiency level more than
businessknowledge.
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6.5. Teachers' Professional Development
Limited

channels have been provided

by either MOE

or institutional

authorities for teachers' professional development. Teachers have to find their own
ways to prepare themselves for professional development. The HODs, teachers and
external expert reflected a similar view (Tables 5.28 and 5.43) (Section 5.4, Q. 4). In
addition, apart from the average teaching load, which is eleven to twelve hours per
week, teachers are asked to share administrative work. Thus, overwork

and

insufficient financial support have deterred teachers from attending training courses
(Table 5.44). Similar information can be found in Hung's (1998a; 1998b, Section
3.7.3) surveys on English teachers of junior colleges and institutes of technology.
This might explain why teachers are not keen on professional development (Table
5.28).

BecauseESP teachersdid not have sufficient businessbackground and teacher
training, qualified teachersto teach ESP are lacking (Shih, Su & Lin, 1998, Section
3.7.3). All teachers indicated that there are no in-service ESP training courses
available, especially for businesspurposes.Three of the eight teachershad attended
General English training courses, which provided TEFL/TESL training, or
sometimes, multi-media or Teaching English for Children (Table 5.44). In other
words, teachersare inadequatelytrained to teachESP.TB 1 said,
ESP has beenneglected.

6.6. The Role of the ESP Teacher

6.6.1. Subject Teacher vs. English Language Teacher
There is a key issue regarding the roles of ESP teacher,
is
namely, who better
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qualified to teach ESP,or in this study, BE? Should business-relatedEnglish courses
be taught by English teacherswith adequatebusiness knowledge
or by Business
teachers with adequatecommand of English? From the interviews with business
English teachers,four of the eight consideredit should be taught by English teachers.
TA! said,
Since the Department is named as Applied Foreign Languages, language
should be more emphasised and business knowledge can be self-taught and
regarded as supplement to the subjects.
Nevertheless, two teachers believed that business teachers were more qualified for
teaching Business English (Table 5.45). In some cases, it is considered to be easier
to train a teacher with basic teaching skills than training English teachers about
business (Ellis & Johnson, 1994, Section 3.5). In the students' view, no preference
was shown regarding this matter (Tables 5.13 and 5.14).

It is hard to define teachersfrom the DAFL-E/DAE who are teaching Business
English as businessteachersor English teachers,dependingon the content of courses
(Table 5.45). Teachers addressed the difficulties when attending academic
conferencespertaining to businesssubjects.TA2 said,
I would like to attend academic conferencespertaining to business subjects.
However, I am not qualified because I am from the Applied Foreign
Languages Department, where teachers are regarded as language teachers.

As Ellis & Johnson(1994, p.26, Section3.5) put it,
The Business English trainer is primarily

language
teacher. He or she
a

does not need to be an expert in any particular business.
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Afifi (1991, p.244, Section 3.5) stated,
In the case of BE, he teachesEnglishfor Businessrather than Businessin
English, and a BE class is, by definition, a languageclass.

Widdowson (1983, Section 3.6.2) stressed that the learning of ESP is a dependent
activity, which represents the learners' aspirations, and therefore ESP pedagogy must
be dependent on ELT too. That is what ESP distinguishes from General Purpose
English (GPE). As aforementioned, most ESP teachers are mainly language teachers,
who are mostly trained in literature (Section 6.4.1). Additionally, those who are nonnative speaking teachers of English might not have adequate confidence in their
language competence. Hence, some Business English teachers feel more comfortable
staying at the "language"

De
"business"
fence,
than
the
side.
rather
side of

Beaugrande (2000, Section 3.5) addressed that this separation is not necessary and is
unaffordable at a time when the rapidly changing global economy is becoming
complex and diverse. He suggested that English departments and business faculties
could come together to discuss their priorities and disparities. However, the BE
teacher should at least have a working knowledge of business. Teachers who used to
work for business sectors tend to be employed to teach business-related subjects.
One of the BE teachers (TB 1) said that,
If I only had a Master's degree in TESL but without a business background
to be able to teach business-related English subjects, I don 't think I would
have got this job.
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In sum, the writer argues that for teaching business-relatedcourses, an English
teacherwith commensurateknowledge of businessis better qualified than a business
teacherwith satisfactorycommandof English.
6.6.2. Team Teaching

As mentioned in the literature review, there are different types of team teaching.
It is viewed as the solution to the teaching problem of languageteacherswho lack
knowledge of specific subjects and severalbenefits can be gained by students,ESP
teachersand subject specialists(Kennedy & Bolitho, 1984; Robinson, 1991, Section
3.5.1). Nonetheless, from the interviews with HODs and teachers,there was no
occurrenceof any team teaching activity available. Instead,collaboration took place
between departments,rather than teachers. It was in a form of subject-language
integration, i. e. business-relatedEnglish coursesare provided by the DAFL-E/DAE,
which welcomes students from other departmentstaking the courses to reinforce
their English competence,in addition to their subjectknowledge. The studentsof the
DAFL-E/DAE

in
take
to
other
offered
courses
related
are also encouraged

departments,for instance,Tourism English in the Tourism Department,if no similar
courseis available in the DAFL-E/DAE. However, in practice,most business-related
English courses are elective ones, which means they are only offered if sufficient
numbersof studentswish to take them. H4 suggested,
The DAFL-E/DAE

is an interdisciplinary

department. We need teachers who

are competent with English proficiency and business knowledge. However, in
practice, that is difficult. Inviting teachers from Business or IT Departments
who have adequate command of English to teacher related subjects may be the
option.
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However, there are limitations in any forms of team teaching. Financial and
administrative supports are the primary concerns (Kuo, 1993; Robinson, 1991,
Section 3.5.1).
6.6.3. Native vs. Non-native English Speaking Teacher
As far as foreign language teaching is concerned, the HODs and teachers
agreed on the need for native English speakers to help students, in particular with
English speaking courses and forming an English learning environment. However,
several problems were mentioned concerning native English speaking teachers, i. e.
professionalism, cultural difference in dealing with teaching, the interaction with
students and the appropriateness of teaching writing classes. Generally speaking,
there is a disadvantage when non-native speaking teachers are dealing with English
language texts using scientific or other terminology, compared with the advantage of
being able to speak the learners' mother tongue, which can be exploited in translating
lexical

terms, asking and answering questions. However, non-native

English

speaking teachers have more understanding of the students' culture background and
learning problems (Section 3.5.2).
There are 6,17 who teach part-time and 3 native English speaking teachers at
Institution B, C and D respectively, but none of those at Institution A (Table 5.27).
H1 explained,

It is hard to attract native English speakers to come to our Institution
because the location is distant. Besides, because student numbers have
declined, partially owing to the 5
being
programme
eliminated, we
-year
have no intention to employ new teachers, including native English
speaking teachers.
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It is worth mentioning that 17 native speakers of English at Institution C were

employed as part-time teachers.H3 declared,
The institution policy tends to employ teachers who own a Doctoral degree
with a full-time job offered, but this policy does not include part-time
teachers. Hiring native English speaking teachers on part-time basis is an
alternative,

because they can help students by utilising

their native

language and the educational degree is not the major concern.

Three of the four institutions selected in this study were privately funded
(Table 2.2). Financial budget was their first concern. However, when making the
institution policy, the needsof studentsin terms of learning and teaching should be
taken into account. How to balance among students' interests, professional
performanceand the financial budget of institutions is the challenge.

6.6.4. Language Laboratory

Aids
Technology
Educational
and

Regarding the frequency of using languagelaboratories,the findings indicated
that five of the eight teachersdid not use them very often. The other three teachers
reported that language labs are seldom used. One said that she only spent one
seventh of her teaching hours in the language labs. This is largely because the
subjects they are teaching are business-relatedcourses, in which more writing

activity is involved. Someattributedto their lack of use of the languagelab to the
insufficiency of facilities and the difficulties of arranging laboratory sessionswhich
were not well-organised (Table 5.50).
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With regard to educational technology aids used in the classroom, TVNCR
was the most frequently used teaching aids, followed by OHP, CD player and
computer. Two of the eight teachersshowed no interest in using educational aids,
owing to the tedious procedures of checking out the equipment (Table 5.50).
Administrative support and efficiency, which can facilitate a friendly teaching and
learning environment,are suggested.

6.6.5. Students' Learning Achievement Evaluation
At the college level, studentsare given mid-term and final-term examinations
each semester. However, different types of on-going evaluation are undertaken
throughout the semester,e.g. quizzes, oral / written reports, assignmentsand term
papers. According to the findings of interviews with BE teachers,written tests and
assignmentswere the preferred methodsof evaluation,followed by quizzes, listening
comprehension and oral test. Written tests can be in various forms, i. e. writing
businessletters, or writing a short essayto answer questions.Teacherscommented
that studentshave difficulty in comprehensionin listening to the news (Journalism
English) and businessjargon (BusinessEnglish) becauseof insufficient background
knowledge. One teacher indicated that Business English is largely involved with
writing activity like other English writing subjects,which createsa heavy marking
load. Teacherstherefore are less interested in teaching such subjects (Table 5.51).
Subject knowledge should be emphasised to improve students' listening
comprehension.Reducing class size with flexible teaching hours of writing courses
should be arrangedto alleviate the teachers'working load.
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6.6.6. Involvement

Incorporation
Design
Course
and
of

of Business Activities

in

Business-related Courses
Seven out of the eight teachers did not take part in course design for the
DAFL-E/DAE.

The only one involved was the Head of the Department when it was

first established. Instead, in Institution D, a Curriculum Planning Committee was in
charge of course design of the DAFL-E/DAE

basis.
Nevertheless,
long-term
on a

teachers have to be responsible for designing courses in their own teaching subjects.
There are several forms of discussions held to meet teachers' individual needs in

terms of course design. Teachers who teach General English, which is a core
language
basic
four
involves
skills, are
all
component of common courses and
divided into four groups to design the courses,i. e. listening, speaking, reading and
(Table
5.52).
discussed
is
design
In
a
group
as
writing.
addition, elective course
In respect of incorporating businessactivities in business-relatedcourses,only
three of the eight teachers used to arrange such activities, e.g. visiting private
business sectors, including trading companies, security investment advisory
(Table
5.52).
difficulties
banks,
Teachers
companies,
revealedseveral
etc.
"

Lack of personal business connections.

"

Inadequate administrative support.

"

Some teachersconsiderbusinessactivities are time-consuming and ineffective.
A long-run, on-going curriculum planning committee is neededin each DAFL-

E/DAE to be in charge of course design for the Department to avoid repetition or
incoherenceof the courses. With inadequate administrative support, teachers are
reluctant to arrange such businessactivities or field trips. These activities should be
the responsibility of the institution-level administration. There are Technological &
Cooperative Education Centres in Institution B, C and D which are in charge of
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external connections,such as students'work placement,visiting businesssectorsand
cooperation with the industry. However, teachersfound it is difficult to work with
(Table 5.52). Communication and cooperationbetween departmentand institutional
authorities in administration should be more smooth and intensive.

6.7. Students' Attitudes and Views towards the DAFL-E/DAE

and Future

Employment
6.7.1. Students' Background

The students of this study were selected from the final year of each course
level, i. e. the 5-year junior college, 2-year junior college and 2-year institute of
technology. Students' averageages were 20-23 years. They had finished secondary
schools and were now continuing their studiesin English. As the adult learners,they
tended to be more aware of the purpose of studying English (Kennedy & Bolitho,
1984, Section 3.4.1). They had experienceof learning English for at least sevenyears
at the time this study was conducted.
The reasons students were studying at junior colleges or institute/university

of

technology were mainly to their own interests (39.1 percent), while 20.7 percent of
students did so because of failure at the Joint Entrance Examinations to general
universities. 16.1 percent of students believed that studying at TVE would give them
more business knowledge and training (Table 5.3). Furthermore, 29.5 percent of
students were studying in the DAFL-E/DAE

for their own interests, followed by 25.8

percent who were doing so to improve their English proficiency and 23.6 percent to
obtain better jobs (Table 5.4).
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6.7.2. Students' Attitudes towards the DAFL-E/DAE
There were only 29.3 percent of students were satisfied with the English
teaching materials provided by the Department(Table 5.15), while 47.3 percent of
students were satisfied with class size (Table 5.17). With almost equal number of
percentage (45.4 and 44.7), students showed either satisfaction or dissatisfaction
with facilities of languagelabs (Table 5.16). This could be becauselanguagelabs are
equipped variously in each institution. Moreover, studentsdid not deem the courses
offered in the DAFL-E/DAE adequate,in terms of elective courses,businesscourses
and remedial English courses.It is significant that more than 70 percent of students
consideredelective coursesto be deficient, followed by businesscourses(50 percent)
and remedial English courses(50.6 percent) (Tables5.9,5.10 and 5.11). The reasons
were as follows.
"

Elective Courses

Certain elective credits are mandatory.For instance,25 elective credits of total 220
of graduation credits are required for the 5-yearjunior college students,and 42 of 77
for 2-year institute of technology students.The choices of elective courses appear
very limited in the 5-year junior college programme in particular. This was
respondedto by the Head of Department.H4 explainedthat,
We can not afford to offer too many elective courses. If there are not
enoughstudentstaking each electivecourse, the course has to be cancelled.
Usually there is a minimum student numberoften.
As mentioned at Section 2.4.1.1 and 2.4.2, the elective courses offered are relatively
determined by teachers' availability and the number of students. The cost of offering
courses is the major concern. This particularly
institutions.
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severely affects privately funded

"

BusinessCourses

Business subjectsthat are offered in four selectedinstitutions are International Trade,
Marketing, Secretarial, Business Management, Business Negotiation, etc. On
average, they account for only 9.09 percent of total 220 credits in the 5-year junior
college and 18.18 percent of 70 credits in the 2-year institute of technology
programme (Tables2.4 and 2.5). 50 percent of studentsconsideredbusinesscourses
to be inadequate(Table 5.10). However, taking the 5-yearjunior college programme
as an example,the businesscoursesoffered were ranked secondhighest among eight
in
in
they
institute
2-year
technology
ranked
categories,and the
were
programme,
of
fourth position out of nine in total (Tables2.4 and 2.5). Therefore, yet, more than 34
percent of studentsconsideredthat businesscoursesoffered in the DAFL-E/DAE are
adequateto someextent (Table 5.10).
"

Remedial courses

Generally, students at TVE are regarded as academically inferior. Not only senior
vocational high school students,but alsojunior college graduateshave aspirations to
be admitted or transferring to generaluniversities (Section 1.4.3). In other words, in
addition to having insufficient pathways to continue their study, relative to TVE,
students considered that General Education is the mainstream. 20.7 percent of
studentsindicated that entering the TVE was their secondchoice, becauseof being
unable to go to general senior high schoolsor universities, as reflected on Table 5.3.
Moreover, Hung (1998a; 1998b, Section 3.7.5) mentioned many researchershave
concluded that English incompetenceis the main problem for TVE students. In his
surveys, teachersagreedthat studentshave low motivation and low achievementin
English. Studentsare admitted into the DAFL-E/DAE with diverse backgrounds,in
terms of English proficiency levels and the academic subjects in which they
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specialised.Consequently,remedial English coursesare needed.
Remedial coursesare excluded from regular programmein the DAFL-E/DAE.
They are only available at Institution B and C and provided after school hours. 50.6
percent of studentsthought such coursesare not adequateto some extent (Table 5.11).
Students who have difficulties with their studies are helped with English computer
software for self-learning, or individual guidance by teachers or senior students.
Moreover, courses are designed with step-by-step learning to gradually improve
students' English proficiency level. However,there are difficulties. H4 indicated,
Remedial teaching is the extra work Without institutional support, it is
hard to implementit.

6.7.3. Students' Views to Future Employment

As mentioned earlier, the great majority of students,85.3 and 72.3 percent of
the 5-year and 2-year junior college respectively, intended to continue studying
domestically or abroad, while 71.2 percent of the 2-year institute of technology
studentswould like to find a job after graduation.This is becausethe 2-year institute
of technology is a completion of an undergraduateprogramme and offered with a
bachelor degree. In that case, students are consideredas sufficiently equipped and
well-prepared to be employable (Table 5.5).
All the students showed an interest in working in the public sector as office
workers and placed this as either their first or second choice (Table 5.6).
Conventionally, public servicejobs are consideredsecure,especially at a time when
unemployment rate is on the increasenationally. The 5-year junior college students
would like to work in private businesscompaniesand the public sectorwith 38.4 and
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28.9 percent respectively. The 2-year institute of technology students showed similar
interests but in the reverse order; 35.6 percent were interested in the private and 30.5
percent in the public sector. However, for 2-year junior college students, 38.3 percent
wanted to work in the public sector but 23.4 percent showed an interest in English
teaching, which was placed second (Table 5.6).

6.8. Target Language Used in Class and English Learning Environment

Some researchersbelieved that the amount of exposureto the target language
is critical in language learning. Adequate exposureto the target language leads to
greater success in learning the language. In particular, for those who have
insufficient competencein language,exposureto the target language will enhance
their knowledge of the language and enrich their linguistic competence(Albazzaz,
1994, Section 3.4.1). In the interviews, all teacherscommentedon the difficulties in
difficulty
lack
English
in
including
of motivation,
using
students'
class all the time,
understanding lexical terms and teachers' professionalism. Seven of the eight
teacherscomplained that studentsare not willing to speakEnglish in the classroom
and 42.4 percent of studentsadmitted that use of the target languagein the classroom
is inadequate (Tables 5.49 and 5.12). A similar view emerged in Hung's (1998a,
Section 3.4.1) surveys. Teachersfelt frustrated at not providing adequate English
learning environment for students.
Secondlanguagelearnersare recommendedto be exposedto "whole instances
of language use" (Albazza, 1994, p. 109, Section 3.4.1). Heads of Department
reported continued efforts to construct a whole English learning environment inside
and outside the classroom, through activities such as English House, English Day
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and "Lunch-break" English Conversation Class, English Summer/Winter Camps,
and Study-toursto English speakingcountries.
Conventionally, inasmuch as English is taught by the Grammar-Translation
method in schools, i. e. largely focusing on vocabulary and grammar, students in
Taiwan may be able to make correct sentencesbut have difficulty in communicating
in English orally. That is why studentsare afraid of speakingup in English. Teachers
feel frustrated while encouraging students to speak English in the classroom.
Sometimesteachersare reluctant to do so also (Table 5.49). Teachersare encouraged
to use the mother tongue (Mandarin) to explain terminology and background
knowledge of subject, but it should not be overused.First of all, teachers' language
competenceand confidencein speakingEnglish have to be improved. In spite of the
obstacles they may encounter, as above-mentioned,in immersion into a whole
language learning environment, teachersare strongly encouragedto use the target
languagein classasmuch as they can, so that the studentsalso will do so.

6.9. Selections of Teaching Materials

All teachersagreedthat they select textbooks for the subjectsthey are engaged
in. The range of choice is sufficient, but more in GEP than in ESP,Business-related
English in particular. As Kennedy & Bolitho (1984) and Robinson (1991) pointed
out, most Business English books are written for younger learners and have little
differences from General English (Section 3.4.2). Both ready-madeand tailor-made
teaching materials have advantagesand disadvantages.Ready-madematerials do not
apply to all learners, but for particular situations and learners. The consumersare
meant to be unknown readersand therefore appropriatenessfor local situation is not
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considered. Nevertheless,their predictability, credibility and cost-effectivenessare
strengths.As Kuo (1993, Section 3.4.2) suggested,ESP teacherscan use ready-made
textbooks which are adaptableand supplementthem with tailor-made materials to
accommodatethe specific needs of students.From the interviews with Heads and
teachers of the DAFL-E/DAE, HODs consideredthat most teaching materials they
use are ready-made.Four of the eight teacherstended to use ready-madetextbooks
and supplement them with learner-tailored handouts (Table 5.53 and 5.34). With
regard to business-relatedtextbooks, the issue of cultural incompatibility emerged.
TB I commented,
Take 'Business English'as an example, not many selections are suitable for
our students. Most of them are imported from

U.S. or UK.,

which

in
from
international
different
local
trading
in
emphasise
trading and very
Taiwan. As to our own editions, there are detailed introductions of Taiwan
trading business.
This may explain the reason why only 29.3 percent of students were satisfied
with

English teaching materials provided (Table 5.15). Similar information

is

provided by researchers. Kuo (1993, Section 3.4.2 and 3.7.4) argued that some
materials available in Taiwan are written for ESL situations and lack localised
content and teachers struggle with selecting or producing materials to fit a particular
situation. Robinson (1991, Section 3.4.2) suggested that cultural aspects of business
communication need to be taken into consideration.
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6.10. Coherence of Course Design among Course Levels of the DAFL-E/DAE
As introduced in Section 1.3.2,the higher educationinstitutions in TVE are the
5-year/ 2-yearjunior colleges,2-year institute of technology and 4-year university of
technology. Someprogrammesare parallel, e.g. the final two years of the 5-year and
2-year junior college; some are connected,e.g. the 5-year/ 2-year junior college and
2-year institute of technology (Figure 1.2). Seniorvocational high schoolsand 4-year
in
included
the
but
they
are not
as
university of technology are connectedas well,
be
in
discussion
further
this
made.
this
will
aspect
casesof
study,no
Incoherence of courses designed for different course levels has long been a
controversial

issue. The programmes of 2-year institute of technology

were

junior
2-year
5-year/
from
for
the
college
the continuity of education
established
is
or
However,
overlapping
either
the
courses
of
programmes.
content
most of
did
46.4
3.7.2).
(Shih,
Su
Section
not
&
of
students
Lin,
1998,
percent
repeated
Yang's
This
5.20).
with
design
echoed
(Table
was
result
consider course
as coherent
(2000, Section 3.7.2) survey. The Heads of Department admitted that this problem
has been encountered. Without teachers'/ planners' realising it, some teaching
materials selected are repeated as a result of using the same textbooks, or the content
low-level
Some
higher
level
is
that
students
ones.
than
of
of
of programmes
easier
2-year
i.
5-year/
institution,
in
the
different
levels
the
e.
same
who study
at
course
junior

have
institute
technology
2-year
programmes,
of
college programmes to

levels,
different
the
taught
in
using
that
at
the
experienced
are
courses
same subject
same textbooks. Therefore, in addition to the teachers' selection of textbooks,
is
by
HOD
integration
the
then
teachers
recommended
coordination among
and
(Table 5.31). The external expert suggested that the courses at first year of 2-year
institute of technology programmes can repeat the final year of 5-year/ 2-year junior
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year junior college programmes.In that case,it is possible to provide students who
are from diverse educational background with more equal competence,in English
proficiency in particular (Section 5.4, Q.6).
However, in respectof BusinessEnglish offered at the fifth year of the 5-year
junior college programme, one of the teachers considered it is appropriate and
connected after the subjects of English Writing and International Trade have been
learned at the fourth year. He said,
With previous knowledge of English writing and International Trade,
studentsfind it easier to learn how to write businesscorrespondence.
(TC 1)
Another teacher suggested that the 2-year junior college programme should be
combined with 2-year institute of technology programmes. Consequently, the
consistencyof coursedesign can be considered.

6.11. Needs Analysis

In ESP,need for communication in English is determinable.Needs assessment
is therefore consideredas the necessarystarting point in designing curricula for ESP.
Needs analysis is not a once-for-all activity but an on- going process. Learners'
needs should be identified by learners,the teaching establishment,and the learner's
employer (Afifi, 199, Section 3.3). Widdowson (1983, Section 3.3) suggestedESP
course design for studentswould be recognisedas having relevanceto their concerns.
The coursecontent should hencebe engagedwith the students'interest.
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6.11.1. Needs of Learners
In this study, the DAFL"E/DAE

in two of the four selected institutions carried

out students' needs analysis by questionnaire. H1 emphasised it is particularly
helpful with elective course planning. Two Heads of Department considered that the
course design, in terms of English courses and business-related courses, served the
needs of students. H2 expressed that,

The course objective has beenfollowed by seventypercent of language,
twentypercent of business,and ten percent of IT I believe the courses we
designedhave met students'needs.
Additionally,

H3 pointed out that there are fixed credits and courses mandated by

MOE, for the 5-year junior college programmes in particular, which has restricted
the autonomy of Department in designing courses in accordance with students' needs.
(Table 5.32). The external expert indicated that before the new department is
established, a market survey by questionnaire is conducted to understand the needs
of society, rather than the needs of students (Section 5.4, Q. 7,8,9).

In response to

the same question, 52 percent of students showed their disappointment (Table 5.18).
Half of the teachers thought the business-related English courses and teaching
materials have met learners' present and future needs, whereas another half of
teachers did not agree with it. One teacher said that most students in the 5-year junior
college in particular, intend to go on studying, but the DAFL-E/DAE

does not

prepare them for this (Table 5.46).

47 percent of students did not agree that the courses offered by the DAFLE/DAE would meet their needs,that is, helpful for their future employment (Table
5.19). As shown in Table 5.6,17.4 percent of studentswanted to work at language
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institutes after graduation.However, none of English teaching coursesare offered in
the 5-year junior college programmes and only 5.19 percent of total graduation
credits offered in 2-year institute of technology programmes (Tables 2.4 and 2.5).
The same concern was sharedby teachers,who commentedthat students showed a
considerable interest in English teaching for children, but such coursesare lacking
(Tables 5.46 and 5.55).

6.11.2. Needs of the Industry
As many researcherspointed out, one of the problems encountered in the
DAFL-E/DAE is that course design cannot echo the needsof the local industry and
manpower market (Section 3.7.2). With regard to the needs of the industry, the
results of surveys indicated that basic English language skills, second foreign
languages and professional specialisedknowledge are in high demand (Shih, Su &
Lin, 1998; Wang & Shen, 1998, Section 3.7.6). Lin (1997, Section 2.4) divided the
core curriculum of the DAFL-E/DAE into three categories:language,business and
IT (Figure 2.2). Languagehas been the most fundamentalcore category.
According to Table 2.3, in the 5-year junior college programmes, Basic
English Language Skills courses take approximately a quarter of total graduation
credits. As to the 2-year institute of technology programmes, Advanced English
Skills

courses are in the first position (29.87 percent) among compulsory and

elective courses required by the DAFL-E/DAE

(Table 2.5), while to Second Foreign

Languages courses offered in the 5-year junior college are in the first place (13.5
percent) (Table 2.4). With regards to the courses of 2-year institute of technology
programmes, Second Foreign Languages courses are placed third (19.9 percent)
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(Table 2.5). As a result, second foreign languages are emphasised in both 5-year
junior

college and 2-year institute of technology programmes. It is noted that

Japanese is the most taken second foreign language subject (95.8 percent) because in
most cases of this study, Japanese is the only second foreign language available in
the DAFL-E/DAE,

except Institution B, who also offers German (Table 5.2).

From the interviews with the HODs, two of the four considered that the
courses provided have met the needs of local industry. H3 and H4 considered their
major

local development is in
is
that
what Institution
commerce and

C and

Institution D specialise in. However, H2 indicated there are neither prominent needs
of the local industry nor distinctive features of the DAFL-E/DAE

(Table 5.33). The

same view was expressed by the external expert. He suggested that the opinions of
local business leaders should be included when designing courses (Section 5.4, Q. 7,
8,9). With regard to whether students' English proficiency has met the requirements
of the labour market, three quarter of the HODs had no confidence in it. HI
suggested the goal of Department has to be clear and students' English proficiency
level should be the guidance for
design
(Table
5.39).
Depending
on the
course
professions students are going to be engaged with, half of the teachers considered the
English proficiency level is sufficient to deal with the work such as teaching English
for children or general office jobs. Since the intention of most students is to continue
studying, two of the eight teachers did not comment on this matter. However, another
quarter of teachers had no confidence that students' English proficiency would meet
the requirements for the job places (Table 5.54). The external expert considered that
students' basic competencies, which are professional skills and perceptions, may not
be adequate either (Section 5.4, Q. 12).

Though 77.4 percent of studentsthought English would be
often used at work
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(Table 5.7), only 13 percent of studentswere confident that their English proficiency
met the requirementsfor the labour market (Table 5.23). This can be attributed to the
inadequate training of basic languageskills, which maybe the vestige to the earlier
stages of learning (Lin & Chu, 1999a; 1999b; Shih, Su & Lin, 1998, Section 3.7.2),
though of which courseshave been emphasised(Table 2.3). Apparently, the courses
provided in the DAFL-E/DAE serve the needs of the industry, but students'
achievement is inadequateto meet the requirementsof thejob market.
6.12. Students' English Performance
In respectof views of students'English performance,in terms of four language
skills, i. e. listening, speaking, reading and writing, there appear to be some
discrepancy among the HODs, teachers and students. All HODs considered that
students can masterreading skills the best and speakingskills the worst (Table 5.38).
Five of the eight teachersregardedreading skills as best mastered,while an equal
number of teachesthought writing skills are most difficult (Table 5.48). In contrast,
(45.5
be
listening
deemed
English
in
learning
to
difficulty
the
students
greatest
percent), followed in descendingorder of difficulty by speaking,writing and reading
(Table 5.8). In conclusion, the HODs, teachersand studentsagreedthat reading is the
skill studentsmaster the best. However, there were diverse opinions concerning the
area where most difficulty is encountered in learning English. The HODs and
teachers attribute the students' unsatisfactory performance in English to the
following reasons(Tables5.38 and 5.48):
"

Lack of an English environment.

"

Lack of confidence in using the language,and resulting in reluctance to speak
English.

"

Not "thinking" in English.
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Regarding the courses of Basic Language Skills offered in the 5-year junior
college, reading-relatedcourseshave been offered the most (25.5 percent), followed
by listening & speaking (18.5 percent) and writing courses(12 percent) (Table 2.3).
This probably explains why students master reading skills the best. However,
according to the survey of Shih et al. (1998, Section 3.7.6), as to applicability of
language skills to the job market, listening and speaking skills in business
communication and negotiation are rated the highest. Students are aware of their
weaknesses(Table 5.8). Hence, when designing courses,reinforcement of students'
capability in listening and speakingshouldbe borne in mind.
6.13. English Proficiency Qualifications
In the Final Report of CER (1996), encouragingstudentsto have certification
1.4.5).
1.4.2
(Section
is
it
diploma
and
suggested
and recognising as equivalent to a
Many researchers indicated the significance of implementation of an English
Proficiency Certificate, although it is not a requirement of the DAFL-E/DAE for
graduation (Shih, Su & Lin, 1998, Section 3.7.5). The external expert suggestedthat
for
be
levels
students'
made a requirement
obtaining certain
of certificate should
Q.
10).
5.4,
(Section
by
legal
their
completion of
study,
regulations
In the interviews with the HODs (Table 5.36), all of them pointed out that no
English Proficiency Qualification test has been made compulsory and three of the
four admitted that no evaluationsof students'English Proficiency are available.
H1 explained,
Weare not yet able to make English Proficiency Test compulsory,partially
becauseit is not legitimate and we also worry about students'incapability to
pass the test to graduate.
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As explained at Section 3.7.5, instead of the tests being organised by each institution,
several English proficiency tests held by agencies are popularly employed in Taiwan
as the qualifications of English proficiency. Though an English Proficiency Test is
not

to encourage students to obtain qualifications, each institution

required,

has

alternatives.

Offering the prerequisite or supplemental courses in preparing English

Proficiency

Test is one of them (Table 5.36). However, only 1.70 percent of

graduation

credits are for English Proficiency Test Preparation related courses in the

5-year junior college programmes, and 1.29 percent in 2-year institute of technology
programmes

(Tables 2.4 and 2.5). Not surprisingly, 42 percent of students were

disappointed

with the Department in terms of the help with obtaining an English

Proficiency
considerable
matter

Certificate, yet, 32 percent were satisfied. It is worth mentioning that a
number (25.7 percent) of students did not express their views on this

(Table 5.22).

It depends on how much assistance or what supplemental

courses are provided by each institution.

6.14. Industrial

Placement

To integrate theory and practice, for TVE in particular, students' professional
placement

is necessary. However, the implementation

of this principle

is not

(Section
follows
(Table
5.37).
difficulties
3.7.7).
The
HODs
the
as
successful
stressed
.

Inasmuch as industrial placementis neither mandatorynor credited in the courses,
studentshave little interest in such arrangement.

.

There are limited opportunities to arrange work placement of business or
secretarialjobs, comparedwith engineeringrelated ones.

"

The 5-year/ 2-yearjunior college students,who are preparing for examsto enable
them to progress to further study, lack interest in work placement. The 2-year
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institute of technology students are busy with final projects. "It is difficult to
arrange industrial placementin such a short programme", said H3.
"

'There is a lack of support from institutional authority.
Not surprisingly, 28.9 percentof studentswere neither satisfied nor dissatisfied

with industrial placement and educationalcooperationwith local businessagencies.
Another 48.7 percent were dissatisfied (Table 5.21). It implies that either students
were unaware of the value of industrial placementor that insufficient assistancewas
provided by the Department in this respect. The external expert shared the similar
views to this matter. In the absenceof links betweenacademicand practical training,
students lack basic competencies. Business agencies showed no interest in
educational cooperation becausethe extra supervision had to be provided and no
such culture has been formed. Moreover, he warned that students might become
labour
if the arrangementis not appropriately supervised (Section 5.4, Q. 11
cheap
Q.
and 12).
The importance of industrial placement should be highlighted to the students
so they will experience the environment of a real work place and the importance of
English

proficiency.

Furthermore, H4 suggested that the institutional

authority,

instead of each Department, should play the leading role in educational cooperation
with the local industry.

This chapter has drawn conclusions from the findings that emerged from the
fieldwork surveys.The next chapter will open with a summary of these conclusions
link
them to recommendationsfor the attention of the policy makers.
and
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CHAPTER

SEVEN

CONCLUSIONS AND COMMENTS

This chapterposesa number of conclusionsreachedin the light of the analysis
discussed in the previous chapter by considering the Research Questions outlined at
Section 4.3, gives a summary of analysis of findings in the form of answers to the
Research Questions, and makes recommendations. Suggestions for further research
and the limitations of this study are also discussed. References are given to the
appropriate sections of Chapter 6 where findings are considered.

7.1. Summary of Analysis of the Findings
7.1.1. Research Question 1: What are the objectives and distinguishing
of the DAFL-E/DAE?

"

features

Are they attainable? Are they realistic?

The objectives of the DAFL-E/DAE are predeterminedto equip studentswith an
intermediate to advanced level of English proficiency and with sufficient
knowledge of foreign languages,businessand computer to servethe needsof the
labour market. Primarily, these objectives and accordingly the course design are
preparing students for the work force immediately after graduation. However,
most studentsaspireto continuing study.

"

With respect to the distinguishing features of the DAFL-E/DAE, they are not
prominently distinctive from the English Departmentsin the generaluniversities.
Meanwhile, course design lacks distinctive specifications to serve the various
demands of the job market.

Therefore, the objectives and distinguishing features of the DAFL-E/DAE are
neither attainablenor realistic (Section 6.1).
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7.1.2. Research Question 2: How has employment policy been modified in the
DAFL-E/DAE

of four selected institutions?

To accommodate the contemporary social, economical transformation in
Taiwan, upgrading the 5-year/ the 2-year junior colleges to the 2-year/ four-year
institutes/ universities of technology has become standard educational policy.
Accordingly, to comply not only with the current situation but also the regulations of
the MOE, employmentpolicy has changedwith a high demandfor those who have a
Doctoral degree or are Doctorate candidates.However, most teacherswho have at
least a Master's degree, are under tremendouspressureand do not agree with this
employment policy, neither do the Heads of Department (HODs) and the external
expert. The reasonsadvancedare as follows.
"

Teachers' specialisation and practical (business) experience should be
emphasised,insteadof academicdegrees.

"

The requirement for a higher degreein the TVE systemis the sameas for the GE
system. In other words, the featuresof the former are not distinct from the latter.

"

It is difficult to hire teacherswith both a Doctorate degree and academic and
vocational specialisation.

(Section 6.2)

7.1.3. Research Question 3: Is the 5-year junior college programme going to be
discontinued?
Junior colleges have demonstrated a stabilising influence on Taiwanese
education, business and commercial life and respondedto the market needs for a
basic-skilled and trained labour force. However, their importance has been
diminishing. In view of the upgrading of most junior colleges, discontinuing the 5228

year junior college programmesappearsto be a trend, following policy guidelines.
The reasonsare as follows:
"

Insufficient number of studentsfor junior collegesprogrammes.

"

Managerial problems due to

levels
(5-year/ 2-year
too
course
many
provision of

junior college and 2-year/4-year institute/ university of technology) in one
institution.

0

Neglecting the shortageof basic-skilled labour force.

However, carefully evaluation of policy of discontinuing the 5-year junior college
programmes is vital. The reasonsare:
"

Teachers'employment dilemma due to reduction in number of classes.

"

As far as foreign languages learning is concerned, the 5-year junior college
programme provides a longer, more completeand consistentprogramme.

(Section 6.3)

7.1.4. Research Question 4: What are the Heads of Department and teachers'
views towards ESP?

"

The HODs and teachersare not familiar with the definition or concept of ESP.
However, they considered the purposesof ESP are served. The course design,
elective coursesin particular, which feature ESP,has beendirected properly.

"

The HODs and teachersput more emphasison General English, rather than ESP,

namelyBusinessEnglish.They considerthat GeneralEnglishcoursesshouldbe
the basis and supplementedwith businessknowledge.
(Section 6.4.2)
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7.1.5.

Research Question 5: How has teachers' professional development been
implemented

in the DAFL-E/DAE?

Have

teachers

been adequately

trained to teach ESP, BusinessEnglish in particular?
Limited channels are provided for teachers' professional development. The

"

overloaded teaching and administrative work and insufficient financial support
have deterredteachersfrom attendingtraining courses.
0

ESP has been neglected.

0

No in-service ESPtraining coursesare available, especiallyfor businesspurposes.
With insufficient businessbackgroundand teachertraining, qualified teachersto
teach ESP are lacking. Though teacherspossesspostgraduatedegrees and are
teach
to
trained
been
have
in
adequately
EFL/ESL,
they
experienced teaching
not
ESP, or more particularly BusinessEnglish.

(Section 6.5)

7.1.6. Research Question 6: What is the role of the ESP teacher?
Subject Teacher vs. English Language Teacher
It is difficult

to define teachers from the DAFL-E/DAE

who are teaching

Business English as either Business teachers or English teachers. Teachers have
diverse opinions regarding who is better qualified to teach ESP,in this study, BE; the
Business
language
teacher
Though
viewed
subject
many researchers
teacher.
or
English trainer as primarily a languageteacherand stressedthat ESP pedagogymust
be secondaryto ELT, this separationis not necessary.The writer arguesthat to teach
Business English or business-relatedEnglish courses,English teacherswith adequate
knowledge of business are better qualified than business teacherswith satisfactory
command of English (Section 6.6.1).
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Team Teaching

Whereasteamteachingis viewed as the solutionto the teachingproblemof
language teachers and the knowledge of specific content, there is almost no such
structure available in the cohort of institutions surveyed. However, some form of
subject-languageintegration is employed(Section 6.6.2).
Native v& Non-native English Speaking Teacher

"

Whilst the advantagesof native English speaking teachersin helping students
being
disadvantages
English
there
able
with
of not
are
speaking are recognised,
to use the mother tongue (Mandarin Chinese)to explain or translateterminology
lack
lexical
the
English
Additionally,
terms.
of
understanding
and
speakers
native
local culture, which is the strengthof non-native English speakingteachers.

"

Institutions have different policies for employing native English speaking
teachers.Financial budget and employment availability are the major concerns,
influencing employmentpractice.

(Section 6.6.3)
Language Laboratory and Educational TechnologyAids
"

Language laboratories are not used frequently. The reasonsrelate to the subjects
taught, i. e. business-related courses, which involve more writing activity,
insufficient facilities and difficulties of laboratory sessionarrangement.

"

The most frequently used educational technology aid is TVNCR, followed by
OHP, CD player and computer.

(Section 6.6.4)
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Students'LearningAchievement Evaluation
"

Different types of on-going evaluation are undertakenthroughout the semester.
Written tests and assignmentsare the preferred evaluations,followed by quizzes,
listening comprehensionand oral tests.

"

With insufficient backgroundknowledge, studentshave difficulties in listening to
the news (Journalism English) and business jargon (Business English).

"

The amount of writing activity involved in BusinessEnglish and other writing
subject coursesmakesmarking a heavy duty for teachers.

(Section 6.6.5)
Course Design Involvement and Business Activities

"

Classroom teachers are not actively involved in course design for the DAFLE/DAE, but have to take responsibility for planning their teaching subjects.

"

Insufficient businessactivities are incorporatedin business-relatedcourses.

"

There is insufficient support from the Institutional authority in arrangingbusiness
activities.

(Section 6.6.6)
7.1.7. Research Question 7: What are students' attitudes and views towards the

DAFL-E/DAE and their future employment?
Students'Attitudes towards the DAFL-E/DAE

Studentsaresatisfiedwith the facilities of languagelabs andclasssizesof the
Department. However, studentsare not satisfied with elective, businessand remedial
English courses,and do not consider that they meet their needsand are helpful with
their future employment, nor are they satisfied with teaching materials, coherenceof
course design, help with obtaining English Proficiency Qualification and educational
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cooperation with the industry. The reasonswith regard to the coursesoffered can be
concluded as:
"

The choicesof elective coursesare very limited.

"

Business courses only take 9 percent and 18 percent respectively of total credits

institute
2-year
technology
in
junior
the
5-year
of
the
of graduation
and
college
programmes.
"

Students are admitted into the DAFL-E/DAE with diverse English proficiency
levels and various academic subjects,qualifications gained before they entered
the course.Moreover, remedial English coursesare only available at Institutions
B and C.

(Section 6.7.2)
Students' Views to Future Employment

A high percentageof the 5-year and the 2-year junior college studentstend to
institute
2-year
technology
the
further
71
of
to
move on
percent of
studies, while
in
interest
Students
an
like
find
job
show strong
to
students would
after graduation.
a
is
What
business
job
in
both
worth
companies.
the public sectors and private
office
in
English
interested
junior
is
fact
2-year
are
the
students
that
the
college
mentioning
teaching (Section 6.7.3).

7.1.8. Research Question 8: How is English used as the target language?

Teachersreporteddifficulties in using English in class continuously,with
lexical
inability
to
low
understand
particular emphasison students'
motivation and
terms in English. Students admitted that the target language is underused in the
classroom, neither is an English learning environment adequatelyprovided (Section
6.8).
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7.1.9. Research Question 9: How are teaching
materials selected?Are they
ready-made or learner-tailored?

Teachers are responsible for selecting their own teaching materials for the
subjects they teach.The availability of selectionsin GEP is greaterthan ESP,though
there is little distinction between them. The HODs and teacherstend to use readymade textbooks and supplementthesewith learner-tailoredhandouts.The suitability
of the contents of business-relatedtextbooks is a matter of concern, in terms of
cultural compatibility. Some materials found in Taiwan are written for the ESL
situation and lack localised content (Section 6.9).

7.1.10. Research Question 10: Does course design of the DAFL-E/DAE have
coherence between different course levels, in terms of the 5-year/ the 2year junior college and the 2-year institute of technology programmes?

The HODs, teachersand studentsconsider course design as incoherent. Much
of the course content of the 5-year/ 2-year junior college and the 2-year institute of
technology programmes overlaps. Teaching materials are repeatedand the contents
of some higher level programmes are easier than low-level ones (Section 6.10).

7.1.11. Research Question 11: Do business-related English courses meet the
learners' present and future needs?

Though needs analysis is not formally and regularly carried out, half of the
HODs and teachersconsider that course design has served the needsfor studentsto
some extent.

The other groups of HODs and teachers do not agree with this.

Studentsare disappointedand disagreethat
coursesoffered by the DAFL-E/DAE are
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helpful for their future employment.The reasonsare:
"

Most students are keen on further study, and some are interested in English
teaching, but the Department does not prepare them for it.

"

The large number of compulsory credits required by the MOE in the 5-year
junior college programmeshas restricted the autonomyto design coursesto serve
students'needs.

"

There is insufficient contact with graduatesto formulate an understanding of
students'needsat work places.

(Section 6.11.1)

7.1.12. Research Question 12: Does course design of the DAFL-E/DAE serve the
needs of industry?

From previous research,Basic English Language Skills and Second Foreign
Languages are in high demand by industry. The DAFL-E/DAE has provided
adequatecoursesof this type. Although the HODs deem coursesto meet the needs
for local industry to some extent, students' achievementis inadequateto meet the
requirementsof job places (Section 6.11.2).

7.1.13. Research Question 13: Does the English proficiency of students meet the
requirements of the labour market?
"

With respect to students' English proficiency in language skills of listening,
speaking, reading and writing, the HODs, teachers and students all agree that
reading skills are masteredthe most successfully.However, there is a discrepancy,
regarding students' difficulties in learning English. The HODs consider speaking
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skill and teachers deem writing skill to be the worst, whilst students think
listening skills are the
most difficult (Section 6.12).
The HODs, teachers and students are
not confident that students' English

"

proficiency has met the requirementsof the labour market, in terms of needsfor
the industry, with regard to listening and speaking skills in particular. There is
evidence of inadequate training in basic language skills, which can be traced
back to the earlier stagesof learning. The
coursesprovided by the DAFL-E/DAE
might be in the line with the needsfor industry, but students'English proficiency
achievementis not satisfactory(Section 6.11.2 and 6.12).

7.1.14. Research Question 14: How does the DAFL-E/DAE

of four selected

institutions prepare students obtaining an English Proficiency
Qualification?

An English proficiency test is neither made compulsory nor a part of the
graduation requirementsfor the students.However, institutions encouragestudentsto
take part in English proficiency tests held by agencies and there are deemed as
providing an English Proficiency Qualification. The DAFL-E/DAE of Institution B,
C, and D has alternative plans for offering English Proficiency Test Preparation
courses to prepare students to obtain an English Proficiency Qualification (Section
6.13).
7.1.15. Research Question 15: What challenges are encountered with regard to
cooperative education with local businessagenciesin terms of industrial
placement?
The Department's concerns are:
"

There are limited opportunities of such arrangementsin business-relatedjobs.
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"

The support from institutional authoritiesis insufficient.

Students' concerns are:
"

Because industrial placement is neither mandatory nor credited, students lack
interest in following such placements.

0

Students are busy either preparing for exams for continuing study or the final
graduationproject, and so have limited interest in a placement.

"

There is a lack of recognition of the importance of industrial placement with
respectto students'future employment.

The Industry's concerns are
"

Extra supervisionneedsto be provided.

"

No culture linking businesscoursesand placementhasbeen formed

(Section 6.14).

7.1.16. General Conclusion

The DAFL-E/DAE courses reviewed in the four institutions have not fully
be
ESP
been
to
ESP
have
their
needs
realised.
the purposesof
achieved
goals, nor
emphasisedand teachertraining to teachESPneedsto be developed.The preparation
is
in
for
future
not adequate.
their
employment
of students
needs
present and
Teaching, teaching materials, course design, English Proficiency Qualification and
Industrial Placementhave to be enhanced.Overall, ESP should be incorporated in
business courses offered in the four institutions. In this way, students' English
competence performance and business-related knowledge can be achieved
satisfactorily and contribute to the industry's needs, and implement the ultimate
goals of Technological and Vocational Education.
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7.2. Recommendations
As the consequenceof these findings, the writer presentsrecommendationsas
guidance for the consideration of those making provision concerning English for
Specific Purposes.The recommendationsthat follow are by topic and set out under
relevant headings, with referencesrelating to the headings of Section 7.1. Those
recommendationswhich apply to four selectedinstitutions only are identified by the
institutional codes(A, B, C, D) usedthroughout this study.Those for implementation
at a particular level are referred to the Ministry of Education (MOE).

7.2.1. Department

"

Clear goals of the DAFL-E/DAE should be set as the guideline for coursedesign.
Studentscan be divided into two groups according to their immediate aim after
graduation; one for further study, one for employment. Thus, goals can be
practically implemented (A, B, C, D) (Section 7.1.1).

0

Employment policy needs to be more practically based. When recruiting new
teachers,more weight should be put on their relevant training and experiences
from industry, insteadof academicdegreealone (MOE) (Section 7.1.2).

0

The 5-year junior

be
incorporated
into
can
college programme

the

institute/university of technology to form a flexible educationalsystem (B, C, D)
(Section 7.1.3).
"

ESP should be developed in accordance with distinctive features of each
institution, i. e. English for business, nursing, medicine, pharmacy purposes, etc.

(A, B, C, D) (Section 7.1.4).
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"

Teachers' load of administrative work should be lessened(A) and a planned
reduction of class size, particularly in writing classes,should be implemented in
course design (C) (Sections7.1.5 and 7.1.6).

"

Apart from issuesof financial concern,the needsof studentsshould be taken into
account. Of particular importance, are measuresfor employing native English
speaking teachers (A) and the offer of more elective (A, C, D), and remedial
courses (A, D) (Section 7.1.6 and 7.1.7).

0

Communication and cooperationbetween departmentand institutional authority
should be more smooth and intensive in arranging businessactivities (B, C, D)
(Section 7.1.6).

"

More appreciableadministrative and financial support for teaching and learning
should be madeavailable (A, B, C, D) (Section 7.1.6 and 7.1.15).

7.2.2. Teachers
"

By following self-developmentcourses,teachersshould be enabledto gain more
C,
D)(Section
B,
(A,
in
language
in
class
confidence using English as the target
7.1.8).

"

The mother tongue should be used sparingly in the classroom to explain
terminology (A, B, C, D) (Section 7.1.8).

"

Teachersshould be more closely involved in curriculum planning in the DAFLE/DAE, operating in liaison with Heads of the Department (A, B, C, D)(Section

7.1.6).
"

More businessactivities should be arrangedand incorporatedin coursedesign (A,
B, C, D) (Section 7.1.6).
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"

When selecting teaching materials, local features, particularly facets of
regionally basedindustry should be considered(A, B, C, D) (Section 7.1.9).

7.2.3. Teacher Training

"

ESP needsto be emphasised(A, B, C, D).

"

ESP in-service training needsto be implemented,not only in specific subjectsto
improve teachers'performancein English, with particular emphasisgiven to oral
competence(A, B, C, D).

"

ESP training programmescan be provided by the universities of technology and
(B).
degree
Doctorate
offered as an emphasiswithin a
(Section 7.1.5)

7.2.4. Team Teaching
"

Team teaching should be introduced for the support of English teachersand to
alleviate subject teachers'deficiency (A, B, C, D).

"

English and BusinessDepartmentsshould come together to identify disparities in
C,
D).
B,
(A,
discuss
provisions, and
common priorities
(Section 7.1.6)

7.2.5. Course Design
"A

long-term, on-going curriculum planning committee should be brought into
existencein all institutions (A, B, C) (Section 7.1.6).
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"

English teaching courses should be sufficiently included in the curriculum to
accommodatestudents'needs(A, B, C, D) (Section 7.1.7).

"

When designing courses within institutions, coordination between teachers
should be a priority to avoid overlappingin the content and selectionof resources
(B, C) (Section 7.1.10).

"

The course at first year of the 2-year institute of technology programmes can
repeat the final year of the 5-year/2-yearjunior college programmes to provide
English
background
from
diverse
more
with
equal
students
educational
competence(B, C, D) (Section 7.1.10).

7.2.6. Students.
"

Students' subject knowledge of businessshould be strengthened(A, B, C, D)
(Section 7.1.6).

"

Students' English capability in listening and speaking, which are identified as
weaknessesbut are highly demandedby industry, should be reinforced (A, C, D)
(Section 7.1.13).

7.2.7. NeedsAnalysis
"

NeedsAnalysis of studentsand industry should be carried out on a long-term, onin
basis,
levels
going
of competence of students
such as an investigation of
English at the point of registration and graduation as guidance towards course
design (A, B, C, D).

"

When designing courses,
included
be
to
leaders
business
should
opinions of
understandtheir needsto students.(A, B, C, D).
(Section 7.1.11)
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7.2.8. English Proficiency Qualification
"

An English Proficiency Qualification should be implemented into course
structure and made it a mandatory requirement for graduation (MOE) (Section
7.1.14).

7.2.9. Industrial

Placement

"

Industrial placementshould be mandatedas part of the required credits (MOE).

"

Students' awareness of the importance of industrial placement needs to be
emphasised(A, B, C, D).

"

Instead of individual teachersand Departments,the institutional authority should
play the leading role in educationalcooperationwith local industry (A, B, C, D).
(Section 7.1.15)

7.3. Suggestionsfor Further Research
The writer suggeststhat further researchcan be conductedin the following areas:
"

An in depth of study of the needs of businessin respect of English should be
investigated.

"

Selected fieldwork to consist of interviews with graduates and industrial
employers can be conductedas a method of evaluatingcoursedesign.

7.4. Limitations of Study
Due to the recent establishmentof the DAFL-E/DAE, there were not enough
graduatesemployed in the industry to seekboth sides of their views on the research
questions. Therefore, the survey did not include the work experience of graduates
in
their
and
employers the work places.
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7.5. Final Statement

This study has been carried out with a view to investigating the methods
employed to further learning in English for Specific Purposes, with particular
reference to Departments of Applied Foreign Languages-Englishsituated in four
Taiwanese institutions. The research conducted was intended to be of benefit to
policy makers within those institutions, and the general issuesidentified serve as a
stimulant to all concerned with English for Specific Purposes,notably Business
English. Easier liaison between industry and those responsiblefor coursedesign can
aid a strong and secure industrial base locally, regionally and nationally and thus
improve the quality of life of the workforce and its dependants.Thus, it is hoped that
this study can contribute in some measureto the processof economic regeneration
underpinning the developmentof Taiwanesesociety.
The focus has chosen themes that seem worthy of investigation with four
institutions; a junior college, two institutes of technology and one university of
technology, but the recommendationsare suitable for the scrutiny and selective
implementation, according to context in all Taiwaneseinstitutions operating within
this sector of educationalprovision. Chapter3 noted relevant researchesthe areasof
ESP, Business English and Taiwanesestudies, which were compared in Chapter 6
with the results of the fieldwork conductedby the writer. I hope that this study will
be viewed as making a significant contribution within the field of ESP, both in
Taiwan and in the wider international community.
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APPENDIX I
Cover Letter to the Students and Students' Questionnaire (In English and Chinese)

November, 2001

Dear Students,

The attached questionnaire is part of my study for the degree of Doctor of
Education at Hull University, UK The study is to investigate the development of
English for Specific Purposes (ESP) in business, in terms of the curriculum
design and English teaching in the Department of Applied Foreign LanguagesEnglish (DAFL-E/DAE) of four technological and vocational institutions located
in different regions of Taiwan.

As your views in this respectare very important, please take some of your time to
complete this questionnaireas accurately and objectively aspossible.
Your response will be treated strictly confidentially and anonymously. The
information collected will be usedfor thepurpose of this study only.
Thank you for your cooperation!
Sincerely,

Hsiu-Hui Su (Patricia)

Ed.D Candidate
University of Hull
UK
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Students' Questionnaire

Please read the questionnaire carefully and respond to all items.
Do not hesitate to ask about any item that is not clear to you.

Paliff1ä7ERfirms 'M IMARR 0
Instructions:

Please tick (V) the appropriate box (es)for each question.

1. Sex: '[i
Q Male 9,, (t
Q Femaletfj
2. Age: ` 'fi 6g
-!
3. CourseLevels:
Q 5-yearjunior college (H14)
Q 2-yearjunior college (:
)
--V;
Q 2-year institute of technology (-. 4 )

Q 4-year institute/ university of technology (VRR)

4. The secondforeignlanguages
)
(Tick
have
taken:
one
or
more.
you
2V 0,
ý7--ýL:
)
t1
äC
()
p]
1ýd
Q Japanese ä
Q Spanish ýJf
Q German's
Q French &q
Others:

if p

5. The reasonsyou chosethe vocationaljunior college, institute/university of
technology (Tick one or more.)
Q For my own interests.
Q At my family's wish.

Q

IM%WJSR
On the advice of°friends or teachers.

Q Because I didn't
Examination.

pass the Joint
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High

School/ University

Entrance

QI

think I can obtain more practical businessknowledge and training than at
generalcollege/university.
;NCI

Other(please be specific)
A-ft 05-03-HAS
M)
6. The reasons you chose the Department of Applied Foreign Languages-English
(DAFL-E/DAE). (Tick one or more. )

Q For my own interests.
Q At my family's wish.
Q On the advice of friends or teachers.
Q To enhancemy English proficiency.
QI

think the knowledge and training from DAFL-E can help me to obtain a
betterjob after graduation.
ON
W
71
a1Z
ZE
AI.zf-A (K) äf4 () Pff 1
RM X11 ' hh,,

Other (pleasebe specific)
RAfa ffi)
Al
P5
'A

7. What do you wantto do aftergraduation?
1'
:ý1 f1 ?
Q Continue further study domestically.
a a, rlmmm
°

Q Study abroad.
w4mv g
Q Find a job.

ItTflý
8. Wheredo you wantto work aftergraduation?
1 W'
:ß
2T'E ?

Q In thepublicsector.
M0
Q In private-sectorbusinesscompanies.
fLA M0
Q In public schools.
mtz 0

Q In private schools/languageinstitutes.

Q Self-employed.

T7'iu1°
Other (please be
N ýý

specific)
)
cýi

9. How often do you expectto use English at work after graduation?
Q Often
10MINT

°
Q Sometimes
frUff-ali
11

Q Seldom
f vftV
Q Never

°

10. What is the areawhere you have encounteredmost difficulties in learning
English?

ir

Tfl ?

I ýc ý

TK3Z

Q Listening

Q Speaking RQ
Q Reading

Q Writing
11. To what extent do you agree with the following statementsin the light of
AP7
19?
'MF"
1
VL:
4-Fß
d
fart
;
'21,,
coursedesign?
Strongly Agree

Statements
ß2

Agree

n n
a.)

The elective courses offered in

the DAFL-E/DAE are adequate.
ff

I' \7c)

The business courses offered in
the DAFL-E/DAE are adequate.
/.'XPJ/

(A)

I'

rrI fQ
,"

c.)

3fß)

°

9"Ju=17ýliiý

b. )

17q T

RI-Vz

xfi

Gä

(7TH)

13ITiz

°

The remedial English courses are

adequate.
d.)

English used in the class as the
target language is adequate.
fýýJýIýCliJ/C9"JU

e.)

°

1tlq

Business-related English courses
should be taught by English

teacherswith adequateknowledge
of business.
r3ý1713CýfiTý

°
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Don't Disagree Strongly

Know

Disagree

TIMMT-n"d 4PMTn2

Strongly
Agree

Statements
WAL

f. )

Business-related English courses
should be taught by Business
teachers with adequate command
of English.

g.)

The English teaching materials
are satisfactory.

h.)

The facilities of the languagelabs
are satisfactory.

i.)

The classsize is satisfactory.
The business-related
English
courses offered in the DAFL-

E/DAE meetmy needs.
FXPYý M)
k. )

nä

(*, ) Rhin

The courses offered in the DAFL-

E/ DAE are helpful to my future
employment.
I.Aü.I

1.)

(x)

IMP

Iq

(3I:

) MUM

The course design of the DAFL-E/
DAE is coherent between different
course levels.
/%ü.ITJ

()F

HP

(

1t

711)

lfripa

m. ) Industrial placement and

educationalcooperationwith local

business agencies is satisfactory.

'c
n.)

11ý5'ý(

4(r. )

)

ä Tf

>ýfr#ýýlrt

The help provided by the DAFLE/DAE obtain English Proficiency

Certificateis satisfactory.
RAIZI

o.)

°

li ý/TJ

1$

()

G`G

..ý

I believe my English proficiency
meets the requirements of
labour market.

the
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Agree

Don't
Know

Disagree Strongly
Disagree

12. Pleaseuse the spacebelow if you have any commentsor suggestionsnot
coveredby this questionnaire.

Thank you very much for completing this questionnaire.
0
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APPENDIX 2
Cover Letter and Interview Protocol for Heads of the Department ofApplied
Foreign Languages English

(In English and Chinese)

November,2001

Dear Head ofApplied Foreign Languages (English) Department (DAFL-E/DAE):

I, Hsiu-Hui Su (Patricia) would like to conduct a researchfieldwork with your
assistanceand participation.
I am currently a research student, pursuing the degree of Doctor of Education with
Mr. K Brookes at the University of Hull, Institute of Learning, UK This fieldwork is
for
English
Specific Purposes
development
designed
investigate
mainly
of
the
to
(ESP) in business, in terms of the curriculum design and English teaching in the
Department of Applied Foreign Languages-English (DAFL-E/DAE)
of four
technological and vocational institutions located in different regions of Taiwan.

The fieldwork

The
interview
by
be
and
of
questionnaire.
means
will
conducted

will be the Head of the Department, two teachers who are teaching
business-related English in the DAFL-E/DAE, and final year students at each course

participants

level available within the institution, in terms of the 5-year/2-year junior college, 2year institute/ university of technology programmes.

The schedulefor the visit includes two parts. First, I will interview you concerning
your personal experiences of the current situation of the DAFL-E/DAE and the
challenges you have encountered. The interviews with teachers will concern their
teaching experience, and the difficulties they have encountered. In the second part of
the visit, I will conduct a survey with the students. The interview might take you and
the teachers one and a half hours each. The questionnaire distributed to the classes
would take 30 minutes to one hour.
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Please find enclosedthe protocols for interviews with you and the teachers,and the
questionnaire for the students and one self-stamped addressed envelope. Please
confirm the most appropriate time to visit by completing a simpleform enclosed;and
return it to me no later than

or contact me with the numbersand e-mail

address provided below. Your assistance will be greatly appreciated.

Your views in this respect are of great importance and would be a valuable
this
have
If
regarding
comments
or
to
contribution
this work
any questions
you
for
in
Thank
your
feel
free
you very much advance
research, please
to contact me.
kind cooperation.

All information collected will be treated strictly confidentially; the interview and
for
be
used thepurpose of this study only.
questionnaire are anonymousand will

Sincerely,

Hsiu Hui Su (Patricia)

(Pre-Head of Applied Foreign Languages Department of Ging-Chung Business
College)
Ed. D Candidate
University of Hull
UK
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Please tick the most appropriate time/dayfor my visit. Then detach this form and
later
return it with the self-stamped addressed envelope provided no
than
Thank you!

Remark: If necessary,thefieldwork can take more than one visit.
Name of the Institution:
Name of the Head of DAFL-E/DAE:
Monday

Wednesday

Tuesday

8:00
9:00
10:00
11:00

Lunch

12:00
13:00
14:00
15:00

16:00
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Thursday

Friday

Interview Protocol for the Heads of Department of Applied Foreign
Languages-English (DAFL-E/DAE)

Start
1.

Explain the purpose and methods of conducting this research.

2.

Emphasise confidentiality.
O'9 t"It °

3.

Seekpermissionto use taperecorder.

*nJaH0
Background
1.

Your educational and professional background and years in your current
position.

Opinions

1"

What are the objectives and distinguishing featuresof the Department?

A4 (*, ) nH m ltAT+J ?
2.

Please explain the current situation of the Department in terms of different
courselevels (5-year/2-yearjunior college, 2-year/4-yearinstitute/university of
technology), number of classes,studentsand teachers.

MM4

(fir. ) HHu`1 &, -MIM(H

`=

`7a`Ig

) IIf

3.

How does your college/university prepare its teachersfor college upgrade in
terms of employment policy?

4.

How does your departmentprepareteachersfor college upgradein terms of inservice training, further study or professionaldevelopment?

A?
5.

Is the 5-year junior college programme going to be discontinued? If yes, or if
they already have been, please explain the reasons and the effects.

M4 (*N) 7TW'=
T V,i" 11

ý`T
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6.

To what extent do you understandEnglish for Specific Purpose(ESP)?

7.

Does the course design of DAFL-E serve the purposes of ESP? Please explain.
61 ?

8.

To what extent have the objectives of the ESP courses offered at this
departmentbeen achieved?

Rf4 (*)
9.

RRii

" aK33 "ýF

'c 'ý ?

Is coursedesign coherentbetweendifferent courselevels (5-year/2-yearjunior
college, 2-year institute of technology)?Why?

T-J

t -U

(H ,= 'z)

?

10. Does the DAFL-E/DAE carry out a students'needsanalysis?If yes, were these
needsbeen taken into considerationwhen courseswere designed?

Af=t (1) -IIf
11.

ýc

53frag?04 ,S

pf

Does coursedesignmeet the needsof local industry? Give examples.
mm
Qý

pRqý
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12.

Do the business-related English courses and teaching materials meet the
learners' presentand future needs?Why?
fn Cý

13.

as

at*?

Aft
I

?

Do you use English textbooks? If yes, are they ready-made or especially
tailored for the students of the DAFL-E/DAE?

tn?
14. Haveyou encountered
anydifficultiesin selectionof teachingmaterials?
±1J?
tff
,
-t#
15. As far as English is concerned,do you focus on general English or business
English? Why?

16.

Besides the regular tests, how does the Department
evaluate the students'
English competence?

T-IMI
1,
RT4
(*,
)ßäG7?
'
,.
17.

How does the Department implement the English Proficiency Certificate
System?
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18.

What challenges have you encountered, regarding cooperation with local
businessagenciesin terms of industrial placement?

19.

What language skills in terms of listening, speaking, reading, and writing in
English, do studentsmasterthe best or have the most difficulties with? Why?
96,1: 1-F- '?

-M`-

20.

°

What are the most significant challengesyou have encounteredin this
Department?

4 (Ar.) Afro
21.

?

Do you think English proficiency levels of studentsmeet the requirementsof
the labour market? Pleaseexplain.

R ? MMAZ
21.

Af±

(Jrat"AIRA{

iJ?

Suggestionsand comments.
L JRA
2A °

Thank you!
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APPENDIX 3
CoverLetter and Interview Protocol for the BusinessEnglish Teachersof
Department ofApplied Foreign Languages English

(In English and Chinese)

November, 2001

Dear Teachers of the Applied Foreign Languages (English) Department (DAFL-

E/DAE):

I, Hsiu-Hui Su (Patricia) would like to conduct a researchfieldwork with your
assistance and participation.
I am currently a research student, pursuing the degree of Doctor of Education with
Mr. K Brookes at the University of Hull, Institute of Learning, UK. This fieldwork is
mainly designed to investigate the development of English for Specific Purposes
(ESP) in business, in terms of the curriculum design and English teaching in the
Department of Applied Foreign Languages-English (DAFL-E/DAE)
of four
technological and vocational institutions located in different regions of Taiwan.

I would like to interview you with regard to your teaching experience and any
difficulties you have encountered.The interview might take you one and a half hours
or so. Your views in this respect are of great importance and would be a valuable
contribution to this work Thankyou very much in advancefor your kind cooperation.

All information collected will be treated strictly confidentially; the interview will be
anonymous and will be usedfor the purpose of this study only.

Sincerely,

Hsiu-Hui Su (Patricia)
Ed. D Candidate
University of Hull
UK
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Interview Protocol for BusinessEnglish Teachers of the Department of
Applied Foreign Languages-English (DAFL-E/DAE)

Start
1.

Explain the purposeand methodsof conductingthis research.

2.

Emphasise the confidentiality.
5M Ü`i'c'
t"It °

3.

Seekpermission to use tape recorder.
M* r"I gig
N

Background
1.

Your educationaland professionalbackground.

2.

The subjectsyou are teaching and specialisein.

Opinions

1.

How do you prepareyourself for college upgrade?

2.

To what extent do you understandEnglish for Specific Purposes(ESP)?

i7f"

#A3Z "Ti?

3.

Have you attendedany GeneralEnglish or ESPtraining coursesor conferences?
When and where?

4.

To what extent do the training courses or conferenceshelp you in your ESP
teaching techniques?

5.

Which of the following do you think is appropriate?
Why?
L:C-Fßß- 1ä?
AftJ ?
a. Business-relatedEnglish coursesshould be taught by English teacherswith
adequateknowledge of business.
W

TA1.

L7

'uý W3ýUF#JZ9"J
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11.

b. Business-relatedEnglish coursesshould be taught by businessteacherswith
adequatecommandof English.
RA
VFHJý

6.

Ä

Vjo,
ýf'

ký1,71 1ý

Do business-relatedEnglish coursesand teaching materials meet the learners'
presentand future needs?Why?

? Aft &?

äa
7.

As far as English is concerned, do you focus on General English or businessrelated English?

8.

What language skills in terms of listening, speaking, reading, and writing do
the students master the best or have the most difficulties with? Why?

-tMQ

"",

9W 5-E, 95-rAIR-cIRVIN?
-E

9.

How often do you use English as the target languagein the class?

10.

How often do you use the language laboratory?
?
ý( f äMR!
ý,
-

AT±J ?

11. How oftendo you useeducationaltechnologyaids?What arethey?
?
ýýJ1?O Ltbapb
12. How do you evaluatestudents'learningachievement?
14 f17 EwWA M'
z5E
?
13. Which coursedesign of the DAFL-E/DAE have you beeninvolved with?
?
21-11
ý37ýý
iý:
q4
ITO /luýlTJ11'
WF
nRgI

14. Do you designbusiness-relatedEnglish courseswith businessactivities?

15.

Do you use English textbooks?If yes, are they ready-madeor especially
tailored for the studentsof the DAFL-E/DAE?

1ýät
npf ?

=ý p? PAS'I TtfMMIRC, 7YM S1AM (*, )
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16. Have you participated in selectionof teaching material?

17. Have you encounteredany difficulties in selectionof teachingmaterial?

18.

Do you think English proficiency levels of studentsmeet the requirements
of the labour market? Pleaseexplain.

19.

Suggestionsand Comments.

Thank you!
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APPENDIX 4
Cover Letter and Interview Protocol for External Expert of Technological &
Vocational Education

(In English and Chinese)

November, 2001

Dear Sir:
I, Hsiu-Hui

Su (Patricia) would like to conduct a research fieldwork

with your

assistanceand participation.
I am currently a researchstudent,pursuing the degreeof Doctor of Education with
Mr. K. Brookes at the University of Hull, Institute of Learning, UK. Thisfieldwork is
for
Specific
Purposes
English
development
designed
investigate
the
of
to
mainly
(ESP) in business, in terms of the curriculum design and English teaching in the
four
Department of Applied Foreign Languages-English (DAFL-E/DAE)
of
technological and vocational institutions located in different regions of Taiwan.

Becauseof your specialist knowledge,I would like to interview you with regard to
your personal point of view about Technological& VocationalEducation in Taiwan,
half
difficulties
The
interview
have
take
the
and
you one and a
might
that
occurred.
hours or so. Please confirm the most appropriate time to visit by contacting me with
the numbersand e-mail addressprovided below.
Your views in this respect are of great importance and would be a valuable
kind
for
in
Thank
to
cooperation.
contribution this work
you very much advance your
All information collected will be treated strictly confidentially; the interview will be
anonymousand will be usedfor thepurpose of this study only.
Sincerely,

Hsiu-Hui Su (Patricia)
Ed. D Candidate
University of Hull

UK
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Interview Protocol for External Experts in the Technological & Vocational
Education (TVE)

Start

1.

Explain the purposeand methodsof conductingthis research.

2.

Emphasiseconfidentiality

3.

Seekpermission to use taperecorder.
M* on20 -St .
H

Background

1.

Your educationaland professionalbackgroundand yearsin your current
position.

L Mt1"1YXf-IHMU
IA j4°
Opinions

1.

In general, do most technological and vocational institutions develop their
distinguishing features to comply with the needs of local industry? Please
explain.
_'iQlff1

2.

r'

ýý1,

t

7J

ii'

t'?

°

How do technological and vocational institutions prepare their teachers for
college upgrade,in terms of employmentpolicy?
20

3"

ýc

MOMIRmiff

3,

MRO-UNT'S"
04

What is the technological and vocational backgrounds of teachers in
technological and vocational institutions?

-Att

L;tM

fI

fi

MAPfl17?

4.

What are the most significant challengesfor teachers'professionaltraining?

5.

The 5-yearjunior college programmeis going to be discontinuedin most of
the technological and vocational institutions. Pleaseexplain the reasonsand the
effects.
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6.

How is coursecoherenceachievedbetweendifferent courselevels (5-year/ 2yearjunior college and 2-year institute of technology)?What are the difficulties
you have encountered?

Tmorwo (H19 I

äxpf `J-- 'f

'=)

J?
O1

7.

Do technological and vocational institutions carry out a students' needs
analysis? If yes, were these needs taken into consideration when the courses
were designed?

8.

Doescoursedesign,for electivecoursesin particularmeettheneedsof local
industry?Pleasegive examples.

M&RAI 0
9.

Do the coursesand teaching materialsmeet the learners'presentand future
needs?

7ýckÄ

M-F
ItR17

? T-fl ?

10.

How do the technological and vocational institutions implement the
certification system?What are the difficulties they have encountered?

11.

What challenges do technological
and vocational institutions encountered,
regarding cooperation with local business agencies in terms of the
students' practicum?

12.

Do you think the basic competencies
the requirementsof the
of
students
meet
labour market? Pleaseexplain.

MR
? :511
13. What are the most significant challenges facing Technological & Vocational
Education in Taiwan?

14. Suggestions
andcomments.
I. °
1kyJ

Thank you!
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